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PREFACE
The 1989 U.S. Army Chemical Research, Development and Engineering
Center Scientific Conference on Obscuration and Aerosol Research was held 27 - 30
June 1989 at the Edgewood Area Conference Center of Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland. The Conference is held annually, the last full week in June, under the
direction of Dr. Edward Steubing, Research Area Coordinator, Aerosol Science. This
report was authorized under project number 1Cl 61102A71 A, Research CWICB
Defense.
The Conference is an informal forum for scientific exchange and stimulation
among investigators in the side variety of disciplines required for aerosol research
including a description of an obscuring aerosol and its effects. The participants
develop some familiarity with the U.S. Army aerosol and obscuration science research
programs and also become personally acquainted with the other investigators and their
research interests and capabilities. Each attendee is invited to present any aspect of a
topic of interest and may make last minute changes or alterations in his presentation
as the flow of ideas in the Conference develops.
While all participants in the Conference are invited to submit papers for the
proceedings of the Conference, each investigator, who is funded by the U.S. Army
Research Program, is-requested to provide one or more w,;.en papers that document
specifically the progress made in his funded effort in the previous year and indicating
future directions. Also, the papers for the proceedings are collected in the Fall to
allow time for the fresh ideas that arise at the Conference to be incorporated.
Therefore, while the papers in these proceedings tend to closely correspond to what
was presented at the Conference, there is not an exact correspondence.
The reader will find the items relating to the Conference itself, photographs,
the list of attendees, and the agenda-in the appendixes following the papers and in the
indexes pertaining to them.
The use of trade names or manufacturers' names in this report does not
constitute an official endorsement of any commercial products. This report may not
be cited for purposes of advertisement.
Reproduction of this document in whole or in part is prohibited except-with
permission of the Commander, U.S. Army Chemical Research, Development and
Engineering Center, ATTN: SMCCR-SPS-T, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland
21010-5423. However, the Defense Technical Information Center and the National
Technical Information Service are authorized to reproduce this document for U.S.
Government purposes.
--- mto W This report has been approved for release to the public.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE 1989 SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE
ON OBSCURATION AND AEROSOL RESEARCH
I. AEROSOL DYNAMICS
ANALYSIS OF THE FLUCTUATIONS OF OBSCURATION THROUGH A
GROUND LEVEL AEROSOL SOURCE
M. Poreh and A. Hadad
Technion, Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, 32000, Israel
J. E. Cermak
Colorado State University
Ft. Collins, Colorado 80523
RECENT PUBLICATIONS, SUBMITTALS FOR PUBLICATION AND PRESENTATIONS:
A) M. Poreh and J. E. Cermak, "Experimental Study of Aerosol Plume Dynamics,
Part I: Wind-tunnel Study of Diffusion and Deposition of Particles with
Appreciable Settling Velocities," Annual Progress Report to CRDC, CER86-87MPJECI, September 1986.
B) M. Poreh and J. E. Cermak, "Experimental Study of Aerosol Plume Dynamics,
Part II: Wind-tunnel Study of Buoyant Horizontal Emissions," Annual Progress
Report to CRDC, CER86-87MP-JEC5, November 1986.
C) M. Poreh and J. E. Cermak, "Experimental Study of Aerosol Plume Dynamics,
Part III:
Wind-tunnel Simulation of Vertical Concentration Fluctuations,"
Annual Progress Report to CRDC, CER87-88MP-JEC4, December 1987.
D) M. Poreh and J. E. Cermak, "'Lift-off' of Buoyant Horizontal Plumes,"
Proceedings of the Eighth Symposium on Turbulence and Diffusion, AMS, San Diego,
CA, 25-29 April 1988.
ABSTRACT
It is shown that the classical "fluctuating-plume model" (Gifford, 1959)
cannot describe the fluctuations of obscuration by an aerosol plume from a ground
level source, which had been measured in a simulated small-scale wind-tunnel
physical model. A modified semi-empirical analytical model, which is shown to
be in very good agreement with the measurements, is presented.
INTRODUCTION
Obscuration by aerosol plumes is related to the integral of their
concentration along the line of vision. A novel IR/CO2 system for measuring the
fluctuations of such integrals in small-scale wind-tunnel models has been
developed (Poreh and Cermak, 1987, 1988a, 1988b). The method was used to measure
the fluctuations of the vertical integrated concentration in an aerosol plume
from a point source at ground level as it is carried downwind (the x direction).
The measurements indicate that the relative probability, P(a), that the
obscuration exceeds the mean obscuration value by a factor of a, at a given point
downwind in the range 300 m < x < 1200 m, is a function of the lateral off-center
location Y/ Ta,where aT is the characteristic mean plume-width parameter, and
is independent of x. The curves in Figures 1-3 show the measured values of P(e)
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at different values of y/aT. The values of x in the figures denote the distances
downwind from the source in the model.
It is of considerable theoretical and practical interest to find
theoretical or semi-empirical models which will describe P(a).
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS
The classical fluctuating-plume model of Gifford (1959) assumes that the
concentration fluctuations are produced by a meandering instantaneous plume.
The dimensions of the instantaneous plume avI and azl, for a given flow, are
constants for each value of x. Using the c6ntinuity equation it can be shown
that the ratio of the maximum concentrations of the mean plume and of the
instantaneous plume, at a constant velocity field, is given in this model, by
Cmax/CI nr.ax : al/aT : m(x).

(1)

The values of P(a) according to this model, calculated for the centerline of the
plume (y/UT = 0) for different values of m, are plotted in Figure 4. Comparison
with Figure I shows that the model cannot describe the measurements in a
satisfactory manner.
Since in reality, Uv at a given x is not a constant but fluctuates
considerably, it was decidd to examine what would be the effect of letting the
values of the width (a. ) and of the maximum concentration (Ci ax) in the model
fluctuate (lower case idices are used to distinguish this case from the previous
one). The mean concentration field and its statistical properties can in this
case be calculated by weigrited integrations over all the subsets which have the
same a. and C.
Such a calculation requires, however, that assumptions be
made r'garding' te correlation between Uiy, Ci max, ciz and at, for all the
subsets and regarding the probability of their occurrence. For the sake of
simplicity, it has been decided to use as simple a model as possible.
Accordingly, itwas assumed that the product aiyCi mx = constant, as in Equation
(1), and also that aiz = constant, although the continuityequation requires only
mean of the product a.viC. mU = constant. It wis further assumed
that
that the
the values of at of all the
s~b~t~ ~'are the same and are eqval to aT, as
the mean field obtained by averaging the Gaussian concentration distributions
of the subsets would be Gaussian, as observed in the experiments, onl.y if this
assumption is made. Accordingly, each subset in the model satisfies the
equation,
Ct max/Ci max = Uiy/UT = m

.

(2)

Now, the value of m, at each x, wa, assumed to fluctuate in the range 0 < T <
1 and its pdf was assumed to be decribed by a Beta function, Beta (m, s ),
where m is the mean value of m and s is its variance.
Using this model, the shapes of P(a) for m = 0.60 and s2 = 0.15, which had
been chosen by trial and error, were plotted in Figures 1-3 (triangular symbols).
It is seen from these figures that although the calculated values of P deviate
10

at some regions from the experimental measurements, the general agreement between
all the measurements and the model is surprisingly good.
This agreement does not imply, of course, that the physical model used to
describe the fluctuations of the properties of the instantaneous plume is
correct. Different models with different distributions of m may give similar
results. However, since P(a) is in good agreement with the measurements, the
results enable one to calculate the mean value of any function of the
fluctuations..
The results suggest that the structure of the instantaneous plume could
be investigated in greater detail by using the newly developed experimental
method. Previous theoretical work and experimental work suggest, for example,
that the structure of the fluctuating plume in homogeneous turbulence varies with
the distance downwind from the source (Batchelor, 1952; Nappo, 1979, 1980, 1983).
It is therefore expected that the observed plume similarity for the shear flow
and boundary conditions reported herein is not universal, and it is of interest
to determine experimentally its limitations. Development of a more accurate
modified fluctuation model, which would be based on more detailed measurements
of the properties of the instantaneous plume in shear flows, is also desired.
Also, the new experimental method makes it possible to obtain a clearer
understanding of the nature of plume fluctuations in homogeneous turbulence,
which is also of considerable theoretical and practical value.
PLANNED FUTURE STUDIES
An improved IR/CO2 system is being assembled for collecting more accurate
data of obscuration fluctuations.
It is planned to measure the dynamic
properties of obscuration by plumes for different conditions of atmospheric
stability. Characteristics of plume meandering and concentration fluctuations
will be investigated.
REFERENCES
1. Batchelor, G. K. (1952), "Diffusion in a Field of Homogeneous TurbulenceII. The Relative Motion of Particles," Proc. Cambridge Phys. Soc., Vol. 48,
pp. 345-362.
2. Gifford, F. G. (1959), "Statistical Properties of a Fluctuating Plume
Dispersion Model," Adv. Geophysics, Vol. 6, pp. 117-138.
3. Nappc, C. J. (1979), "Relative and Single Particle Diffusion Estimates
Determined from Smoke Plume Photographs," Fourth Symposium on Turbulence,
Diffusion and Air Pollution, (Amer. Meteorol. Soc., Boston, MA), pp. 46-47.
4. Nappo, C. J. (1980), "Atmospheric Turbulence and Diffusion Estimates Derived
from Observations of a Smoke Plume," Atmos. Environ., Vol. 15, pp. 541-547.
5. Nappo, C. J. (1983), "Turbulence Parameters Derived from Smoke-Plume
Photoanalysis," Preprints Sixth Symposium on Turbulence and Diffusion, AMS,
pp. 329-332.
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6. Poreh, M. and J. E. Cermak (1987), "Experimental Study of Aerosol Plume
Dynamics, Part III:
Wind-tunnel Simulation of Vertical Concentration
Fluctuations," Annual Progress Report to CRDC, CER87-88MP-JEC4, December.
7. Poreh, M. and J. E. Cermak (1988a), "Wind-tunnel Simulation of Obscuration
Fluctuations by Aerosol Plumes," Proceeding of the 1988 CRDC Conference on
Obscuration and Aerosol Research, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MO.
8. Poreh, M. and J. E. Cermak (1988b), "Instrumentation for Measuring
Fluctuations of Horizontally and Vertically Integrated Concentrations in
Wind-tunnel Plumes," Fourth International Workshop on Wind and Water Tunnel
Modeling, Karlsruhe, West Germany, October.
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DISPERSION/REACTION MODEL OF AEROSOL
FILTRATION BY POROUS FILTERS
Michael Shapiro
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
Technion-Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa 32000, Israel
and
Howard Brenner
Department of Chemical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139
RECENT PUBLICATIONS, SUBMITTALS FOR PUBLICATION AND PRESENTATIONS:
A) M. Shapiro and H. Brenner, "Dispersion/Reaction Model of Aerosol Collection by Porous
Filters," Proceedings of the 1986 CRDEC Scientific Conference on Obscurationand Aerosol
Research, R.H. Kohl, Ed. (This is a preliminary publication of the research results reported in
extenso in publication B of this list.)
B) M. Shapiro and H. Brenner, "Dispersion/Reaction Model of Aerosol Collection by Porous
Filters," Journa: of Aerosol Science 20, No. 1 (1990).
C) M. Shapiro, H. Brenner and D. C. Guell, "Accumulation and Transport of Brownian Particles
at Solid Surfaces: Aerosol and Hydrosol Deposition Processes," Journalof Colloid and Interface
Science. (Accepted in September 1989 for publication.)
D) M. Shapiro and H. Brenner, "Dispersion and Deposition of Aerosol Particles in Porous
Filters." Presentation made at the European Aerosol Conference, Vienna, Austria, September 1823 (1989).
ABSTRACT
Characteristic filtration lengths of fibrous filters collecting diffusional submicrometer aerosols are
computed by a finite element method on the basis of the dispersion/reaction filtration model. The
calculated data are compared with known theoretical and experimental results, with good
agreement. Future calculations will include interceptional and gravitational aerosol collection
mechanisms.
15

This study is concerned with the collection of submicrometer aerosol particles by porous
filters, primarily fibrous and granular. A porous filter is composed of a matrix of small elements -collectors, possessing various (usually irregular) shapes and sizes. The filter efficiency 11 is
defined in terms of the respective inlet and outlet aerosol particle concentrations, Pin and Pout, as
1l=l-Pout/Pin.
(1)
11 is the -principal experimentally measurable parameter of engineering interest, whose
determination for given aerosol particle properties and filtration operating parameters lies at the
focus of various theoretical approaches. Classical filtration theory (Pich, 1966; Davies, 1973;
Dorman, 1973) treats this problem on the basis of several ad hoc assumptions. Filter
microstructure is characterized by specifying a unit bed element (UBE), within which the detailed
velocity and external force fields are calculated. To calculate the aerosol collection rate achieved by
such a single UBE, the convective-diffusive aerosol microtransport problem is formulated within
one UBE while imposing an ad hoc boundary condition specifying a uniform inlet aerosol
concentration at its upstream boundary. As a result, a so-called unit bed efficiency Ti, is calculated.
In order to cumulatively sum the aerosol collection rates over all such collector elements
comprising the bed, and thus calculate the total filter efficiency il, yet other ad hoc assumptions
have to be invoked pertaining to the filter-bed structure and spatial aerosol concentration
distribution existing within the filter bed interstices. As a result, the following formula was
proposed, correlating the total and single-element efficiencies:
il = 1 - exp (- ail cL / a),

(2)

where L is the filter thickness and a the collector size.The exact nature of the nondimensional
porosity-dependent coefficient a is controversial. In many cases the choice of a was simply
phenomenologically dictated so as to effect a better correlation of the theory with experimental data
obtained for selected aerosols.
Our contribution describes a novel approach to the problem of diffusion-controlled aerosol
filtration processes in porous filters. While utilizing the conventional microscale description of
aerosol transport and deposition processes accepted in classical filtration theory, it explicitly avoids
ad hoc summation of the respective collection rates characterizing each individual UBE; nor does it
even utilize the concept of unit bed efficiency. Rather than formulate the microscale aerosol
filtration problem within the one representative UBE, the present theory begins with a comparable
description of the aerosol transport and collection processes within the entire porousfilter bed.
Accordingly, instead of the artificial (indeed, physically incorrect) boundary conditions imposed
upon the aerosol concentration field between neighboring UBEs (as is currently done in existing
theories), our more physically realistic model imposes conditions of continuity of aerosol
concentration and flux across adjacent faces separating contiguous UBEs.
16

The proposed scheme ultimately describes the filter bed at a Darcy, rather than interstitial
scale; as such, the bed is viewed at the former level of description as being a homogeneous
convective-diffusive-'reactive' continuum, possessing uniform (i.e. position-independent)
phenomenological transport coefficients characterizing each of these three transport and deposition
mechanisms. These macrotransport coefficients consist respectively of the aerosol's Darcy-scale
mean velocity vector U*, dispersion dyadic D* and volumetric deposition-rate scalar coefficient
K* They are demonstrated to be independent of the macroscale filter geometry, and can be
rigorously calculated (Shapiro and Brenner, 1988; see also Ref. B) by employing generalized
Taylor dispersion phenomena theory.
The sequential process of calculating the total filtration efficiency via the proposed model
may be described as follows: After a precise physico-mathematical formulation of th-e aerosol
microtransport and deposition processes in the entire spatially periodic (model of the) filter bed,
the three Darcy-scale transport coefficients are explicitly calculated (while introducing no ad hoc
assumptions, such as is done in the classical theory). These Darcy-scale coefficients are
subsequently used to describe the gross, coarse-scale filtration process at a continuum level.
Solution of the coarse-scale transport and reaction problem thereby posed immediately ,yields the
total filtration efficiency [without utilizing ad hoc formulas of the type displayed above in Eq. (2)].
In particular, in many practically important cases the filter efficiency is shown to, have the
following form:
il = I - exp(-L//f),

(3)

with If = J*/K* (and U* = I U*Jthe scalar aerosol particle mean speed) the characteristic
filtration length, first introduced by Leers (1957). In contrast with the comparable ad hoc formula
(2) employed in the classical filtration theory, the validity of Eq. (3) may be explicitly
substantiated.
Calculation of the Darcy-scale aerosol transport and deposition coefficients, and from them
the characteristic filtration length, constitutes the main objective of the present research. Our
analysis assumes that the filter bed possesses a spatially-periodic structure (Fig. 1); that is, the
filter microscale geometry may be described by the single unit cell indefinitely reproduced in three
directions to fill all of space. A locally disordered unit cell microstructure (as in Fig. 1) may, if
desired, be chosen to adequately approximate situations prevailing in real filters.

17

Figure 1. Spatially-periodic model of a porous filter.
A typical unit cell is indicated by the square box.
The spatially-periodic model of the filter bed possesses several advantages. First, since the
microscale geometry of the entire filter is known, the aerosol transport and deposition process may
be exhaustively described by a well posed physicomathematical problem, formulated throughout
the entire interstitial region of the effectively infinite filter bed. On the other hand, owing to the
geometrical and physicochemical indistinguishability of the unit cells, the information necessary for
determination of the Darcy-scale phenomenological coefficients is embodied in a single unit cell of
the spatially periodic structure, within which cell the detailed calculations of these coefficients were
actually performed.
The Darcy-scale aerosol transport and deposition coefficients were-evaluated first for
several simple arrays of circular cylinders (Fig. 2): square (staggered) and hexagonal. More
complicated structures were modelled by bi-disperse arrays.
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Figure 2. Spatially periodic arrays of cylinders used in calculations:
(a) Square; (b) Hexagonal; (c) Bi-disperse.

Figure 3. Microscale flow field within the hexagonal array
(porosity=0.4, Re=165).
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At the first step the spatially periodic interstitial flow field existing within the filter bed was
calculated both for zero and nonzero characteristic microscale Reynolds numbers Re. All
calculations were performed using finite element techniques. A typical result of these calculations is
shown in Fig. 3 for a hexagonal array (porosity=0.4; Re=165). As a result of such calculations
the array permeability as well as the Darcy-scale pressure gradient across the filter were evaluated
(Edwards et al., 1989).
Next, the Darcy-scale aerosol transport and deposition coefficients were calculated. This
was done by solving several eigenvalue problems formulated within the unit cell for the convectivediffusive partial differential operator; subject to a zero particle concentration boundary condition on
the collector surface(s) within the cell. The proposed model describes the diffusional and
interceptional aerosol collection mechanisms, as well as the influences of externally applied forces,
if any (gravitational, electrostatic, etc.). First, however, the external forces and the interception
were assumed negligible. In this case, for given bed geometry and Reynolds number, the Darcyscale aerosol transport and deposition coefficients depend only upon the microscale Peclet number
Pe = 2Ua/D and bed porosity, with UJ the mean interstitial air velocity, a the bed cylinder radius
and D the diffusivity of the aerosol particle.
At the next step the concentration distribution within the filter bed was calculated for several
values of the microscale Peclet number. It was found that for low Pe numbers, of order unity (for
which case the convective and diffusive particle transport mechanisms are comparable everywhere
within the unit cell), that particle deposition on the collector surfaces reduces the aerosol
concentration in the bulk, i.e. far from the collectors, where the local, interstitial air velocity is
higher. As a result, the effective averaged aerosol speed U* is less than the comparable mean
interstitial air speed U within the filter bed.
A different situation was found to prevail in the large Peclet number case, for which
circumstances a thin diffusional boundary layer exists proximate to the collector, upon whose
surface(s) particle deposition occurs. Aerosol concentrations within this thin layer, where the local,
interstitial air velocity is low, are depleted due to particle removal, whereas the bulk concentration
remains virtually unchanged. As a result, the major portion of the aerosol is transported within the
bulk region by the faster moving streamlines. Consequently, for large Peclet numbers the average
aerosol particle velocity U* is greater than the mean air flow velocity U within the filter. Since the
large Peclet number regime usually prevails in-the -filtration of submicrometer aerosols, it may
generally be concluded-that the phenomenon of enhanced mean aerosol velocity obtains for most
filtration operating conditions. A more extensive discussion, including graphical presentations of
the functional dependences of the three Darcy-scale aerosol transport and deposition coefficients
upon filtration parameters, is presented in a forthcoming contribution (Shapiro et al., 1990).
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The trends discussed above are shown in Fig.4, where the Darcy-scale aerosol velocity
normalized by the mean air velocity D is plotted vs bed porosity for Pe = 1 and 100. As may be
seen, the effect of the increasing bed porosity is to diminish the difference between the large and
small Peclet number Darcy-scale aerosol velocities. For high porosity fibrous filters, where the
porosity exceeds 0.9, the effect of Pe upon U is negligible. However, the effect of Peclet number
is certainly significant for packed granular filters, where the porosity may be as low as 0.35.
Figure 5 shows the dependence of the Darcy-scale aerosol deposition-rate coefficient upon
bed porosity. As may be seen, the value of K* is largely determined by the Peclet number, while
the effect of increasing porosity is to decrease the effective aerosol deposition-rate coefficient for all
Peclet numbers. This implies that coarser particles and more loosely packed filters possess smaller
values of K* than do their opposite members.
Figure 6 compares the characteristic filtration length Ifof fibrous filters (characterized by a
porosity of 0.85 and collecting 0.1 gim latex polysterene aerosols) calculated by the present theory

1.0
Present theory

0.75
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porosity=0.849

~
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I
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Filter-face velocity U, cm/s
2

3

Figure 6.. Comparison between the calculated-data
and previous results for 0.1 gm aerosol particles.
*

- Experimental (Lee, 1977);

Upper dashed line - correlation of Davies (1973);
Lower dashed line - correlation of Lee and Liu (1977).
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Figure 7. Comparison between the calculated data
and previous results for 0.07gm aerosol particles.
For legend see Figure 6.
(solid line) with the existing theory of Stechkina and Fuchs (1966) (dashed lines). Because of the
ambiguity existing in the formula correlating the single-element and total filter efficiencies, two
dashed curves appear in the figure -- one obtained using the correlation of Davies (1973), and the
other of Lee and Liu (1982). Included also are experimental results of Lee (1977), obtained for
fibrous Darcon filters. The theory of Stechkina and Fuchs significantly underestimates the
characteristic filtration length and hence overestimates the filtration efficiency. Our model, however,
displays satisfactory agreement with the data. The same conclusion may be drawn from Fig. 7,
which displays a similar comparison for aerosol particles possessing diameters of 0.07 gm.
Conclusions. The proposed dispersion/reaction model of aerosol transport and depositio
in porous media constitutes a novel fundamental contribution to the theory of submicron aerosol
filtration by porous filter beds. Principally, it eliminates the need for many of the ad hoc
assumptions present in the classical theory.
Instead of the misleading concept of a unit-bed efficiency, we introduce naturally three
Darcy-scale phenomenological aerosol macrotransport coefficients, whose values we then
rigorously calculate. These coefficients constitute physically objective, experimentally accessible
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joint properties of the aerosol and porous medium, in terms of which the characteristic filtration
length and the filtration efficiency are easily determined. Indeed, finite element computations of
these coarse-scale transport coefficients characterizing diffusional aerosol particles in twodimensional spatially-periodic models of fibrous media yielded values of the characteristic filtration
length in good agreement with the available experimental data of Lee (1977).
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Experimental Studies of Aerosol Dynamics in Reacting Systems
Richard C. Flagan
Division of Engineering and Applied Science
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91125
Abstract
New techniques make possible rapid, high resolution measurements of fine particle
size distributions. These methods have been applied to the study of the formation or
growth of particles by atmospheric photochemical reactions. Direct observations of
nucleation bursts are shown, including multiple nucleation events in a single reacting
system and in systems involving iriu!tiple reactants.
Introduction
Gas phase chemical reactions frequently produce condensible vapors, leading to the
formation and growth of aerosol particles. Particles may be formed by homogeneous
nucleation, or the vapors may condense onto previously generated particles. Surface
reactions of noncondensible species may also contribute to particle growth. Particle size
also increases due to Brownian coagulation. The theoretical description of aerosol
dynamics has advanced dramatically in recent years, making possible the simulation of the
chemical dynamics of multi-component aerosol systems.
The technology for following the dynamics of rapidly changing aerosols has lagged
behind the theoretical developments. In a recent study performed at Caltech, Stern et al.
(1989) used a commonly used electrical mobility sizing system, the TSI Model 3030
Electrical Aerosol Analyzer, to follow the dynamics of secondary aerosols in photochemical
oxidation of aromatic hydrocarbons. Conclusions from that study were (i) the EAA does
not have the size range or resolution needed for quantitative interpretation; and (ii) faster
response than the 5 to 8 minutes typically required for EAA size distribution measurements
is needed to follow the rapid changes due to nucleation in the simulated atmospheric
chemistry.
Advances in measurement technology approach the present predictive capability.
Methods for making high resolution particle size distribution measurements have been
available for a number of years, but these techniques hav,. seen relatively use in the study
of time-varying aerosols due to the long times required for such measurements. Recent
improvements in electrical mobility size distribution analysis make it possible to follow
rapidly changing aerosols. This paper will present results obtained using state of the art
aerosol measurement methods in studies of aerosol formation in the atmospheric
photochemical oxidation reactions.
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ExperimentalMethods
Studies of aerosol formation and evolution are conducted at Caltech using the
Teflon reactor illustrated in Fig. 1 The reactor is a Teflon balloon with a volume of
approximately 60 m3 when fully inflated. The reactor is located on the roof of the Keck
Laboratories at Caltech, and utilizes sunlight to drive the photochemical reactions. The
reactor is operated in two modes: (i) single bag mode; and (ii) dual bag mode in which the
chamber is divided into two chambers of roughly equal volume. The former mode offers
the largest volume for long duration experiments or to minimize wall effects. The dual-bag
mode allows simultaneous experiments to be performed to observe directly the impact of
varying a single parameter such as the initial hydrocarbon concentration or the quantity of
particles pre.sent in the chamber at the beginning of the experiment.
The experimental operation consists of filling the chamber with air that has been
cleaned by passing it through a series of packed bed scrubbers. The filling and subsequent
addition of reactants to the chamber is performed with the chamber covered to eliminate
photochemical reactions. The reactants consist of selected hydrocarbon species, nitrogen
oxides, and, in some experiments, sulfur dioxide or ammonia. In some experiments an
aerosol of fine particles is added to the reactant mix to probe the influence of pre-existing
aerosol on the formation and growth of new particles. After filling the chamber, some time
is allowed for the reactants to mix. The photochemical reactions are initiated by uncovering
the chamber. The smog chamber is operated as a batch reactor. A number of gas analyzers
are used to follow the progress of the gas phase reactions. Aerosol instrumentation is used
to probe the formation of condensed phase reaction products.
Two series of experiments were performed in collaboration with Georg Reischl and
his coworkers from the University of Vienna to probe the dynamics of ultrafine particles
produced when photochemical reactions lead to homogeneous nucleation. Aerosol
measurements were made with TSI differential mobility classifiers with TSI clean room
condensation nuclei counters used as detectors, and with the Electrical Mobility
Spectrometer (EMS) developed at the University of Vienna by Reischl and coworkers.
Both of these instruments are based upon electrical mobility analysis wherein charged
particles are classified according to their mobility in an electric field. Measurements of the
number concentration within a narrow increment of mobility are made at a sequence of field
strengths to determine the size distribution. Because the smog chamber is a batch reactor,
and the measurements of different sizes are made sequentially, only transients slower than
the scan period can be followed with conventional use of these instruments. Hence, we
have sought alternate modes of operation that would allow fast transients to be followed.
The EMS utilizes a new mobility classifier design and a highly sensitive
electrometer (detection limit of approximately 3x10 "17 amps) to facilitate particle size
distribution measurements to sizes as small as 3 nm diameter (Reischl, 1987). With this
instrument, 30 point particle size distributions can be measured in 8 minutes. The TSI
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instrument combination can measure particles as small as about 10 nm although the
counting efficiency drops dramatically below 20 nm diameter (Wang and Flagan, 1989).
The time required to measure a particle size distribution depends on the resolution sought,
and can range from 8 minutes to more than an hour in conventional operation.
Parallel measurements of the concentrations of particles in a number of size
intervals have been used at Caltech to overcome the time resolution limitations of mobility
size distribution analysis. In these experiments, several mobility classifiers were operated
in parallel to measure the time variation in the concentrations of particles of several sizes.
In this way, the minimum resolvable time was reduced from several minutes to a few
seconds. A new approach to mobility analysis was then developed that allows complete
size distributions to be measured in as little as 30 seconds. With these measurement
systems the dynamics of homogeneous nucleation in photochemical reactions has been
probed experimentally.
Results
Dimethyl sulfide (DMS, CH3SCH3) and dimethyl disulfide (DMDS, CH3SSCH3)
are biogenically released sulfur species that are thought to be important in determining the
sulfate levels in the clean troposphere. Photochemical oxidation of these compounds leads
to the formation of two condensible species, sulfuric acid (H2SO4), and methane sulfonic
acid (CH3SO3H). The vapor pressures of these species are sufficiently different that they
can be expected to cause quite distinct particle formation patterns. These have been probed
in smog chamber studies using mobility analyzers set to measure the time variation in the
concentrations of particles of several sizes,-with the EMS used to measure particles in the 3
to 100 nm size range, and the DMA-CNC instruments measuring particles as large as 200
nm. Figure 2 shows the results for an experiment with no initial seed particles. Just a few
minutes into the experiment, large numbers of 10 nm particles are formed. These rapidly
disappear as the particles grow to larger sizes. A wave of particle formation is seen to
propagate through particle size space.
The behavior becomes more complicated when there are particles present before the
reactions begin. Nuclei coagulate with seed particles, so the number concentrations
decrease more rapidly than in unseeded experiments. As the number of nuclei decreases,
so does the ability of the nuclei to scavenge condensible vapors and suppress additional
nucleation. This leads to oscillations in the number concentrations in seeded experiments
as shown in Fig. 3.
It is important to note that the time scales characteristic of these dynamic features of
aerosols produced by gas phase reactions could not be resolved using conventional aerosol
measurement methods. To resolve size distribution evolution during such transients,
greatly accelerated instruments are needed. An analysis of the differential mobility analyzer
operation reveals that most of the time required to make a size distribution measurement is
consumed waiting for the concentration to reach ' steady state after changing the field
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strength. This limitation has been overcome by replacing the step-wise measurements with
a continuous ramp of the field strength (Wang and Flagan, 1989). All particles then
migrate through a time-varying electric field, but, for any particle entrance time, only
particles whose mobilities fall within a narrow range will reach the sample extraction slot
on the collection rod. By using the continuously varying field strength, the delay between
measurements is eliminated entirely. A complete high resolution size distribution scan can
be made in 30 to 80 seconds. With this Scanning Electrical Mobility Spectrometer
(SEMS), the dynamics of fine particle evolution in reacting systems can be followed with
unprecedented time resolution.
Figure 4 shows a series of size distribution measurements made in a smog chamber
study of the photochemical oxidation of 1-octene and S02. A large number of particles
were formed only 8 minutes after uncovering the chamber. The fine nuclei then grew
primarily by condensation, causing the size distribution to narrow as the particles grew.
An hour after this initial nucleation burst, at 1:20 into the experiment, a second nucleation
burst occurred, again forming a large number of particles in the 10 to 20 nm size range.
The resulting size distribution was bimodal. Both modes continued to grow through the
remaining hour of the experiment. Similar experiments without S02 did not form particles
early in the experiment. Thus, the first burst of nucleation can be attributed to the sulfur
dioxide reactions and is likely the result of sulfuric acid nucleation. The second nucleation
burst appears to be the result of the hydrocarbon/NOx reactions. Hence, one would expect
that the compositions of the particles in the two modes of the size distribution might differ
significantly. The particles formed early are composed of the material that was responsible
for that nucleation, probably H2 SO4, and material that condensed on the nuclei later, a mix
of H2SO4, water, and hydrocarbon species. The particles formed in the second burst of
nucleation would contain only those condensible species that are present late in the reaction
process.
Theoretical considerations
The theoretical description of the complex chemical dynamics of aerosols in reacting
systems have advanced considerably in recent years. Numerous codes have been
developed to describe the evolution of the particle size distribution function. For the
experiments described above, the primary physical processes that are active are nucleation
and condensation. Due to the relatively low number concentrations produced during the
nucleation bursts, coagulation is not particularly important, so it may not be necessary to
treat coagulation to describe these experiments. The nature of the experiments makes it
critical that the distribution of composition with particle size be followed in order that the
size dependent solution thermodynamics can be correctly treated. At present, the multicomponent sectional code MAEROS written by Gelbard is the primary tool for the study of
aerosols whose composition changes with time. The sectional representation of the general
dynamic equation for aerosols is subject to numerical diffusion when condensational
growth is important, so further improvements are needed. The narrow size distributions
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observed in the smog chamber experiments are the result of condensational growth.
Accurate simulation of the dynamics of multicomponent aerosols will clearly require further
improvements in the aerosol dynamics codes.
Conclusions
Recent advances in electrical mobility size distribution analysis makes it possible to
follow the dynamics of fine particle formation and evolution with heretofore unachievable
time and size resolution. Measurements of aerosol formation have been made during
photochemical reactions under simulated atmospheric conditions. Transient phenomena
that would not previously been measurable have been recorded in considerable detail.
These include oscillations in the formation and growth of aerosols in experiments in which
particles were present before reaction was initiated, and multiple bursts of nucleation in
systems with multiple reactants. The observed oscillations had sufficiently high
characteristic frequencies that they would only appear as noise in conventional
measurements.
A comprehensive understanding of the chemical dynamics of aerosols requires
further advances. Ideally, the time variation of the chemical composition with size would
be followed with similar time resolution to that achieved in this study in the measurement of
particle size distributions. This might be accomplished by interfacing chemical detection
systems to mobility analyzers. Present mobility analysis is limited to particles smaller than
about 0.2 .tm in diameter because of the large number of multiply charged particles at larger
sizes. This difficulty may be overcome to some extent through the inversion of the raw
size distribution data, in effect correcting for the non-ideal instrument response functions.
Since particles in larger than 0.2 im are so important to the effects of aerosols, improved
instrumentation is needed for larger particles as well. Again, knowledge of the
composition-size distribution in this size regime will be critical to the understanding of the
sources and effects of the aerosols.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic of the Teflon smog chamber reactor facility at Caltech.
Figure 2. Time variations in particle concentrations at different times in the photochemical
oxidation of dimethyl disulfide with no seed particles present. (a) 4.86 nm and
10.9 nm particles; (b) 20.2 nm and 49.9 nm particles; (c) 71.3 nm, 97.8 nm,
148 nm, and 205 nm particles.
Figure 3. Oscillations in the concentration of 3.4 nm nuclei late in the photochemical
oxidation of dimethyl disulfide. Data obtained with the University of Vienna
Electrical Mobility Spectrometer continuously monitoring a fixed mobility
interval.
Figure 4. Particle evolution in photochemical oxidation of 1-octene in the presence of SO2.
Initial burst of nucleation occurred at 8 minutes into the experiment. A second
nucleation burst occurred 1 hour 11 minutes after uncovering the chamber. After
the second nucleation burst, both modes of the resulting bimodal distribution
continued to grow.
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II. AEROSOL CHARACTERIZATION
A Microparticle Electrometer for Repeated Charge Exchange Mewsrealents botvWe P!
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ABSTRACT
We present a new electrometer for the purpose of performing repeated conta 0~gn
experiments between a single microparticle and a metal surface. The electrometr W, W
on an electrodynamic levitator-trap and has a leakage current of 1001 3A.The 1180tromstr
applied to the study of the charging of polystyrr'-VB ooye atce nN
that contact charging Is not inhibited in a 'dry' N2 atmosphere relative to amnbienld r i
unlikely that inctransfer is rsonsible for contact chaging In this Stgft. lIn 9dIW1
through a combination of gravimetric and light scattering mpasuremepts we have de@rn*qI
both the amount of water accreted Ina humid atmosphere and have concluded that ts
Isprincipally distributed throughout the particle bulk.
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Recently there has been a-great deal of interest in charge transfer processes
associated with microparticles at surfaces[,2]. In most experiments Involving micron size
particles charge transfer Is measured on a statistical basis by allowing a continuous stream
of particles to reflect off a surface and into a Faraday cup, where the accumulated charge
is measured[3,4]. Since no two particles are precisely alike in either size and/or
morphology it is advantageous, from a scientific standpoint, to repeat measurements on a
given particle over an extended period. In addition, because of the possible importance
of deep trap states In insulators one would like to allow a particle to rest on a surface for a
controllable period before determining the amount of charge transferred. In what follows
we describe an electrometer with which one can experiment on a single micron size
particle over an extended period. Aside from the ability to make repeated contacts, this
new approach has a low enough leakage rate (-1 0-2 3A) that one has the time in between
contact events in which to change the Immediate environment. One particular application
is the determination of the effect which ambient air has on charge transfer. By bringing a
particle in and out of vacuum between charge transfer events one can ask specific
questions such as the effect of relative humidity on the charge transfer process. It has
been hypothesized by several authors that ionic transfer can be an important mechanism
in contact charging, if so one would expect ambient humidity to play a central role. The
microparticle electrometer will be applied to testing this hypothesis for the specific case of
a polystyrene-DVB copolymer particle on il.
The basic Idea behind the Microparticle Electrometer is the use of
Electrostatic Levitation as a means for isolating a particle in between contact events and
measuring the exchanged charge. The basic working equation is that of Millikan,

q = mg/E,

(1)

where mg is the weight of the particle and E is the levitating field. In practice one merely
has to measure the inverse electrostatic potential 1/Vdc between the electrodes, and so
long as the mass does not change, this number is proportional to the charge. The
difficulty with charge exchange measurements is not the accuracy with which charge can
be measured(i.e., the-state of charge of a single particle is easily measured in such an
apparatus with one electron accuracy[5]), but the problem of a) contacting a surface, b)
removing the particle from the surface, and c) recapturing the particle for re-analysis of its
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charge. In addition, to best interpret the experimental effect, the particle should make
contact and be removed without using an external field. A reasonable means for removing
a particle is through the use of a mechanical impulse. However, considering the level of
acceleration needed to accomplish this (-1 04 g) the resulting velocity makes recapture a
difficult prospect In a conventional Millikan capacitor. To overcome this limitation of
traditional electrostatic levitation we have added an additional time varying potential which
creates an electrodynamic trap.
A schematic of the Microparticle Electrometer is shown in Fig.1.

Control Circuit
___________~TeflIon

Vdc/2

-Vdc/2
,mp llerSolenoid Dri ver
Fig.1 Microparticle Electrometer for Charge Exchange Measurements.

The basic levitator-trap(LT) in Fig.1 consists of three electrodes; top and bottom
hyperboloids of revolution and a hyperbolic torus[6]. For the currentdiscussion we will
ignore the pin in the bottom. A precharged polystyrene-DVB copolymer particle formed
by rubbing a relatively neutral polystyrene microsphere against a teflon surface with a
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teflon wand Isallowed to fall through the center hole Inthe top hyperbolic electrode. The
alternating field 4c(Ocos(wt) Is what distinguishes the Mlcropartlcle Electrometer from
the Millikan capacitor. The particle executes rapid oscillations Inthe presence of this field.
Since these oscillations occur In a field having a gradient, a time averaged force Is
produced.7, For the limit of small and rapid oscillations it can be shown that thIs force Is
given by[8]
<ESc>t = .[q 2b(o)] V[Ea 2],

(2)

where q Is the charge of the particle, and b(w) Is a positive frequency deper.ient
function. Thus the particle moves toward a minimum Inthe square of the field, Eac 2 . For
the apparatus in Fig.1, the fact that the alternating potential is azimuthally symmetric about
the vertical axis and has a horizontal mirror plane intersecting the center guarantees that
Eac is zero at the center, although Eac2 grows In all directions away from the center.
Thus <Eact traps the particle. Inthe absence of gravity the particle would simply remain at
the center, however, in the presence of gravity the particle Is pulled below center and
oscillates with its center of oscillation at adisplacement such that <fac>t balances gravity.
itshould be noted that the force <Fac>t is proportional to q2 which allows particles to be
trapped independent of the sign of charge. In addition the trapping force is large enough
for the particle to be contained while tha chamber encasing the electrometer is pumped
down from atmospheric pressure to -10- 3 Torr in less than 1/2 hr. Aside from <Eac>t an
additional levitating force E dc is produced by utilizing the dc power supply , Vdc. This
force enables the particle to be pulled to the center of the levitator-trap where oscillations
'stop and Eqn.1 applies. Now that the details of the levitator have been described we next
focus on the methodology for performing the charge exchange experiments.
In Fig.1 the particle is shown sitting on a pin which Is at the-potential of the
bottom electrode. For our experiments this pin was polished Pt or Ni. During the initial
levitation phase the particle's charge to mass ratio was measured by adjusting Vdc to
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balahce and applying Eqn.1. The particle was placed near the center of the pin by
allowing it to fall under gravity after being levitated at the center of the LT; at the time of
contact no external field was present(i.e., both the ac and dc potentials are zero). Contact
was maintained until the particle was driven off the pin by using an Impulsive mechanical
force. This single Impulse was formed by using a solenoid driver to shoot an Impeller
toward the bottom of the pin. Since the Impeller was trimmed in order to be slightly smaller
Inmass than the pin, it recoiled on Impact. Inthis way the primary impulse was given to the
pin and not to the LT. The particle was driven from the pin in the absence of an external
field. As the particle ascended a few millimeters it entered the region of a focussed laser
beam where light scattering by the particle was used to activate the alternating trapping
potential. The particle was then rebalanced by adjusting Vdc and its new charge to mass
ratio was calculated, The entire cycle was repeated as many as thirty times.
Fig.2a shows a typical result for contact charging between a polystyrene-DVB
copolymer particle 11.

in radius and a polished Ni pin in ambient laboratory air. The

particle has an Initial negative charge of -2.7 I.C/gm. After 10 contacts this charge Is seen
to Increase to - 3.15 IgC/gm; charge is exchanged on average by -0.045 gC/gm per
'contact* (I.e, considering the size of the particle this represents an exchange of -1500
electronic charges). After these points were taken the Uhamber was evacuated to -10-3
Torr with the particle levitated, The vacuum was held-for 4 hours after which the chamber
was backfllied with purified N2 to 760 mm Hg. Charge exchange experiments were then
performed as shown In the second segment of data in Flg,2b. Here the charge Is seen to
further Increase aor -3,15 -. C/gm to -3,80 gC/gm for another 10 contacts; charge is
exchanged on average by -0.065 gC/gm per "contact", It apoears that going from a lab
atmosphere to a relatively dry No atmosphere does not inhliit the charge exchang
process :thisis the opooslte of what oJ'e would expect If the charge transfer was Ionic in
origin. In fact the charge transfer process may be improved. To further test these
tentative conclusions the chamber was once again evacuated while the particle was
levitated. This time the evacuation to 10"3 Torr was carried out for 24hr At the end of this
procedure the hamber was once again backiilied with N2 iO 760mm Hg. The-a-

t,'-

'contacts" (I.e. "contact" 21 to 30 Inc., Fig.2c) revealed an ever Increasing charge from
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-3.90 SAC/gm toi-4.70 tC/gm; charge Is exchanged on average by -0.080 IAC/gm per
"contact". This last result is consistent with our previous findings. The experiment was
subsequently terminated with the loss of the particle.
-2

0 Air
a 4 Hrs, N2
24 Hrs, N2

=I
L.)

12 l can

=I0

0

20

0

30

Contact No.
Fig.2.

Charge exchange measurements between a polystyre;ie-DVIB copolymer
particle and a Ni pin.
It is Interesting to note that the variations in charge exchange from-one

contact to the next as demonstrated in Fig.2 appear to be far from that expected from
Poisson statistics. Since the particle is likely to change its angular orientation from one
contact to the next, "patch" effects associated with surface states may explain this
behavior.
Effects associated with water will depend on its ability to be adsorbed by the
particle. Thus an attempt was made to measure water adsorption on a levitated particle by
operating the levitator as a pico-balance[9]. In this mode one monitors adsorption by
continuously measuring the levitation voltage as the particle accretes vapor. Specifically
the cham-rrber was first evacuated to 10-3 Torr with a particle (polystyrene-DVB copolymer,
101i In diameter) levitated and vapor was bleed in up to a relative humidity of 80%(as
monitored by a capacitive monometer). Fig.3 shows the results. We see that the paricle
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takes on 0.25% water at 80%RH, and this accretion is in proportion to the humidity. It Is
not possible through this gravimetric means to know whether the water stays on the
surface or distributes throughout the bulk. However, it is possible by utilizing elastic light
scattering to obtain an answer to this question.
0.4

Arn
rn

0.3.
0.2
0.1

0

20

40

60

80

160

Relative Humidity ( )
Fig.3 .Measured mass of a Polystyrene DVB copolymer Microparticle (-101 diam.)
vs. Relative Humidity.

By utilizing a dye laser we excited the natural electromagnetic modes of a
particle. This vector wave excitation allows us to excite both TE and TM type resonances.
If the water resides principally on the surface we expect through a self-consistent
electromagnetic calculation that both the TE and TM modes will shift toward longer
wavelengths and that the TM mode will have a shift in excess of the TE mode by about
30%. On the other hand if the water goes uniformly into the bulk we expect no dfferentiai
shift between the TE and TM modes. This new technique is termed Resonant
Ellipsommetry.[lO] The measured shift in the TM optical resonance of the particle as a
function of relative humidity is shown in Fig.4. Since we were more sensitive to the
resonant shift than the mass, measurements of the shift could be started below 10%RH.
Above this point the measurements show a linear shift of the resonant mode with
additional water concentration. Thus, one can expect to be able to axtrapolato ho mass
data down to 1O%RH in a linear fashion. The difference between the TE and TM mode
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Vf* nume

at 0%RH and found to be considerably below the 30% level

pei1d for Isolated w6er on the particl, surface. In addition the expected overall shift of
I* TM NOe gh o*n In FIg.4 is only half of what would have been expected for surface
ib-116

WatW on the bW s of the added mass. Therefore we believe that the water does

nt form n

a tterface
the particle outface; our measurements are consistent with water
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Surlactant free particles were obtained from Polysciences. These solution
polysr
particles (Approximately 15p In diameter) had been cleaned by

IoM enchang. WatW upte w 1/4 to 1/3 of that found for the surfactant covered
0016IM A bompadson of the Moss uptake measured by the balance principle with the
"

in11
reonices In light scattering Indicated once again that the mass uptake was

In conclusion "O have demonstrated that it ispossible to parform epeated
contact charging experiments using an Individual microparticle, and nave cove3oped a
WO
OPOlym

electrometer for this purpose. We find that in the case of polystyrene-DVB
Prtl on Ni that contact charging is not inhibited in a "dry* atmosphere
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releulve to ambient air; it Is unlikely that ionictransfer is responsible for contact charging in
this system. In addition through a combination of .gravimetric and -light scattering
measurements we have determined both, the amount, of water accreted .in a, humid
atmosphere and have concluded that this water is principally distributed,,throughout the
,bulk of the particles.
We are grateful for support from IBM and the. Cherca,! Research
Development and Engineering Center of the Army for this work.
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ABSTRACT
The sensitivity of fluorescence measurements is usually limited by
background signe.l due to solvent fluorescence and Raman scattering. We are

exploring the use of levitated microdroplets as a sampling technique for
ultrasensitive fluorescence measurements. The background signal from a droplet
with piccliter volume is comparable to the emission signal from a very small
We report the results of our initial
number of fluorescing molecules.
experiments to determine the detection limit of rhodamine-6G by this technique.
In future work, we hope to improve the photon collection efficiency and'obtain
further reductions in background signal to improve the limit of detection.
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The detection of molecules by laser-excited fluorescence is- extremely
sensitive because a molecule can,undergo many excitation-emission cycles before
undergoing photochemical degradation. For example, for rhodamine-6G, (R-6G),
the fluorescence lifetime is in excessof 105 cycles(1). The fraction of emitted
photons collected and converted to countable pulses can be as high as 10-3 ,
although 10-4 is more readily attainable. Thus, sufficient photons are emitted
for single molecules to be detectable. The detection limits for molecules in
solution have been limited by the background signal from Raman scattering.and
fluorescence from the solvent. This background has effectively restricted the
detectable concentration to about 10-13 molar. Over the past decade, advances
in detection have all been made by reducing the measurement volume and/or
increasing the measuring time.
We have plotted in Figure I the detection limits from several
investigations reported in the literature(2-7).
The results appear in
chronological order from-Diebold and Zare(2) in 1977 at the upper right to Nguyen
et al.(7) in 1987 at the lower left. All of the data shown are for measurements
on flowing streams so we have plotted on the abscissa the volume passing through
the laser beam in 1 second except for the left-most point. The integration time
for this latter measurement was 180 ps.
It is easily seen that if the
concentration sensitivity of 10-13 molar can be maintained for a 10-micron
droplet, volume 0.5 pl, a detection limit below -one molecule should be
attainable. The present experiments are designed to test this hypothesis.
We first estimated the signal-to-noise ratio that might be attained- for
a single R-6G molecule in a water droplet. The experimental conditions ,were
assumed to be identical to those Of Nguyen et al.(6) except for the sample
configuration, now a droplet instead of a flowing stream, They achieved a sample
fluorescence rate of 1.2 x 104 photocounts/s per R-6G molecule with a-background
rate, primarily due to Raman scattering, of 1.7 x 105 counts/s from a 0.6-pl
probe volume. The statistical noise from the background should be the square
root of the background count rate. The laser irradiance was 0.7 x 106 W/cm 2 ..
We have plotted the Raman background noise versus droplet diameter in Figure 2,
together with the fluorescence signal from a single R-6G molecule-. We have also
included an estimate of the noise due to Mie scattering of the incident laser
beam, with the assumption that this scattered light can be selectively attenuated
by 1012. It is evident from Figure 2 that single molecule detection should be,
possible for droplets approximately 10 microns in diameter or smaller.
A block diagram of our experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 3.
Droplets of R-6G in glycerol-water are levitated in a spherical void electrodynamic trap(8) and excited by the horizontally-polarized beam from an argon-ion
laser, 514-nm wavelength. The fluorescence from the droplet is collected by a
GRIN lens and 20X microscope objective, spatially filtered, and directed through
several optical filters to a cooled C31034 photomultiplier tube.
The filter
stack consists of a vertical polarizer, an interference filter - Omega 575 DF
26 (center wavelength and bandwidth in nm) and two Corning CS 3-67 filters. The
aperture stop helps to reduce Raman scattering from the atmosphere surrounding
the droplet. Photon pulses from the photomultiplier are amplified and counted
on a computer.
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Our best results to date are shown in Figure 4.

The droplet was a 5 x

10 6-molar solution of R-6G in glycerol originally diluted 10:1 with water.
After formation from a Uniphoton Systems piezoelectric pipette, the droplet was
suspended in the trap, with most of the water evaporating. We estimate the
droplet diameter tO have been 20 microns after the water loss. from measurements
of the voltages at the onset of parametric, oscillations in the trap(9)4 When
the excitation was initiated, the fluorescence from the 12 x 105 R-6G molecules
present was 4.0 x 106 counts/s. The sample rapidly photolyzed, with the count
rate eventually stabilizing at about 200 counts/s, with a variance 6f 700
counts2 /s2. The slow fluctuations in background are structural variations as the
particle diameter continues to decrease due to evaporation.
We can estimate a detection limit from the data presented above, At the
peak signal intensity, 600 molecules would give a fluorescenco intensity equal
to the background signal we observe .(Oeak count rate-was 0.33 counts/s per R-60
molecule). For a statistical determination, we should use the background noise.
If the structural variations in the background cannot be anticipated, the noi*d
will be the square root of the total variance, or 80 molecules. On the other
hand, if the time-variation of the larger fluctuations can be calculdtcd from'
the background when the sample is known to have been photolyzed, then it wodid
be appropriate to consider the noise to be the square root of the background
itself, or about 40 molecules in this case. The detection limit is usuAlly
calculated for a signal-to-noise ratio of 2. We would therefore consider our
present sensitivity to be in the 102 to 103 range.

The background signal appears to be mostly due to Raman scattering and
fluorescence from the glycerol solvent. Some improvement in sensitivity could
be expected from a change to a solvent with lower Raman cross section. Our
extrapolated concentration for a detection of 102 molecules is 4 k 10"11 molar

still considerably higher than the sensitivity in flowing streams with water as
a solvent. The background signal can be further feduce' by measuring smaller
droplets. An improved photon collection would reduce the relative -background
fluctuations. We are also considering the use of two-photon excitation whidh
should shift the spectral range of the Mie and Ramani scattering far from, the
wavelength range of sample emission. Photomultipliers are available with very

high quantum efficiencies in the blue region that are almost blind in the near
infrared. Thus it should be easier to separate the sample emission from the
background All of these possibilities will be explored in our future worki
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ABSTRACT
Sonic velocity impactor stages are particularly useful devices for classifying and collecting stable
particles smaller than - 200 nm. .- particularly when subsequent testing for unusual physico-chemical or
biological properties may be necessary. In this presentation, we give comparison between experiment and
theory for such stages. The theory presented involves numerical solution of the gas dynamic equations
using the FEM - FCT method and subsequent solution of the Lagrangian equations of motion for particle
trajectories. Comparisons between experiment and this theory are satisfactory, showing that our model
describes very well the physical system. The effects on particle collection efficiency of the jet to plate
distance S/D, and the pressure ratio are explored.
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In numerical simulations it is~vital .to.
'venfythe solution procedure, by either
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experimenftal results due to the lack of analytical sohutions for axisymmetric supersonic
flows. Figure 2 shows a comparison of calc~ilted and'iieasured IreSUfeS on 1hflat plate
on the axis for a fixed value of S/D it \'a46'6Plressur, r' ti6s', .The.#e~ejental data
shown are taken from Biswas and Flagan (1984). As can be seen from figure the predicted
pressures compare favorably with those measured. Inthis fi gure, lamtplate it.pesr
at the stagnation point, and X = P~/Lo.
'
.
. .
'
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Since there are few explicit experimental data available in the literature on impingig
I for this comparison, a direct simulati#n of impactor stages was caried out to determine
50w well particle collection efficiencies are calculated. One of the impactor stages simulated
corresponds to stage 8 of the low pressure impactor designed by Heiing et al. (1979). This
impactor stage was operated with PO = 50 Tow, P.. = 8Tort,D r0.14 cm, S = 0.07 cm,
and Pp - 1.46 gm/cm 3 (therefore Pe/P, = 3.30 and S/ID 0.5). The results of our
simulition are shown infigure 3. For a set of as yet unpublished data, another series of
simulation results are shown in figure 4. Inthis figure the diameter of 50% collection
efficiency for a NaCI aerosol (pp -m2.163) is plotted versus the parameter S/). In these
= 211.3), and the upstream stagnation conditions are air
simulations Po/P..'= 400 (FIPe!
at atmospheri; pressure and To w300K. The diameter of the nozzle is D = 0.027 cm. As
can be een from figures 3 and 4 the numerical model results compare well with the
expem'mental ones, This gives us confidence that the model is representing the physical
system accurately.
Notice that in figure 4 the diameter of 50% collection efficiency decreases as the
parameter S/D increases. This behavior is fundamentally different from that seen in
incompressible impactors where as S/D is increased*the- diameter of 50% collection
efficiency increases. This unusual behavior is due to the increased velocity of the particle
from rapid acceleration immediately upstream of the standoff shock and the reduced
pressure in the stagnadiin point region as S/ increases (i. e. see figure 2). The reduction
in pressure in the stagnation point region reduces the drag force the particle experiences so
that particle impaction js eirhinced.
Some results for constant parameter S/D and several pressure ratios are shown in
figure 5. In this figure the pressure ratio is defined as = Po/Po., S/D = 0.8, nozzle
diameter - 0.1 cm, and the density of the aerosol particles - 1.0 gm/cm 3. Notice that for
2.86 < Pp/P.. < 5.0 the curves coalesce onto one curve. This implies that for an S/ID = 0.8
in this pressure ratio.range the diameter of 50% collection depends only on the upstream
stagnatioo qonditions and is insensitive to the downstream pressure. Notice also that there
is not a great difference between the pressure ratio = 400 case and pressure ratio = 10 case,
This could imply that as the piessure ratio increases the diameter of 50% collection
efficiency reaches some limiting value and becomes insensitive to pressure ratio.
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ABSTRACT
A strong interplay between theory and zxperiment has led to the development
of light scattering as a tool to probe th. , trastructure of the eye's cornea.
Models to explain corneal transparency ano ..s loss upon swelling have been analyzed and tests devised to discern among them, especially on the basis of the
wavelength dependence of scattering. Experiments support the theories based on
the structures as revealed by electron microscopy. Analysis of the angular
scattering led to a fundamental test of the underlying hypothesis of this
research in terms of a predicted scaling relationship between scattering angle
and wavelength.

Work supported in part by NIH, the Navy and the Army.
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Introduction
The cornea is the transparent portion in the front of the eye's outer coat
(Fig. la) which, because of refraction at its curved interface with the air,
provides about 75% of the focusing power needed for normal vision.

Thus, normal

vision requires that the cornea have the mechanical strength to maintain its
curvature very accurately while withstanding the intraocular pressure, which is
typically 14-18 mmHg in adult humans.

Corneal structure is important therefore

because it determines the cornea's mechanical properties and at the molecular
level underlies the cornea's most essential characteristic--its transparency.
Understanding the structural basis of the cornea's transparency is a problem
that has intrigued ophthalmological researchers and physicists alike.

Indeed,

we first became involved in transparency research over 20 years ago, and over
the years our work has evolved toward developing light scattering as a tool to
.probe corneal structure.

The purpose of this paper is to impart a bit of the

flavor of this research to a new audience.

Thus we will rely heavily on past

reviews, particularly that in Ref. 1, and on other material that we have pub2-8
lished over the years.

A description of the cornea's basic anatomy is presented in order to provide a background for our discussion on the relationship between transparency,
light scattering, and structure.

Light microscopy shows that the cornea is a

layered structure, as is illustrated in the schematic representation of Fig. lb.
At the front is a layer about six cells thick called the epithelium which lies
on a thin structure called the basement membrane.

At the very back of the cor-

nea the endothelium is a single cell layer attached to a thin collagenous layer
called Descemet's membrane.

The stroma, which accounts for about 90% of the

total corneal thickness, occupies the region between the basement membrane and
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Descemet's membrane.

For reference, human cornea averages about 520 microns in

thickness, while in rabbits, a common experimental animal, it averages about 380
microns.'
Further inspection of light micrographs shows that the stroma itself is a
layered structure.
averaging 2 pm.

The layers (or lamellae) have relatively uniform thicknesses

A few flat cells known as keratocytes are interspersed between

the lamellae and occupy approximately 3 to 5% of the cornea's volume.'

Each

lamella is composed of relatively uniform diameter fibrils made of the protein
collagen that are surrounded by an optically homogeneous macrornolecular solution
known as the ground substance (Fig. 2a).
approximately 30 nm (Fig. 2b).

The average diameter of the fibrils is

Within a given lamella the fibrils, which extend

entirely across the cornea, lie parallel to one another and also parallel to the
surface of the cornea.

Between adjacent lamellae the fibril axes tend to make

large angles with one another.
Transparency of the cornea requires that there be little or no absorption
and scattering of light.

It has been observed that the cornea does not absorb

in the visible portion of the spectrum and thus the slight decrease of the
intensity of visible light as it passes through the cornea is caused by scattering.' The transparency theories that we will discuss all assume that the collagen fibrils within the stroma are the primary source of scattering in the
cornea. Because their diameter is small compared to the wavelengths of visible
light and their refractive index is close to that of the ground substance, the
fibrils are inefficient scatterers; however, they have the potential for making
up for their inefficiency by their large numbers.

Indeed, a simple calculation

shows that cornea would not be transparent if the fibrils scattered independently of one another. 2 9 This implies that the fibrils do not act as independ-
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ent scatterers and that interference effects are important in explaining the
2 7
cornea's transparency. ,

-

9

Maurice knew from crystallography that if the collagen fibrils were arranged
so that they formed a perfect crystalline lattice, then only light passing
through the lattice in the incident direction would add constructively.

Light

scattered in all other directions would interfere destructively since the average spacing between the fibrils is less than the wavelength of visible light.
Thus he postulated that within a given lamella the fibrils were in fact arranged
in a perfect two-dimensional hexagonal lattice since this would produce the
observed transparency.$
However, electron micrographs (EM) such as the one in Fig. 2a never show the
fibrils within-a lamella as being arranged in the perfect manner suggested by
Maurice.

Of course, the fixation, dehydration and embedding procedures required

for electron microscopy could disrupt the perfect order.

Yet even a casual

inspection of EM reveals that there is some order in the fibril positions--the
arrangement of fibrils in micrographs is not random. We noticed this and posed
the question whether there was sufficient ordering in the depicted fibril positions to render the cornea transparent.2

That is, would the destructive inter-

ference produced by the ordering reduce the scattering to the observed level?
In order to answer this question we developed a theory for corneal transparency
based on the Zernike-Prins theory of x-ray scattering from liquids. 10

The the-

ory (to be discussed in more detail below) is applicable to a collection of
parallel, infinitely long, weak dielectric cylinders of uniform diameter exhibiting short-range order such that it is possible to describe the arrangement of
the cylinders with a radial distribution function.

We modelled the stroma as a

single lamella and showed that the fibril distribution could be characterized by
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a radial distribution function.

Application of the scattering theory to the

radial distribution functions obtained from direct measurement of the fibril
positions in EM of normal cornea (cf. Fig. 2c) showed that the depicted shortranged ordering of fibril positions would reduce the scattering to a level consistent with that which is actually measured.

This calculation, however, does

not prove that the short-range order shown in EM is correct; but it does mean
that the structure cannot be rejected as artifactual on the basis of a transparency argument.
Following Maurice's early lattice theory$ and our initial scattering
calculations, 2 several other models were advanced to explain the cornea's
transparency.

They can be grouped as to whether they are based on long-range or

short-range order.

In addition to the lattice theory, the long-range order the-

ories include a modification suggested by Feuk 1' in which the fibrils are said
to be randomly distributed around perfect lattice positions, with the deviations
from the ideal positions small compared to their spacing.

Other short-range

order theories include Benedek's correlation area model 1 2 and Twersky's model in
which a modified hard-core produces correlation in fibril positions. 1 3
these analyses use a long wavelength approximation.

Both of

Also included in the short-

ranged theories is one based on the refractive index of fibrils being closely
matched to that of the ground substance."

In this equal refr&ctive index

theory, transparency would result from reduced scattering by the individual
fibrils rather than from destructive interference.
The cornea is hydrophilic and corneas stored in solution will imbibe it and
swell.
corneas.

Light scattering is increased and transparency is reduced in swollen
One of the most notable features seen in electron micrographs of cold-

swollen corneas is the voids or "lakes" that open up in the fibril distribution
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(cf. Fig. 3).

Of course, the voids may be artifacts, but Benedek 12 noted that

if they were indeed real they would introduce large spatial fluctuations in the
refractive index.

He developed a theory which suggested that they could explain

the increased scattering in swollen corneas.
the principal one being due to Twersky.1 3

There are other theories as well,

It associates the increased scatter-

ing with a reduction in the destructive interference that is brought about by a
randomizing of the fibril positions due to an increased free volume per fibril
in the hard-core model.
In the remainder of this paper, we will discuss in more detail the theories
and experiments relevant to discerning corneal structure. The second section
reviews the aforementioned transparency theories (inwhich the effects of lamellar orientations are ignored) in more detail and provides means for discriminating among them based on the predicted wavelength dependence of the scattering
cross-section.

We then describe experimental methods capable of measuring the

wavelength dependence of scattering and show that the scattering is consistent
with that expected from the observed EM structures.

In the third section we

discuss the effects of lamellar orientations on angular light scattering and
devise a test for the hypothesis that the fibrils are the primary source of
scattering in the cornea.

Finally, section 4 briefly summarizes the results of

this paper.
2)

Structural Implications of Unpolarized Light Scattering

A. Transparency Theories
Although the details of the stromal ultrastructure depicted in EM may have
been corrupted by the tissue preparation procedures, it is generally accepted
that the stroma is composed of stacked sheets (lamellae), each of which contains
long, thin, parallel collagen fibrils embedded in a ground substance.
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We note

that, for unpolarized light at normal incidence, the total scattering from a
fibril is independent of its azimuthal orientation.

Thus, the process of aver-

aging over all lamellae orientations does not affect the value of the total
scattering cross-section, a quantity needed for computing the fraction of light
transmitted by the cornea. A calculation of the total scattering cross-section
can be simplified, therefore, by assuming that the stroma is made up of a single
thick lamella.

Even with this simplification, predicting the light scattering

to be expected from such an assembly would be a complicated multiple scattering
problem.

That is, the electric field experienced by any fibril would consist of

the incident plane wave field from the light source and the scattered fields
from the other fibrils.

However, because the normal cornea is transparent, it

is reasonable to simplify the calculations further by introducing the Born
approximation in which the field experienced by a fibril is approximated by the
incident plane wave field.

At a distance from the cornea that is large compared

to the linear dimensions of the illuminated region, the Born approximation to
the scattered electric field, Es, can be written as
=

2

Ej e-iq ' rj

(i)

j=1
In this equation, N is the total number of illuminated fibrils, q = k(ks-ki),
where k = 2rr/

and ks and ki are unit vectors in the scattered and incident

directions, respectively, and A is the wavelength of the incident plane wave.
The vector rj specifies the position of the jth
origin.

fibril relative to some fixed

The field that would be scattered by the jth fibril if it were at the

fixed origin is denoted by Ej, and the fibril's displacement from the origin is
accounted for by the exponential phase factor.
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The length of fibril that is illuminated is large compared to a light
wavelength, so Ej is approximated by that from an infinitely long dielectric
cylinder and the cross-section per unit length is calculated.

In this

approximation, ki and ks lie in a plane perpendicular to the fibril axis and the
scattering angle, es , is measured from the forward direction.

The field Ej

depends, in general, on the diameter and refractive index of the jth fibril as
well as the wavelength of incident radiation, the distance to the field point,
and the scattering angle
factor and Ej.

es.

Thus the field Es depends on es via both the phase

At this point we make the reasonable assumption that, for normal

cornea, all the fibrils are Identical and have radius a. In this case Ej 5 Eo
is the same for all fibrils, and we can use Eq. (1) to write the scattered
intensity as

is

IEoI N { +

N
I

N
l' eq(rj'rj

')} ,

(2)

J=1 j'1=1
where the prime on the second sum is to indicate that J' 0 j and IE0 12 is the
scattered intensity due to an infinitely long dielectric cylinder.

For

unpolarized light incident normal to the fibril axis, we can use the dielectric
needle approximation to write the well-known result

2r? 2 -1)1
1Eo01 = Ion 3 (ia)"(m

-

I0 0 (es)
r

m2
fi,+ [2cosB

}

2(

(3a)

(3b)
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where Io is the intensity of the incident unpolarized plane wave, n is the
refractive index of the ground substance, m is the relative refractive index of
the fibrils, r is the distance from the cylinder axis to the observer, and oo(Bs)
is the differential cross-section (per unit length) of an isolated fibril.

Thus

the differential scattering cross-section per unit length can be written as

O(es) = Oo(8s)N{1 + 1

x'
i

eiq'(rj-rj')•

(4)

'

The total cross-section per unit length is, of course, obtained by integrating
o(Os) over all values of Os from 0 to 27r.
The double sum in Eq. (4) accounts for interference among the fields scattered by different fibrils and its value depends critically on the nature of the
fibril distributions.

Each of the theories mentioned in the introduction can be

distinguished by the approximation used to evaluate this double sum. For
example, with a random assembly, the positions of the fibrils would be
uncorrelated and the double sum would vanish because the independent phase factors average to zero.

The total scattering is therefore simply N times the

scattering from an isolated fibril.

Using typical values for the refractive

indices, Maurice was able to show that, under this assumption, the cornea would
scatter more than 90% of the incident light at 500 nm and would therefore be
opaque.'

The equal refractive index theory is based on other electron micro-

scopic data which suggests that the collagen fibrils are so highly hydrated that
their refractive index essentially matches that of the ground substance."
Thus, the positive factor (m2 -1)2 << 1 and the scattering by each of the
(randomly arranged) fibrils would be so weak that even the factor of N would not
be large enough to cause loss of transparency.
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For a perfect crystalline lat-

tice arrangement, correlation exists at all separation distances.

Because the

lattice spacing (fibril separation) is small compared to the light wavelengths,
there would be no scattering. The interference term in Eq. (4)would equal -N
and the two terms in the braces would cancel.,',1
On the other hand, we showed that in the dielectric needle approximation for
fibrils having short-ranged order like that in typical micrographs (cf. Fig.
2a), the angular scattering cross-section could be expressed as2

o(8s)

=

0(Os) 11 + 2rrp

f

Crdr[g(r)-1]Jo(2krsin(e))
2

0

,

(5)

where p is the bulk number density of fibrils per unit area in a cross-section
cut, g(r) is the radial distribution function (see Fig. 2c), Rc is the correlation length which is made sufficiently large that g(r) = 1 for r > Rc and Jo(x)
From this, we obtained

is a Bessel function of the first kind of order zero.

the total scattering cross-section per fibril per unit length by integrating
over scattering angles, with the result expressed as
(1-f
2)
1 ) + 2- (1-f

ot

(6a)

,

where
Rc2

f

and

f2

=

= 21Tp f

21rp f

0

(6b)

r dr [1-g(r)] Jo(kr)

r dr [1-g(r)][J (kr)+J2 (kr)]

.

(6c)

It turns out that, because most of the contributions to these integrals
come from values of r for which kr < 1, the interference terms 1-fI and 1-f2 are
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essentially independent of wavelength over the visible spectrum;2 thus the wavelength dependence of at would be that of the individual fibril (total) scattering cross-sections for parallel (a, = 2a r2(m2-1)2(ka/2)3) and perpendicular
polarization

(02

= 2a,/(m2+1)2), namely at - A- 2 . In angular scattering,

however, the effective wavelength is smaller at backscattering angles and it is
possible to sense the higher order correction terms to the integral in Eq. (5),
which vary as

Thus, angular scattering measurements would have a lead

A-2.

term varying as

A-3

and a correction term varying as A-'.

The other transpar-

ency models bdsed on short-ranged order, namely those of BenedekR 2 and
Twersky, 1 3 use a long wavelength approximation and therefore predict the same
inverse-cubic dependence on wavelength, as does the equal refractive index
model.
The other long-range order model, due to Feuk, 11 describes a quasicrystalline arrangement that would result if t,;, fibrils were displaced randomly
from their (supposed) perfect lattice positions.

Evaluation of the interference

term in this case is facilitated by writing rj = rjo + &j in Eq. (4), where rjo
is the position of the jth ideal lattice point and Sj is the small ranc'm fluctuation of the jth fibril ,i ut this lattice point. Expanding in a Taylor
series about the ideal lattice positions, one finds that the lowest order contribution is just the ideal lattice contribution (equal to -N), which cancels
the first term in the braces of Eq. (4) just as in the case of a perfect
lattice. Because the displacements are assumed to be symmetrically distributed
and independent of one another, terms that involve &j raised to an odd power
average to zero.

Thus, the first non-zero contribution is proportional to A-2

which, when multiplied by the overall factor of

A-3

from ao(Bs), gives a scat-

tering cross-section proportional to A-5 . Therefore, structure models having
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short-range order can be distinguished from those with long-range order via
light scattering experiments.3,4, 1
Models developed to explain the loss of transparency arising from the
increased scattering that accompanies corneal swelling lend themselves to similar tests.

Twersky13 explained this increased scattering on the basis of a

hard-core model ini which the collagen fibrils are coated by a material having
the same refractive index as the ground substance.

In this model, ordering is

caused by the condition that two fibrils cannot approach each other closer than
touching. Twersky fixed the effective hard-core diameter of the fibril so as to
obtain sufficient short-range ordering in the fibril positions to allow agreement with the measured transmissivity of the normal cornea at 500 nm. He then
showed that the increased volume per fibril in a cornea swollen to 1.5 times its
normal thickness would induce a homogeneous disordering of the fibril arrangement sufficient to increase the scattering by an amount that would lead to reasonable agreement with the measured transmissivity of the swollen cornea at 500
nm.

Because this homogeneous disordering only has the effect of making the

fibril distribution more random, it would lead to a A-3 wavelength dependence,
as discussed above.
As noted in the Introduction, however, electron micrographs do not depict a
homogeneous disordering of fibril positions; rather, they show that swelling is
accompanied by the appearance of regions (called "lakes") completely void of
fibrils, as shown in Fig. 3. Working on the hypothesis that lakes were not
artifacts, Benedek and his co-workers 12 ,' devised a method for taking them into
explicit account when calculating light scattering.

The approach, shown sche-

matically in Fig. 4, is based on recognizing that the actual fibril distribution
is equivalent to one in which the lakes are populated by fibrils, minus a dis-
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tribution consisting of the fibrils used to populate the lakes.

One then calcu-

lates the fields resulting from these two distributions and keeps track of the
terms resulting from the latter distribution in calculating the intensity.
Quantitative calculations based on this method have not been carried *ut; but we
were able to extend it and show that the presence of lakes would add a term to
the total cross-section which varies as A-2 and which would dominate in highly
turbid corneas.3 Therefore, as with theories for transparency in normal
corneas, measurements of the wavelength dependence of the total scattering
cross-section can serve as a test to determine the appropriate structure model.
B. Experiments
Measurements of ot were carried out for normal and swollen corneas in order
to test the theories discussed in the previous section.

We note again that the

process of averaging over the various lamella orientations that occurs during
the measurement of ot would not alter its wavelength depenence.

The total

cross-section per fibril per unit length, ot, is determined from the fraction of
light transmitted, FT, which is the ratio of light transmitted through the cornea to the incident intensity.

The two quantities are related by
FT = exp(-pAot)

(7)

in which p is the average number density of fibrils (the number of fibrils per
unit area in a cross-section cut through a lamella) and A is the stromal
thickness.
The apparatus we used 3 was a slight variant of

apparatus depicted in

Fig. 5. In it, the interference filters were removed, allowing the "white"
light from a stabilized tungsten lamp to pass through the cornea.

The light

that was transmitted within an acceptance angle of ±1.50 was collected and fil69

tered through a monochromator, where it was detected by a photomultiplier.

The

cornea is surrounded by a nutritive, balanced saline solution that maintains Its
physiological condition (especially thickness) and also nearly matches its
refractive index.

The hydrostatic pressure maintains tension in the fibrils and

produces a curved corneal surface.
Care must be exercised in analyzing the data to account properly for rabbitto-rabbit variations in corneal thickness.

For normal corneas, those variations

alter FT simply because of changes in A and do not reflect changes in the spatial distribution of collagen fibrils.

In order to separate their effect, we

average the quantity (1/A)knFT , which is equivalent to assuming that the variations in thickness result from variations in the amount of collagen laid down
with an unvarying fibril distribution.

In analyzing data from swollen corneas,

we use the fact that the total number of fibrils remains constant; consequently,
(8)

pA = PoAo ,

where Po and Ao are the initial (normal) fibril number density and thickness,
respectively. Thus, the function that is averaged for the swollen corneas is

(9nFT/Ao) = (otpA)/Ao = OtPo

.

(9)

The experimental results are displayed in Fig. 6 for various degrees of
swelling, R (swollen thickness/normal thickness). In the figure, we have actually plotted the quantity 73<poat>, where the brackets denote the average value.
The fact that the data from normal corneas are well fit by a straight line of
zero slope supports the short-range ordering models and dictates against the
2
long-range ordering models, for which this quantity would have varied as 1/W
.
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These data do not invalidate the equal refractive index model of transparency;
but this model can be eliminated on the basis of the observed birefringent properties of thn cornea.6,9
Our result for normal cornea, however, is in disagreement with measurements
obtained by Feuk.' 5

He measured angular scattering at Bs = 1230 and normalized

the experimental results to the value at A = 390 nm.
siderable scatter in his data for A < 450 nm.

We note that there is con-

In any event, he compared his

results to analytical curves of the form (390/A)n, for n = 3, 5 and 7, and concluded there was a A-' dependence, as predicted by his theory based on longrange order."' In view of this discrepancy, we devised an exquisitely sensitive
test which was to measure the ratio of angular scattering from the cornea at a
fixed scattering angle to the scattering from a Rayleigh scatterer.3

Since the

wavelength dependence of the Rayleigh scatterer is A-4, the ratio would have a
slope of +1 or -1 when plotted against wavelength (on a log-log scale) depending
on whether the cornea has a wavelength dependence of A-3 or A-5 . The results
shown in Fig. 7 for

s

= 1200 have a slope of +1, clearly indicating that the

corneal scattering varies as A-3 .
In another test, we attempted to detect the correction terms in our
angular scattering theory that were noted above.

More specifically, the

factor Jo(2krsin( 2-)) in the integral in Eq. (5) contributes second- and
higher-order terms in the parameter (2ksin(Os/ 2 )) which, when combined with
the A-3 factc, -rom oo(es), give a A-(2 n+l) contributions with n = 2,3,....
Because of the factor sin(6s/2), the higher-order terms will be more
significant, for a given wavelength, as Os approaches 1800.

Thus we checked

to see if we could detect these terms by performing measurements at angles of
1200 and 1500.

The results are shown in Fig. 8. The quantities plotted are

CA3<[Is(Bs,A)/Is(Bs,Ao)][Io(Ao)/Io(A)]>, where A0
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=

525 nm and c is a constant.

The normalization by Is(8s, Ao)/Io(Ao) accounts for cornea-to-cornea variations
in the scattering volume (or effective number of fibrils), and the pointed
brackets indicate an average over several corneas.

The value of Ao = 525 nm was

selected because corneal scattering is significant at this wavelength, yet
absorption is truly negligible.

It might be noted that the data point at Ao

525 nm is plotted at -4.447 in each case because A3

1.447 x 10'nm2 . The data

do not fall on a straight line of zero slope which shows the presence of higher
order terms.

The data for wavelengths greater than 550 nm are approximately

constant, suggesting that the short-ranged structure is not sensed at these
wavelengths.

Unfortunately, the data are not accurate enough to warrant fitting

them to a polynomial, especially in light of the cornea-to-cornea variations in
Is(es,Ao).

However, the trends in the results of these experiments are again

consistent with the short-ranged order theory based on the EM structures.
The data for the swollen corneas in Fig. 6 are fit by straight lines having
positive slopes, as would be expected if at contained an additional term that
varies as 1/A2 . The data are therefore consistent with the lake model"

and

dictate against the model relying on a homogeneous disruption of fibril
positions.

The value of the slope measures the lake contribution to the

scattering, and, in agreement with electrun micrographs, the data indicate that
lakes are more important contributors at greater degrees of swelling.

The data

-also suggest that lakes are present even at the lower degrees of swelling.

Our

EM show some evidence of lakes when the thickness ratio of the corneas is as
small as 1.25 and definite evidnnce when the ratio is 1.5 or greater.

In

summary, the results of light scattering experiments are consistent with structural features shown in EM of normal and swollen corneas.
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Unpolarzed Angular Light Scattering

A. Theory
The results of the previous section showed that our light scattering measurements were consistent with structure seen in EM when analyzed by the shortrange order theory summarized in Eqs. (5-6) for normal corneas, and by Benedek's
lake theory for swollen corneas. 3- 12

However, it must be remembered that these

comparisons assume that the collagen fibrils within the stroma are the primary
source of scattering.

Thus, it is prudent to find other ways of testing this

hypothesis whenever possible. To this end, we undertook the study of
unpolarized angular light scattering from the cornea.'
From Eq. (5) it is clear that the quantity

S(A,es)

o(es)/oo(es)

(10)

should depend on wavelength and scattering angle only through an effective wave
number given by
keff a k sin (es/2)

,

(11)

provided the corneal stroma can be treated as a single lamella composed of parallel infinitely long fibrils, as was done in the previously described transparency theories.

The total depletion in beam intensity caused by traversing a

single lamella can be obtained from Eq. (4) by integrating over all scattering
angles

6 s, where

8s is measured in a plane perpendicular to the fibril axis and

scattering is restricted to that plane.

The single lamella model is Justified

for transparency calculations since the calculated depletion does not depend on
the particular azimuthal orientation of the fibril axes within the lamella.
However, the fact that 3cattering is restricted to a plane that is perpendicular
to the fibril axis means that fibril orientations in different lamellae must be
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accounted for in calculating the scattered intensity at a particular detector
location.

The problem is illustrated in Figs. 9a and 9b.

The geometry in Fig.

9a shows the finite acceptance band that is due to the finite acceptance angle
of the detection optics.

The fibril in this figure is oriented perpendicular to

the x-y plane, so scattering is restricted to this plane.

Thus, a detector

rotating in the x-y plane would detect signal from such a fibril at all scattering angles es.
However, the finite width of the acceptance band, 8, limits the angle *c
that a fibril can be tilted and still have its scattered intensity detected in
the x-y plane at some angle Os (except for es = 0 and 1800).

If the spread of

the scattered beam is small compared to 6, then the geometric construction of
Fig. 9b can be used to show that scattered intensity will be detected only over
scattering angles within the dark (solid and dashed) lines in the figure.

The

intersection of the dark solid line with the top of the acceptance band defines
the maximum scattering angle

8 smax(hC)

for which a fibril tilted at an angle Oc

will contribute to the signal measured by a detector in the x-y plane.

This

definition can be inverted to give the maximum tilt angle *cmax(Bs) that a
fibril can have and still have its scattered beam contribute to the signal when

the detector is in the x-y plane at a scattering angle Os. The angle 0cmax(eS)
will be denoted by Omax to simplify notation.

Simple geometric arguments can be

used to express Omax in terms of Os and P (the angular acceptance of the detection optics shown in Fig. 9a.)$

The result is

tan[Omax] = [tanQ]/sine s .(11)
The angular acceptance must be small in order to achieve good angular
resolution, and the scattering angles of interest are 300
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Os -5150.

Under

these conditions only the fibrils nearly perpendicular to the x-y plane, i.e.,
*c small, will contribute, so that $max = tan~max.
The detected signal is equal to the intensity scattered by a single fibril,
If(Os), times the number of fibrils that cintribute to the scattering.

If the

distribution of fibril orientations is continuous near $c = 0, then, for small
$max, the number of fibrils oriented to within ±max of the z axis is equal to
N(2 max)P(O), where N is the total number of illuminated fibrils, and P(O) is
the probability density that a fibril will be oriented perpendicular to the xy
plane.

Thus, the scattered intensity at es in the detector (xy) plane is

I(Bs,os ) = 2NI'(Bs)P(O) tanQ
fsines

(12)

(2

where 0s = it/2 for positive ys and Os = 37r/2 for negative ys, and where If(es)
can be approximated by the scattered-intensity per unit length of an infinitely
long fibril given by Eq. (3).

From this result, it is clear that

S'(AOs) = sin6sS(A,Bs) = sinBso(Bs)/Oo(es)

(13)

should depend on wavelength and scattering angle only through an effective wave
number ksin(Gs/2).

An alternative derivation of the result embodied in Eq. (13)

can be found in Ref. 6, where a more rigorous treatment is given based on scattering from finite length cylinders.
B. Experiment
We measured angular scattering from several corneas in order to test the
scaling relation given in Eq. (13).

The measurements were made at scattering

angles of 350, 400, 500, 600, 1150, 1200, 1300, 1400 and 1500 for the primary
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wavelengths of the mercury source, viz., 404.7, 435.8, 546.1 and 577.7 nm.
The apparatus used for performing these measurements is shown in Fig. 5.
Complete details of this apparatus are given in Ref. 6. Figure 10 is a plot of
S(A,es)stne s as a function of keff, where the refractive index of the hydrated
fibril was assumed to be 1.09 times that of the ground substance.

The fact that

all data lie on a single curve shows that the expected scaling is obeyed.
data in Fig. 10 represent the average from four corneas.

The

We note that the indi-

vidual data from each cornea exhibited the same scaling behavior as the averaged
data.

Measurements from a few corneas that had been stripped of their epitheli-

al cell layer were also made and these also showed the same behavior.
The confirmation of the scaling relationship lends strong evidence to the
assumption that the stromal collagen fibrils are the primary source of
scattering.

Thus the theories of corneal transparency, which are based on this

assumption, remain on firm ground and the careful use of light scattering measurements to draw conclusions about corneal ultrastructure is warranted.
In this regard we note In passing that polarized light scattering measurements have been especially fruitful.

They have been used to show that the dis-

tribution of fibril orientations in the central cornea is not random, but rather
there are preferred orientation directions that appear to be fixed relative to
the eye geometry in a given species.'

In addition, by varying the transcorneal

pressure, we have shown that the four-lobed pattern seen at small angles when
the cornea is placed between crossed-polarizer and analyzer is due to waviness
or crimping of the fibrils within the lamellae caused by the release of
tension. 5 ,1 7 These investigations are not described here because of space
(time) limitations, but the interested reader can find detailed descriptions in
Refs. 5, 17 and 18.
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Suornry

4)

We introduced the problem of light scattering in the cornea and indicated
the types of problems that are of interest in ophthalmic research.

We have

shown how an interplay between theory and experiment has made it possible to
discern information about corneal structure for both normal and swollen corneas.
Other problems of future interest are the understanding of the structure of
scarred and dystrophied corneas.
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Scattering from a fibril oriented perpendicular to the x-y plane, as shown here, is confined to directions
very near this plane (the angular spread out of the plane is much smaller than the acceptance angle Q).
Scattering from such a fibril would be detected at all scattering angles Os.
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confined to the plane through its center that makes an angle c with the
respect to the z-axis, is essentiallyh84
would be detected only for s:< smax( ) and for i - srnax( ) < Os
fibril
a
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x-y plane. Scattering from
<7. (s is measured between 0 and 7.) The scattering would miss the detector acceptance band for
other values of Os. (From Ref. 6).
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Reproducibility and Sensitivity of Polarized Light Scattering
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Huffman and B. Bronk, in press, Applied Optics (1989)
W. Van de Merwe, D. Huffman, and B. Bronk,"Establishing a
Standard for Polarized Light Scattering from Microbial Systems",
Proceedings of the International Conference on Lasers,88,
R.C.Sze and F.J.Duarte, Editors, STS Press, Mclean Va. (1989).

Summary:

Measurement of the angular dependence of the Muelle.

matrix parameter, S34/Sll, for the rod-like bacterium
Escherlchia Coll was performed under several different
conditions of growth. Analysis of these patterns shows a
size which corresponds with a linear
dependence on bacterial
The wavelength dependence shows
dependence on wavelength.
obtained from
similarities with numerical results
interesting
Mie calculations for spheres with index of refraction close to
The curves obtained from E. Coll
of the suspending medium.
that
obtained from
from those
in appearance
different
are

Staphylococcus Epidermidis, a bacterium which is rather spherelike in shape. The general shift of the curves for a change
from log-phase to stationary phase growth is in the same
direction for both species of bacteria.

Introduction:
We have been interested for some time in evaluating
the potential of utilizing optical means for evaluating unknown
samples of micron-sized particles to determine whether a
particular microorganism is present. The application of
polarization modulation together with lock-in amplification has
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made measurement of all 16 elements of the Mueller matrix, which
describes polarized light scattering, a practical laboratory
task(l,2).
To date, only the elements Sll and S34 have been
shown to produce reproducible angular scattering patterns with
features for bacteria in liquid
sufficiently characteristic
suspension features
to hold promise for aiding in the
discrimination between different microorganisms.
In this report
as in our report to this conference in 1988, we discuss angular
patterns for the combination of matrix elements:

(S1 1 +S 3 4 )/(Sli + S 3 1 )
which in

the cases discussed here is well approximated by

$34/Sll.
While several laboratories had previously shown that the
angular pattern for this signal showed interesting features
for microorganisms, none had produced a unique signal which
was reproducible in other laboratories.
Since the measurement
is very sensitive, there has been concern that small changes in
the instrument or scattering cell could be the source of
difficulty in reproducibility(4).
While the possibility of such
artifacts must be considered with care for each new apparatus,
it turns out that much of the difficulty in reproducing this
signal may be due to its
sensitivity to very small changes in
the organism being studied(3).
We succeeded in choosing an
organism and experimental conditions which gave an excellent
match for the pattern produced for growths and measurements
produced in separate laboratories (USUHS and University of
Arizona(3).) This experimental system consisted of the E. Co/i
strain
k12 containing the prophage for lambda virus.
This
bacterial strain was easily checked for changes in the original
culture by heat-inducing the expression of the virus and lysis
of the cells.
Standard conditions were also defined as to
growth medium, buffer for scanning, and stage of growth of the
bacteria.
We showed that the pattern obtained was quite
sensitive to changes in growth conditions such as allowing the
population of bacteria observed in "log-phase" to grow for a few
more hours until the cells were in stationary phase.
Because
such small changes in growth conditions give rise to substantial
changes in scattering patcern, we proposed that for the present,
the observations from polarized light-scattering, were more of a
"footprint" of a given suspended population of microorganisms
rather than a "fingerprint" as it has been called elsewhere.
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Experimental Methods:
The measuring apparatus is icentical to that
described in last years report and elsewhere (1-3),.
The
microorganisms utilized were the Escherichla Coll strain
kl2/lambda used previously, as well as E. Coll B/r (ATCC 12407),
which is another strain of the same bacteria. E. Coll k12 was
grown in LB broth, while for growth of B/r, two different media
were utilized, a minimal medium, Ml, with glucose as the
nutrient, and M5, an enriched medium(3).
Some experiments were
also performed with Staphylococcus EpIdermldls (ATCC #146) grown
in ATCC medium 265. This bacterium varies from sphere-like to
spheroidal during i.s growth cycle, a:.d so is substantially
different in shape from E. Coll which is rod-like. Calculations
were performed using a code for Mie scattering from spheres
which is available in reference (2).
Since our current results suggest that the size and
shape of the organisms are the predominant feature in
determining the S3 4 /Sli scattering patterns, we have started to
characterize the geometry of the populations with the use of
scanning electron microscopy and computerized tabulation of
various measurements.
The preparation of -the specimens for
scanning electron microscopy was done as follows:
Preliminary Procedure:
1. Dry -100 microliters of culture medium on glass slide.
2. Bathe dry slides in 1.25% glutaraldehyde solution for 2 hours.
3. Refrigerate in saline solution until further treatment.
Final Preparation:
1. Wash in buffer.
2. Fix in 2% osmium solution.
3. Wash in sodium cacodylate solution.
4. Dehydrate through graded alcohol solufions.
5. Run samples through critical point dryer.
6. Mount slides on stubs.
7. Coat slides with gold
Dimensions of the cells were obtained from photographs
which were projected and measured using a Sigma-Scan apparatus
and program from Jandel Scientific Co. Corte Madera, CA 94925.
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Results:

In our report for last year's conference we observed
that the angular pattern for S3 4 /SII obtained with red HeNe
laser light appears compressed in angle for the log-phase
(growing) pattern for E. Coll kl2/lambda compared to the pattern
for the same cells grown in the same medium to stationary phase
(starving).
In Figure 1 we see that the same effect is observed
for the B/r strain with blue HeCd laser light. There is an
obvious difference in the size distribution of stationary phase
cells compared to log-phase which can be seen by examination
under the light microscope in that the stationary phase cells
appear smaller. Another way to obtain size differences with
bacteria is to vary the growth medium (5).
We did this with
E. Coll B/r and found that the population with larger bacteria
resulting from growth in rich medium showed a compressed pattern
(i.e. more structure) compared to the population with smaller
cells (See Figure 4 in reference (3)).
As E. Coll cells progress, during the course of
growth, from balanced log-phase to a more crowded condition,
changes in the $34/SII scan can be observed over the course of
one or two doublings.
Since relatively small changes in shape
or size evidently give rise to observable changes in the angular
scans, we would like to have some additional measure of these
changes. It is natural to consider microscopic photographs, and
we have started to use the scanning electron microscope for this
purpose. E. Coil bacteria have an approximately cylindrical
shape with roughly spherical end-caps under the conditions in
which we grow them. Thus two measurements, length and width of
bacteria lying flat on a slide, give the major features.
(Another feature which is not tabulated here is that an
indentation gradually appears where two cells will pinch off at
a later stage of the cell cycle.) We present histograms of the
populations measured in Figure 2. Table I summarizes the
averages obtained from these histograms. The large values
obtained for the standard deviations in length are to be
expected, since each individual cell on average doubles
lengthwise during the cell cycle. The intrinsic variation in our
measurement is better represented by the standard deviation
given for the width than the much larger length variation.
Since the length distribution is broad, one might be tempted
to use a geometric average.
We have used arithmetic averages,
however, since for the present, we assume that all cells
contribute apprvy'mately equally to the scans, and further, the
dilution has been chosen so as to eliminate multiple scattering.
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TABLE I

ELECTRON MICROSCOPE MEASUREMENTS* ON
E. COLI B/R

Length

Width

Log Phase
Medium MI (Poor)

1.76

+/- 0.40

0.52

+/- 0.09

Medium M5 (Rich)

1.96

+/- 0.50

0.58

+/- 0.06

Stationary Phase

Medium M1

1.16 +/- 0.23

0.51 +/- 0.05

Medium M5

1.28 +/- 0.32

0.54 +/-

0.05

*Above are arithmetic averages with sample size of -300 for each group.
Histograms in Figure 2 show relative number of cells of length indicated.
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It is interesting that the size changes are all in
the "proper" direction relative to the scans.
That is, larger
cells always give rise to more structure than smaller cells (ie.
the curves are compressed for larger cells). It is not resolved
at this time whether it is changes in length or width which are
predominent in changing the structure of the $34/SII curve. On
the one hand, the widths are all about the same for a given
population and further the aspect of the cells relative to the
laser beam would have much less of an effect on the lights path
relative to the cell's width than its length, since the cells
are assumed to be randomly oriented. Thus many more widths than
lengths would appear approximately the same to the light beam.
On the other hand, there is very little change in width for a
given medium in going from log to stationary phase whereas there
is a substantial change in length which is reflected by a change
in the curve for the scan of S3 4 /SII (see Figure 1 and Table I).
In a seperate histogram (not shown) of width vs
length for a given growth we confirmed the well-known
observation that the cells grow mainly in length, with the
average width remaining the same in different parts of the cell
cycle. There does however appear to be an increase in width as
well as length when the cells are grown in richer medium. We
must use these results with some caution since we have not
evaluated the shrinkage in preparation of the cells for
microscopy and there could be differential shrinkage, lengthwise
vs widthwise, for example.
A further set of experiments which is comparable but
not identical to changing the size of the cells is summarized in
Figure 3 for E. Coil k12/lambda. Here scans were made at the
several different laser wave-lengths indicated on the horizontal
axis of the graphs.
The angular positions of the maxima or
minima were then plotted for each of the scans of S3 4 /SII.
It is seen that a good fit to the experimental data is obtained
by assuming that the angle for a particular peak is proportional
to wave-length.
For comparison, on the same graph we show the
results of a calculation for spheres. The fitting of the
calculation was done in the following manner. First, a sphere
of roughly one micron diameter was chosen and the relative index
of refraction was varied with values between 1.00 and 1.06
(real) with little effect on the curves.
(It is clear that the
index is close to 1.0 for most bacteria.)
An index of 1.03 was
chosen. Next it was observed that the height of the peaks
approached 100% for a monodisperse distribution of spheres. The
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height was lowered by selecting a Gaussian distribution of
spheres with standard deviation of the diameters equal to about
ten percent of its average value. Finally, the peak diameter was
chosen to give the best fit
to the data taken with red HeNe
laser light. And nothing more!
We make some interesting observations.
P.very nice
fit occurs for all wavelengths for at least two of thc peaks and
troughs at small angles.
The overall appearance of the family
of straight lines for the experiments with the rod-like bacteria
differs, however, from that for the family of lines calculated
for the spheres in several ways.
The E. Coli lines, which are
more numerous (due to more peaks) than those for the spheres,
all appear to converge to a small region or point at short UV
wavelength.
In contrast, the line for the largest angle maxima
for the sphere calculation does not slope down to small angle
nearly as fast as do the other l'nes. Further, there is a
pronounced gap between the larg.t
angle peak line for the
spheres and the other lines for the sphere which does not occur
for the E. Coli lines.
Finally, we point out, that while
the signal is weakest, and hence most difficult to measure in
the backward direction, extrapolation of our curves shows
(paraphrasing Craig Bohren's remarks at this conference) that
is wherethe action is.

Finally,

in Figure 4,

we present two scans for the

bacteria Staphylococcus Epiderwidis which is quite different in
appearance from those for E. Coli at the same wavelength.
We
note that there is a large curve like an S tipped over on its
side with smaller bumps superposed.
The log-phase vs stationary
phase curves show the same trend as the E. Col., with respect to
the S, whereas the smaller bumps may have more to do with the
clustering of cells which is more pronounced in log-phase than
stationary phase. While we haven't yet studied the S.
Epidermidis scans in any detail, our results at this writing
suggest that they are very different not only from the E. Coll
curves, but they also appear to differ substantially from the
curves calculated for spheres with index of refraction near one,
which are discussed above.
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ABSTRACI
A model for propagation of laser breakdown and detonation waves in droplets is
described. The model explicitly accounts for the evolution of the plasma and its coupling to
the laser radiation. Model predictions are found to agree well with experimental observations.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of laser-induced breakdown (LIB) of small droplets has been the subject of
many recent studiese.g • 1-10. Chang and coworkers have developed experimental techniques

e.g.1-6 permitting detailed study of laser-induced breakdown (LIB) of small droplets. Most
recently, they have reported a new diagnostic technique 6 which gives both temporal and spatial
information on LIB-generated plasma at two selectable wavelengths. They have reported new
results 8 using this technique for LB of a single water droplet containing Na salts exposed to
single and multiple laser pulses. In this manner, they have been able to compare propagation
speeds of H and Na in the exploding droplet and to obtain information on cooling rates of the
plasma at various positions. Such information is essential in formulating models for the LIB
processes in particles.
In u brief letter 7, we have previously described theoretical results from a one
dimenmio.al model which accounts for evolution of the plasma and the resulting fluid flow, but
does not include the plasma breakdown mechanism. The model was shown to give all the
qualitative features of an experiment of Hsieh et a15 , including laser-supported detonation
waves. In addition, the model gave quantitative agreement with measured fluid velocities 5 to
within around 50%.
The apparent success of this one dimensional model has led us to extend our calculations
to the analysis of the most recent experiments of Zheng et al 8 on LIB of small droplets. We
present here a presentation of model results and comparison with the experimental results of
Zheng et a 8 .
PROCEDURE
All experiments on LIB of small droplets by visible lasers have been carried out in the
geometrical optics regime. This implies that the heating is non-uniform and that the fluid flow
is two dimensional. However, we have shown previously that a one dimensional model of the
flow gives many of the features of the flow during LIB. This may be because the spectrograph
in the experimental system used by Chang and coworkersd-9. 5,6 images only a region of
narrow width along the axis of the droplet as defined by the direction of the laser beam. In
this region, the laser forces a directional (planar) response of the fluid motion and the narrow
shock widths minimize distortions of the-planar shocks by the droplet geometry.
Fig. 1 shows schematically the experimental arrangement and the corresponding one
dimensional model representation. The system we wish to simulate 8 consists of a water
droplet, surrounded by air and irradiated by a laser at 532 nm. The one dimensional Cartesian
model represents the droplet as a region of high density (the liquid water) surrounded on either
side by regions of low density (air). The model does not include prediction of the initiation of
breakdown. Instead, a small region of plasma is initially assumed to have formed. In the
model, this region is represented as a thin slab located close to the shadowed side of the
"droplet." The model predicts the subsequent growth and evolution of the plasma during the
laser pulse-as well as the evolution of the nonionized-regions. Even though the initiation-of
breakdown is not modeled, formation and coupling of the plasma to the laser radiation is
included explicitly.
In the model, it is assumed that the laser beam propagates (largely unattenuated) into the
droplet until reaching the plasma. There, part reflects from the plasma/liquid interface rid the
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rest is transmitted or absorbed. Fluid flow, described by the Euler equations, changes the
plasma optical properties, and the plasma changes the fluid flow as it heats. Thus, absorption
varies with time and position. This nonlinear "particle" - laser beam interaction is an essential
feature of the LIB process for droplets.
The pressure gradient drives the fluid-motion through the momentum equationin the
Euler equations. The extent to which the pressure is reliably predicted for a substance
determines, in part, how well the hydrodynamic simulation corresponds to observed behavior.
For LIB, the fluid states must include the plasma state; our equation of state is accurate and
complete in these respects. We assumed local thermodynamic equilibrium for the plasma and
the other fluid states in the model, so that the pressure is obtained through an equation of state
solely as a function of its mass density and internal energy.
The complete optical properties of a material are described by its dielectric function.
The Drude model was used to determine the dielectric function of the plasma in this calculation.
The reflectance at an interface is essential in the calculations and is given in terms of the
complex index of refraction. For an equilibrium plasma, the electron number density is simply
a function of the mass density and the internal energy. The electron density, necessary for
calculation of the optical properties of the plasma state, can be found from the DC conductivity
of-the plasma.
MODEL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
The experiments of Zheng et al8 modeled here involved LIB of 80 gtm diameter water
droplets containing 4 M Na ions exposed to 532 nm radiation from the second harmonic of a
Q-switched Nd-YAG laser. The laser pulse had multiple peaks as indicated by Fig. 2. While
the Na ions do influence the LIB threshold 8, our model does not include the initial plasma
formation mechanisms and so the effect of the ions is not predicted.
We assume that initially the mass density of the droplet region is 1000 kg/m 3, the normal
liquid density of water. The density of the surrounding gas is 1.2 kg/ 3 ,normal air density.
The droplet and the surrounding gas are at room temperature and one atmosphere. The plasma
layer embedded iti the droplet (see Fig. 1)is assumed to be at 30000 K and 500000
atmospheres. Initially the droplet is 80 g~m in "diameter". The initial plasma layer occupies 2.5
gim of this, and is located about 7.5 gtm from the shadowed face. Themodulation in the
experimental laser pulse of Zheng et a18 indicated in Fig. 2 was fit numerically.
In a previous study7 we simulated a single square wave laser pulse with a duration of 10
nsec. In this study, we fit the experimental laser pulses as measured by Zheng et a18 (see
Fig.2). These laser pulses typically consisted of six-to eight peaks; four of these were major
peaks. The total duration of a pulse was around 40 nsec.
The modulation and increase of-the interaction time of laser beam with the "particle"
provide an improved test of the model assumptions. The modulation in the laser pulse gives
additional spatial structure arising from the well defined peaks. Also, the longer interaction
times are nearer the acoustic transit times for the "particle". Average pulse intensities were
varied from 0.4 GW/cm 2 to 9.5 GW/cm 2 . In the experiments of Zheng et a18, these average
values were obtained-from measurement of total power over the known pulse duration.
Fig. 3 shows the results from the model for evolution of the density for the average laser
intensity of 0.4 GW/cm 2 for the conditions-specified above. The laser beam is in the direction
of increasing values of "position" in the figures. The initial profile of the droplet and
surrounding gas is shown as the rearmost profile at t=0. The plasma region is not visible
because the density in the plasma region is the same as in the rest of the liquid; only
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temperature, and therefore pressure, is higher. In the next curve, at t = 2 nsec, two
compression (shock)-waves have issued from the plasma region. These two waves form by
compression and ionization of the adjacent liquid, causing two sharp peaks in the density. The
flow out of the initial plasma-region results in a drop in density in the region between the two
density peaks.
The two density peaks shown in Fig. 3 for t > 0 are evidently different. The wave
exiting the shadow face undergoes rapid decompression and a decrease in density. Its shock
accelerates into a blast wave upon entering the ambient gas phase, compressing and heating the
gas to - 6000 K. The second shock wave, moving through the droplet and toward the laser,
also compresses, heats and ionizes the liquid it traverses. The shock strength determines the
initial degree of ionization. As the liquid ionizes, it absorbs the laser radiation, leading to
further ionization. With sufficient radiation energy, this feedback process can-cause the liquid
to become a strongly absorbing plasma. Therefore, the model includes two mechanisms for
ionization: shock heating and laser heating. Since the nonplasma portions of the droplet are
essentially transparent, strong laser heating occurs only after shock heating has ionized the
liquid sufficiently.
In the experiment 8, the leading edge of the first major peak in the, laser pulse is
responsible for creating the initial plasma region. The next major peak appears about 10 nsec
later, although the laser energy between peaks is still about 20% of the peak values as indicated
in Fig. 2. On the illuminated side, the density wave decays slowly until breakout occurs on-the
illuminated side (at-around 14 nsec in Fig. 3) after which the amplitude of the density breakout
wave decreases rapidly with a corresponding decrease in temperature, as shown in Fig. 4. At
the same time, an expansion wave begins to propagate toward the shadow side. From Fig. 4,
it can be seen that on the irradiated side the region of maximum temperature remains well
within the space occupied by the original droplet; this observation is confirmed qualitatively by
the experimental measurements 8 at this intensity which show the regions of maximum Ho andNa emissions on the illuminated side to be always within the space occupied by the original
droplet[see Fig. 5(a) in Ref. 8]. However, at higher intensities-(above around 1.8 GW/cm 2)
the experimental measurements 8 show that the illuminated side maxima in intensities move
outside the boundary of the original droplet on the illuminated side[see Figs. 3,4,and 5(b) in
Ref. 8]; in this regime, a laser detonation wave develops with intense-ionization, which
effectively screens the shadow side wave from absorption of additional laser energy. This is
seen clearly in the experimental results at high energies 8 where-no emission is recorded in the
region behind the emission peaks propagating toward the laser. For the low intensity case (0.4
GW/cm 2) shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the temperatures decrease monotonically with time which
leads to smaller ne and therefore greater transparency. As shown in Fig. 3, a weakly ionized
blast-wave begins to develop on the illuminated side at around 4 nsec which is-subject to the
subsequent peaks in the laser pulse. Subsequently, additional shocks develop-since the fluid-in
the expanding wave is sufficiently transparent to permit absorption of a portion of the laser
energy inside the space of the original droplet behind the leading shock. With reference to Fig.
4, this absorption occurs most strongly in the region of highest temperature and-density. Asindicated in Fig. 3,-two shock structures develop behind the leading shock on the illuminated
side-as the additional peaks in the laser pulse arrive. Careful examination of-Fig. 3 shows that
these shocks develop from small shoulders in the density profiles on the illuminated side that
occur on arrival of each major peak in laser intensity. In our previous simulations 7, we used a
single square wave pulse of duration around 10 nsec and observed only one shock; therefore,
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the multiple shocks are due to the multiple peaks in the laser pulse over an approximately 40
nsec time period.
At 0.4 GW/cm 2, the propagation velocity of the shock on breakout at the shadow face is
3.24 km/s from the model as compared with the measured value from Hoa emissions of 3.5
kn/s; similarly, at the illuminated face the velocity of the first shock is 4.9 km/s as compared
with the experimental measurement of 5.3 km/s.
For the same conditions, the temperature versus time and position is shown in Fig. 4.
The temperature drops rapidly in the wave propagating toward the shadow side until the blast
wave develops in the ambient gas. In the region occupied by the original droplet, the
temperature decrease- monotonically with its maximum moving toward the shadow side; this
behavior appears to be borne out by the experimental observations. The data of Fig. 4 were
averaged spatially as shown in Fig. 5. The spatially averaged temperature profile resembles
somewhat the measured spatially averaged Hot intensity time profile [see Fig. 6 of Ref. 8]. In
Fig. 5, the peak in the calculated spatially averaged temperature occurs at around 28 nsec after
breakdown, near to the time of the maximum of the experimental emission peak. We point out
that emission intensity is a function of both ele,tron density and temperature and therefore an
exact correspondence between temperature and.miission intensity either in space or time cannot
be made.
Fig. 6 shows density versus time and position for peak laser intensity of 9.5 GW/cm 2.
All other conditions are the same as for the lower intensity studied above. The air blast wave
and-plasma ejection are similar to Fig. 3. However, quite different behavior is found for the
wave traveling toward the illuminated face. The high laser intensity causes the shocked,
ionized liquid to absorb more energy than it uses compressing. Thus the pressure of the liquid
rises, velocities increase, and the shock strengthens, as shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 indicates-the
creation of an optical detonation wave (ODW). However, the laser pulse modulation prevents
development of a steady state ODW before breakout occurs on the illuminated side. As the
wave reaches the illuminated side it breaks out of the droplet, accelerates-to high velocities, and
strongly compresses-the ambient gas. The fluid behind-the breakout wave is shielded by the
relatively strongly ionized fluid in the breakout wave. Consequently, the multiple density
peaks observed in Fig. 3 are not seen here. This qualitative picture is confirmed by the
experimental observations [see Fig. 5(d) of Ref. 8], showing very little emission behind the
large Ha and Na intensity peaks which move outside the original illuminated side position
toward the laser.
Fig. 7 shows the corresponding temperature versus time and position for peak laser
intensity of 9.5 GW/cm 2 . As shown, the wave breaks out on the illuminated side and strongly
compresses the ambient gas. At the relatively high temperatures in the breakout wave, there
should be strong Hoc-emissions. The general behavior shown in Figs. 6 and 7 appear to-be
confirmed by the experimental data8 showing that the region of Hoc emissions moves rapidly
outside the illuminated face toward the laser with very little emission observed in the space
originally occupied by the droplet [see-Figs. 5(c) and-5(d) in Ref. 8]. Figs. 6 and 7 clearly
show the shielding of the remaining fluid behind the breakout wave, as both density and
temperature behind the original-illuminated face decay monotonically at-around 10 nsec.
following the initial-breakdown at t =-0 ; the relatively strongly ionized fluids in the breakout
wave on the illuminated side reflect and absorb most of the beam energy and very little reaches
the fluid behind the breakout wave. The very high temperatures inside the drop are in the
region of very low density between the waves that move toward and away from the illuminated
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face. While the temperatures are high in this region, the electron density is relatively low and
relatively low emission intensities should be expected from this region as confirmed by
experiment. The persistence of the temperature peak in the low density region is attributed to
the long relaxation times prevalent in this region.
An interesting result from this study is the effect of the laser pulse modulation on the
total energy absorbed by the drop during the time duration of the pulse. In order to investigate
this, we consider identical drops exposed to three laser pulses with intensity varying as shown
in Fig. 8a; the total fluence of the three laser pulses for a time duration of 25 nsec is identical
and equal to 237.5 joules/cm 2. The three curves shown in Fig. 8b show the dynamics of
energy absorption by the drops in terms of normalized total energy content (the energy
contained in the fluids in the computational domain divided by the initial energy content) as a
function of time. It is interesting to note that at the end of 25 nsec when the three drops have
been exposed to an identical laser power density, the drop exposed to the most strongly
modulated pulse has gained almost 5%more energy than did the drop exposed to the constant
laser pulse. We suggest that this is due to the relaxation in the reflectance of the shock moving
toward the laser for the drop exposed to the strongly modulated pulse. This relaxation permits
more energy to penetrate into the fluid to be absorbed than is the case for the drop exposed to
he unmodulated pulse. In our model, this effect will depend on the hydrodynamic relaxation
tiot, as it affects the reflectance and it may be possible to optimize this absorption by adjusting
the pulse modulation; we plan to investigate this in more detail elsewhere.
4. SUMMARY
The model presented here represents the first effort to describe the coupled
electro/hydrodynamic interactions in laser induced droplet breakdown by direct numerical
solution of the governing equations. Because of the extremely dynamic nature of the response
and the nonlinear nature of the governing equations, a meaningful analytical solution cannot be
obtained. The model was written to verify recent experiments. In our recent letter 7 and in
results dis(,ussed here, the observation of the same basic hydrodynamic features and relatively
close quantitative agreement in shock velocities in both the model and the experimentse.g.6,8 are
very encouraging, indicating that the model sufficiently reflects the actual physics of the
process. The fact that carrier gas breakdown is observed on the irradiated side and not on the
shadowed side in both the model and in experiments further shows that the model captures the
essential details of both the hydrodynamics and the plasma absorption process. The-use of a
one-dimensional model seems to be justified, at least in a first pass model, on the basis of the
very directional response induced by the laser and the experimental measurement system5 ,6,8.
The most important addition to the model, and the reason for its success is the incorporation of
the plasma, and modeling its salient features. The Drude model seems to account for the
plasma optical behavior in a realistic and sufficient way, and the EOS allows the mechanical
and flow properties of the plasma to be modeled appropriately. An additional test of our theory
would be experimental confirmation of the effect of laser pulse modulation on energy
absorption by the exploding drop. With our model, we found that pulse modulation slightly
increased the total energy absorption. This finding may-be of interest in the problem of
efficient coupling of laser energy to materials in laser processing.
There are several ways in which the model can be improved in the future. First, the
relatively good quantitati,,e ageement found-here and in reference 7-might-be somewhat
fortuitous because of the uncertainties in the plasma model and in the actual laser intensity used
in the experimcnts. The experiments show a highly ionized, dense plasma developing, thus,
using the Drude model seems appropriate. On the other hand, the electrical conductivity data
used in this model are somewhat artificial, and data should be obtained for water. Also, some
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aspects of the flow, such as the plasma ejection into the shadowed side, are fundamentally two
dimensional. Extending the model to two dimensions would help to resolve these aspects
much better. We believe that this extension to two dimensions is only justified because of the
relatively good qualitative agreement between the experiments and this I-d model. An
additional improvement would be inclusion in-the model of the actual breakdown mechanism.
However, we point out again that even without any of these improvements, the model
presented here agrees (as indicated here and in reference 7) remarkably well with
experiments 5 ,8.
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as function of time. Max.laser
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and position, Maximum laser
intensity at 9.5 GW/cm 2. I indicates
-illuminated side, S the shadow side.
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Fig. 7 Fluid temperatures as function
of time and position. Maximum laser
intensity = 9.5 GW/cm 2 I indicates
illuminated side, S the shadow side.

Fig. 8a Three theoretical laser pulse
modulations used in study of effect of
laser pulse modulation on energy
absorption by droplets. The total laser
power density is the same for the three
pulses for the period of 25 nsec.
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Fig. 8b Variation of total normalized

energy content (total energy at time t
divided by total energy at initial time)

for droplew exposed to the three laser
pulses shown in Fig. Sa. Note that

the total energy absorbed is some*hat

greater for drops exposed to modulated

pulses at the end of the 25 nsec period.
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ABSTRACT
When a pulsed CO2 laser is incident upon partially absorbing
liquid droplets energy is exchanged between the laser beam and
th droplet to cause either droplet disintegration due to fast
heating or at still higher laser fluences droplet induced
breakdown with accompanying plasma formation.
This report
summarizes the minimum laser fluences (thresholds) for the above
processes to occur.
The time required for initiation of the
droplet disintegration is also reported for different liquids and
these findings together with the reported disintegration
thresholds clearly indicate the prevalence of a superheating
based mechanism operative for the case of water, for the other
materials a satisfactory explanation is lacking due to both the
uncertainity of the thermophysical constants at high temperatures
and optical properties at 10.6 um.
The latter will form the
basis of future investigations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Measurements of the minimum laser fluence required to explode
or disintegrate 10 - 60 um radius droplets of water, ethanol,
diesel, carbon-tetrachloride, bromoform and ethyl jbromide are
reported. Threshold fluences range from 0.4 J cm-4 for 10 un
radius ethanol drops to 20 L cm- for 30 um bromoform drops.
Threshold fluences for water drops are about 3 L cm- ,
independent of drop size.
Comparison of the measurements to
calculations of laser fluence required for considered absorbin
droplets to reach superheat temperature are in good agreement
for cases where liquid material properties are known, suggesting
that superheating of droplets is a dominant mechanism in causing
explosion/disintegration.
Measured droplet-induced laser
breakdown thresholds are considerably higher than explosion
thresholds and have less dependence on droplet size and
composition. Highest breakdown threshold values are for water
drops, which range from 150 o 280 L cm2 (0.9 to 1.7 x 109 W
cm-), compared to 670 T cm - (4.0 x 10 .W cm - ) for clean air
breakdown for the laser pulse length and spot size used.
The behavior of water is quite distinct from all the other
materials studied in that measureable delays occur between the
initiation of the CO laser pulse and the droplet explosion, with
these delays exceedihng the laser temporal pulse length at
fluence values close to the threshold. This delay can also be
observed for some of the other materials but as shown in the next
section it never exceeds the laser pulse length.
'

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The basic goal of our experiment was to investigate the
interaction of micron-sized drops with an

intense pulsed CO2

laser beam. Because of the (-10%) shot-to-shot fluctuations in
energy per pulse characteristic of our laser, we decided to
utilize in our experiment a droplet generator capable of
producing a stream of nearly uniform spherical droplets so that
repetitive measurements could be made (Fig. la).
To get
sufficient laser fluence required for our experiment we operated
the laser in a multiline mode (but with more than 90% energy
output at 10.591 um wavelength) and focused the beam to an
approximate 325 um x 220 um spot. Typical temporal and spatial
profiles of the CO2 laser pulse are shown in Fig. lb. A stream
of drops was then directed through the focal volume where
disintegration of drops, and at higher fluence levels, drop
induced laser breakdowwn, occyrred.
Time resolved photographsL of disintegrating drops were made
through a microscope by back-iliuminating the drops with an air
plasma
generated by a pulsed Nd:YAG laser synchronized with
both the generator and the CO 2 laser. Thus the Nd:YAG produced
plasma served as a fast (-.100 nri duration) strobe light allowing

"snapshots" of exploding drops to be visually observed or
recorded on film with a conventional 35 mm camera. Moreover the
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observations could be made at a fixed time after initiation of
the laser pulse at different fluence levels or at a fixed
fluence at different times. A calorimeter permitted measurement
of laser pulse energy; teflon and "Saran" wrap sheets provided
for attenuation of laser energy.
3. RESULTS
Table I summarizes the values measured for explosion and
breakdown thresholds for the different materials.
Further
details related to the observations made including photographs
are presented elsewhere.1

The earliest time for the disruption of the droplet at each
energy is recorded while varying the CO laser energy. A minimum
laser energy value is reached below which no droplet disruption
occurs; this defines the threshold fluence Ft.
Figure 2 shows
T versus R for several materials
where T is the delay in
initiation of explosion and R is defined as (F-Fth)/Fth, F being
the measured fluence.
It is noteworthy that the explosion of
water droplets initiates long after the passage of the CO2 laser
pulse, while for all other materials studied disruption occurs
during the CO2 laser pulse.
The data suggest that log T is
linearly -ropoftional to R. A simple theoretical model presented
elsewhere was used to explain this delay. The straight line fit
to the experimental data (Fig. 2) yields a slope of 1.04 as
compared to a slope of 1.02 predicted by the theoretical model,
this agreement in the case of water data may be fortuitously
good.
Two facts should be emphasized in qualifying this
agreement; firstly high temperature thermophysical properties
used in estimating the slopes were determined by extrapolating
the low temperature data and secondly the experimental errors do
not permit a precise determination of the experimental slope.
For the other materials studied a theoretically predicted slope
could not be obtained due to a lack of knowledge of
thermophysical constsnts at high temperatures.
4. CONCLUSION
The brief report above summarizes the threshold laser
fluences for explosion and breakdown of micron-sized droplets
irradiated by a Co2 laser beam. Water seems to be distinct of
all the materials studied in that superheating seems to be the
sole mechanism for its explosion both in terms of the actual
explosion thresholds agreeing with a calculation based on
superheat, as well as the delay in the initiation in explosion.
Future investigations directed at a better understanding of the
underlying- mechanism for explosion or disruption of the other
material droplets require a better knowledge of their
thermophysical and optical properties as well as further
experimentation.
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Table I
Co2 laser-induced droplet explosion and breakdown thresholds
Material

Drop Radius
(urn)

air
distilled
water

boiled
water
tap
water
ethanol

Diesel

Explosion Threshold
J cm-2

MW cm-2

-

Breakdown Threshold
j

cm-2

GW M -

670

4.0

12.2
17.4
17.4
28.2
29.1
29.3
29.4
29.7
37.7
37.7
40.4
40.4
51.6
52.1
40.8

2.42
2.39
2.47
3.37
2.70
3.77
3.90
2.69
3.00
3.02
3.11
3.14
2.56
2.96
3.02

14.5
14.3
14.8
20.2
16.2
22.6
23.4
16.1
18.0
18.1
18.6
18.8
15.3
17.7
18.1

284
227
240
195
156
193
148
157
209
243
164
--156
149
211

1.70
1.36
1.44
1.17
0.94
1.15
0.88
0.94
1.25
1.45
0.99

41.0

2.46

14.7

176

1.06

10.4
10.4
16.6
16.6
30.1
30.6
30.7
37.1
43.3
52.6
54.2

0.42
0.49
0.49
0.36
0.73
1.03
1.01
0.73
0.88
1.21
1..40

2.51
2.96
2.94
2.17
4.3
6.2
6.0
4.4
5.2
7.2
8.4

281
......
153
......
214
179
190
180
180
231
169

1.68

54.2

1.45

8.7

---

.

9.33
13.50
17.60
31.4
32.4
32.5
40.8
44.4
55

1.21
1.68
1.55
1.46
2.40
2.12
1.78
2.71
2.42

7.2
10.0
9.30
8.7
14 4
12.7
10.7
16.2
14.5

108
99
102
101
91
82
99
110
121

55

2.54

15.2

...

111

0.93
0.89
1.26

0.92
1.28
1.07
1.14
1.08
1.08
1.39
1.01
0.65
0.60
0.61
0.61
. 54
0.49
0.59
0.66
0.72

2

Material

Drop Radius
(um)

Explosion Threshold
J cm- 2

MW cm 2

Breakdown Threshold

J cm - 2

GW cm- 2

Diesel
cylinder

31

7.6

45

147

0.88

Carbon
TetraChloride

28.7
29.7

6.0
8.1

36
48

88
86

0.53
0.52

Bromoform

31.2
31.2
32
32
32

19.6
17.8
16.6
24
28

117
107
99
146
169

95
70
63
72
66

0.57
0.42
0.38
0.43
0.40

Ethyl
Bromide

26.4

0.70

4.2

124

0.74
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Figure Ia.n
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Figure lb. Typical temporal and Spatial profile of the co2 laser
beam at the focal volume.
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Fig. 2 Time delay for initiation of explosion, T versus
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ABSTRACT
A new class-of particle size distributions is proposed having the necessary
properties for simulation of aerosol evaporation by the moment method. A distribution
from this class is used in moment simulation of free molecule aerosol evaporation.
Moment results are compared with the exact analytical solution. It is demonstrated that it is
possible to use the moment method, with its high computational efficiency, to simulate
aerosol evaporation with reasonable accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
In a previous study (Brock and Oates, 1987), a moment method was developed for
simulation of aerosol evaporation. In the application of this moment method, closure was
obtained by use of the lognormal distribution. The lognormal distribution, however, is not
well suited for this application. During aerosol evaporation, the particle size distribution,
on a logarithmic scale of particle size, becomes skewed toward smaller particle sizes while
the lognormal distribution, of course, remains symmetric. Therefore, we have investigated
particle size distributions that would be more suitable for moment simulation of aerosol
evaporation. This note is intended to illustrate the use of a new distribution for simulation
of aerosol evaporation and to demonstrate that aerosol evaporation can be simulated with
reasonable accuracy using the moment method.
NEW CLASS OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
In order to simulate aerosol evaporation, a particle size distribution must become
highly skewed toward smaller particle sizes on a logarithmic scale of particle size as
evaporation proceeds. There are many possibilities for size distributions with this
property. With appropriate choices for their parameters, the log gamma and log beta
distributions, for example, have this property. However, these possibilities are constrained
by some other desirable features. For example, distributions in this class should be
capable of simulating evaporation, condensation and combinations of these processes such
as occur during Ostwald ripening (Tsang and Brock, 1984). Also, the class should contain
one or more standard distributions. For rapid estimates, it might also be desirable if
moments of distributions in this class were related in simple closed form to their
distribution parameters. This is not the case with the log gamma distribution, but for
numerical applications it may not be a serious deficiency.
We suggest a class of particle size distributions with some of the properties noted above.
Expressed in terms of the mass density function n(x), it is:
n(x) =

MoCo x- 0X cxp (- (ABS(ln(x/xav)))V)

(1)

where Mo is the total particle concentration and Co is a normalization constant. aX is a
positive or negative parameter. Also, 1P
> 0 and v > 1 are positive parameters.
xav is an average particle mass. For Co = (13/7) 1/2 , a = 1 and v = 2, eq. (1) is the
lognormal distribution. As an additional example, for v = 1 and y = ln(x/xav) with a
restriction of y to positive values, eq. (1) is an exponential distribution. Fig. 1 shows plots
of eq. (1) with a range of values of some of the parameters; the lognormal and what we
term the double-sided exponential distribution (v = 1) are indicated as curves A and C
respectively. Except in these special cases, the moments of eq. (1)cannot be expressed in
closed form in terms of its parameters. However, this is also true such well known
distributiOnsas the-log garrmna and logbeta.
However, for ease of exposition in the application of the moment method to the
evaporation problem, we choose to present a study using the special case of eq. (1) where
v = 1. We term this special case the double-sided exponential distribution:
n(x) = MoCo x 'exp(- P3ABS(ln(x/xav)))
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(2).

The moments we use are defined by:
00

Mn/3 =

J xn/

3

n(x) dx

;

n = 0, 1,2,3,...

(3)

X

where x*is the smallest stable particle mass in the distribution.
The parameters of eq.(1) are easily found in terms of the moments, MW:
Mn/3 = 2Mo Co (P3/(3

2

- (a-(n+3)/3)) (xav)((n+ 3 )/ 3 - a)

(4)

subject to the constraints:
3>0
32 - (a - (n+3)/3) 2 > 0

(5)

MOMENT SIMULATION OF EVAPORATION
As in the previous study (Brock and Oates (1987)), we examine the moment
solution of the evaporation/condensation equation for the evolution of n(x,t) :

an(x,t)/at

=

-

D(G(x,t) n(x,t))/ax

(6)

where G is the growth law. Here, for simplicity, we choose the free molecule evaporation
expression where: G - - x2/3 . As we have shown previously, it is simple to include the
case where vapor is conserved during evaporation.
With this growth law, the following moment equations are obtained from eq. (6):
dMn/3/dt = -x*(n+2)/3 n(x*,t) - (n/3)M(n-1)/3

(7)

where n = 0,1,2,3 ... and x* is the smallest stable particle mass in the distribution. We
solve four of these moment equations to specify the distribution parameters in terms of the
moments.
RESULTS AND-DISCUSSION
In actual simulations, the value of x*might be dictated by the physico-chemical
properties of the aerosol - for example, x' could be the minimum stable particle size.
Here, the choice is arbitrary and we chose the value of x*so as to minimize computational
times. For various initial distributions we have compared exact analytical solutions of eq.
(7) with moment solutions generated by the solution of eqs. (7) with eqs. (2)
- (5). A
representative result from these comparisons is shown in Fig. 2 for the following values at
t = 0 : a=2., P-=3., x.,v= 7.E-15. In comparison with our previous simulations using the
lognormal distribution, it is apparent that the agreement between the analytical andmoment
solutions is good even for relatively long times. In this simulation, deviations begin to
appear when t - 5.E-5; however, at this time the number concentration is already reduced
by a factor of around 102. In our previous study using the lognormal distribution, a
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deviation in phase and amplitude appeared when the number concentration was only
reduced by a few tens of percent. In this previous simulation using the lognormal
distribution, we found that the phase led that of the analytical solution whereas with the
distribution introduced here the phase lags (slightly) behind that of the analytical solution.
This suggests that our distribution, eq. (1), with v in the range 1< v < 2 -- that is, a
distribution bounded by the double sided exponential, eq. (2), and the lognormal
distribution (which is obtained for v = 2 , a = 1) --might give an even better representation
of the evaporation process. For the same conditions, the number concentrations from the
moment and analytical solutions as a function of time are shown in Fig.3. The agreement
is reasonably good over the lifetime of the aerosol, the two curves being almost
indistinguishable except when the number decreases by more than a fautor of around 10.
The CPU time on the Dual Cyber 170/750 used for this evaporation calculation was less
than 0.1 sec for a reduction in number concentration by a factor of around 102.
In the calculations, the choice of the set of the four moment equations is arbitrary.
From numerical experiments, we found that the set of moment equations ior M0 , MI/3, MI
and M4/ 3 , appeared to give the best results. As the initial distribution was made broader,
the phase lag noted in Fig. 2 became larger, it may be that alternative choices of the set of
moment equations would improve this behavior. Also, it may be that the choice of the best
set of moment equations will depend on the growth law. Therefore, we suggest that study
be given to the optimal choice of the set of moment equations for a given simulation.
Additional work is recommended to examine the use of the more general
distribution, eq. (1) , or distributions such as the log gamma for moment simulation of
aerosol evaporation. However, this limited study suggests that eq. (2) may provide a
reasonable distribution for use in rapid estimation of aerosol evaporation, su6h as in aerosol
dynamics simulations arising in computational fluid dynamics applications. More
generally, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to use the moment method to simulate
aerosol evaporation with reasonable accuracy.
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Abstract
During this funding period results have been obtained for the interaction of KrF excimer laser
radiation (A = 248 nm, tpulae = 17 ns) with 60 ym distilled water droplets for irradiance values
ranging from 3 to 230 GW/cm 2 . Laser images of the droplet -breakup during the time interval
from 0 to 100 ns indicate the dynamic breakup processes to be highly nonlinear. At low irradiance
(3 GW/cm 2 ) the material is ejected from both the illuminated and shadow hemispheres~of the
droplet, closely resembling internal electric field strengths obtained from plane wave Lorenz-Mie
theory calculations. As the irradiance is increased to 6 GW/cm 2 the interaction on the shadow
hemisphere becomes stronger while the interaction on the illuminated hemisphere decreases. At
high irradiance (230 GW/cm2 ) the droplets fragment in essentially a symmetric manner. Average
material velocity from 0 to 50 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse ranged from 1000 m/s at 3
GW/cm 2 to 6000 m/s at 230 GW/cm 2 .
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I. Introduction
The interaction of intense laser radiation with liquid droplets has been widely investigated
during recent years in attempts to better understand the fundamental physics governing the interaction. Experimental investigations have been performed examining plasma formation, 1 - 5 shock
propagation, 6 and electrostrictive effects 7 that occur during the laser/aerosol interaction. Theoretical models have also been developed to predict the behavior of droplets under high energy laser
irradiation.8 9 Due to the complexity of the problem, most theories utilize plane wave-theory in the
analysis although recent work has generalized Lorenz-Mie theory for the case of a particle located at
an arbitrary position illuminated by an arbitrarily defined incident beam.' °,11 However, accounting
for the influence of spatial varying droplet properties, initial plasma formation, and heat transfer
make the laser/aerosol interaction problem nonlinear and extremely complex. In this paper we
present further experimental evidence of the nonlinear interactions of high energy KrF laser pulses
(A = 248 nm) with 60 jim diameter distilled water droplets for irradiance values ranging from 3
GW/cm2 to 230 GW/cm2 .

II. Experimental Setup
A schematic of the experimental setup used in the research is shown in Fig. 1. The high
energy laser beam is produced by a KrF excimer laser (Questek model 2860, \ = 248 nm) using
unstable optics and is focused at the probe volume using a plano-convex lens (d = 50 mm, f =
200 mm). The FWHM cross section of the high energy beam at the focal point was determined
by translating a knife-edge through the probe volume and was found to be approximately 95 jim
x 115 14m (;104 pm 2 ). An imaging beam from a second excimer laser, identical to the first with
the exception of using stable resonator optics and operating on ArF gas (A = 193 nm), is incident
in a direction orthogonal to both the high energy pulse and the motion of the water droplets.
The use of 193 nm imaging laser was used to obtain higher resolution real-time images as well
as to allow elimination of elastically scattering incident radiation by placing a 193 nm bandpass
filter in line with the imaging optics. The FWtIM pulse duration of the excimer laser pulses were
measured using both a photodiode and streak camera and were found to be approximately 17
ns. The imaging pulses are synchronized with the high energy pulses by using an analog/digital
delay unit (Questek 9200 laser sync/delay unit) while simultaneously monitoring the output pulse
using a fast photodiode (Hamamatsu model C1083) and a digitizing oscilloscope (Hewlett Packard
model 54200A). The delay between high- energy pulses and imaging pulses could be varied from
0 to 100 ps in increments of 10 ns. The jitter for the entire system is approximately t7 ns. The
monodisperse water droplets were generated using a vibrating orifice generator (TSI model 3450),
and were allowed to fall in the direction of the gravitational field perpendicular to-both the high
-energy beam and the imaging beam. The real time images were viewed using a UV sensitive
vidicon (Cohu 2006 camera system) in ,onjunction with a digital image processing system'2 . Use
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of the image processing system allows accurate determination of the particle size prior to explosive
breakup and the distance expelled material travels during the laser/aerosol interaction. The images
were stored on an optical memory disk recorder (Panasonic model TQ-2023F) so that later analysis
could be performed on the images.

III. Results
2
Figure 2 shows typical images of water droplets 0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of 3 GW/cm
KrF (A = 248 nm) laser pulses. In Figs. 2-5 the laser beam is propagating from right to left in
the photographs. Although 0 ns delay was established prior to experiments by synchronizing the
arrival of the high energy pulse with the imaging pulse as they reached the probe volume, it is
clearly evident in the photographs that theointeraction actually begins prior to what is considered
as 0 ns delay. This is caused by the finite pulse widths (FWHM = 17 ns) of the high energy
and imaging pulses. For increasing irradiance, the interaction process initiates nearer the initial

rise of the high energy pulse. In contrast, the image that is obtained is integrated over the 17 ns
duration of the imaging pulse. Thus, although the peaks of both pulses may arrive simultaneously
at the probe volume, the image contains information from the first few nanoseconds after arrival
of the high energy pulse. Also note that the images in Figs. 2-5 are not of a single droplet but
of several different droplets imaged at fixed times after arrival of the high energy beam. Since the
vibrating orifice generator and the laser pulse characteristics change little from pulse to pulse, the
image variation from one pulse to the next is not significant. For the images shown in Fig. 2, note
that the interaction is nearly symmetric with material being expelled from both the illuminated
and shadow hemispheres of the droplet. Figure 3 shows for the same delay times a sequence
of photographs for an incident irradiance of 6 GW/cm2 . At this irradiance, the interaction off
the illuminated hemisphere relative to the shadow hemisphere is much smaller. Even at 100 ns,
little material is ejected from the illuminated surface. As the irradiance is further increased to 18
GW/cm 2 , the image shown in Fig. 4 at 0 ns shows no evidence of illuminated surface interaction.
However, the interaction on the shadow surface is stronger than for lower laser irradiance. Only at
later times is there any evidence of material leaving the illuminated hemisphere. Figure 5 shows
the drcplet images obtained under high irradiance (230 GW/cm 2 ). In this example, the nonlinear
behavior is quite different. The material is ejected in a more symmetric manner than in previous
cases and appears to form thin filaments of material at 0 ns delay time.
The behavior of the droplets shown in Figs. 2-5 can be compared to the square root of the
internal and near-surface electric field distributions calculated using plane wave Lorenz-Mie theory
which are shown in Fig. 6. The square root of the electric field is plotted in efforts to emphasize
smaller electric field values (denoted by dark shades at the top of Fig. 6). From this figure, there
appears to be four critical regions in which localized maxima appear. The absolute maximum of
the electric field values occurs external to the shadow surface of the droplet and has the magnitude
IE/E0I = 50 where lEol denotes the magnitude of the incident electric field. The high value results
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of the focusing effect of the large droplet relative to the incident wavelength. Internal to tht,
droplet surface but still within the shadow hemisphere is three localized peaks each of magnitude
IE/Eo = 22. Near the illuminated surface of the droplet lies the third critical region in which
the magnitude is approximately IE/EoI = 16. External to the illuminated hemisphere is also a
smaller localized peak of magnitude IE/Eo = 8. The local maxima inside the droplet result from
constructive interference of laser light reflected from the inner droplet surface and the propagation
of surface waves near the air/droplet interface. These four regions of high electric -field values are
characteristic of transparent droplets and have been discussed previously. 13 We would expect that
these four regions would identify the likely locations of initial laser breakdown. Comparing the
calculations in Fig. 6 to the images shown in Fig. 2 we can see similarities in the sense that
Fig. 6 shows a nearly equal (slightly higher within the shadow hemisphere) maximum electric field
strength within the two hemispheres of the droplet. This would suggest that one would observe
material interaction from both hemispheres of the droplet with the stronger interaction occurring
from the shadow hemisphere of the droplet. The results in Fig. 2 confirm this prediction. In
contrast however, the images in Fig. 3 show significantly less material leaving the illuminated
surface of the particle. The dynamics of the breakup can be explained in a qualitative manner if
we assume the breakdown intensity for the droplet is Ib (see Fig. 7) and that the initial breakdown
occurs at the location of the maximum internal electric-field, which is near the shadow surface of the
droplet. If it is further assumed that the breakdown of the droplet will cause the once transparent
region near the shadow surface to become-an absorbing plasma, the initial breakdown region in the
shadow hemisphere will act to shield the incident laser light from reflecting (or propagating around
the sphere in the case of surface waves) to the illuminated hemisphere. Shown in Fig. 7 are Ph
and P1 which represent the intensity profiles of a high energy and low energy pulse, respectively. If
the droplet breakdown occurs at an intensity Ib, only the energy associated with the cross-hatched
areas will be unaffected by the plasma. Thus a larger amount of energy can be redirected toward
the front hemisphere for a low energy incident pulse. As the irradiance is increased we would expect
proportionately less available energy for interaction within and near the illuminated hemisphere.
This agrees with the observations in Figs. 2-4. For 230 GW/cm2 interzctions shown in Fig. 5, the
17 ns imaging pulse is not short enough to clearly resolve the early stages of the interaction process
and future picosecond or femtosecond imaging work will be required -to resolve the early stages -of
the interaction.
The imaging system can also be used to obtain approximate average velocity measurements
for the material ejected at various stages during the laser/aerosol interaction. In order to evaluate
the velocity -of the ejected material it -was- necessary to make an assumption regarding the -time
at which material starts leaving the droplet surface (At = 0). As stated earlier in this paper and
illustrated in the images, material ejection starts before what is considered 0 ns delay. For the
results presented here, a time of 10 ns before the end of the imaging pulse was chosen as the time
material begins leaving the droplet surface. Therefore, in calculating average velocities at 0 ns
delay a At = 10 ns was used, at 20 ns delay a At = 30 ns was used, etc. Although this delay value
will vary depending on the incident irradiance, we have used a constant value for all irradiances
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since detailed resolution of these time are not presently possible in our laboratory. The average
material velocity as a function of time and incident irradiance is shown in Fig. 8. The values
range from approximately 1000 at 3 GW/cm 2 to 6000 m/s at 230 GW/cm 2 with an uncertainty of
approximately ±20 percent which is predominantly due to the difficulty in properly identifying the
material boundary. Only limited data was available at high irradiances since the material quickly
propagates out of the field of view of the imaging system.

IV. Plans for Future Work
Experimental work on the scattering of radiation in the retrorefiective direction will be attempted and results compared with forward scattered radiation published in Ref. 2. Plans are to
also study the A = 248 nm interaction with nonspherical water droplets. Initial work in the area
indicates aspect ratios of approximately 1.2 are required before significant effects can be observed.
In order to resolve nonlinear effects at high irradiance values, we have initiated work in picosecond
imaging. A femtosecond laser has been purchased and this system will be used for ultra fast diagnostics. Experimental and theoretical work will be performed on all of the above Pieas. Work
on optical temperature measurements in aerosols continues to be pursued. Thin metal wires have
been used to demonstrate that material is not spalled of the shadow surface of small solid aerosols.
Additional theoretical modeling of A = 248 nm interaction with solid matter will- be undertaken.
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Fig. 3. Interaction of a 6 GW/cm 2 KrF (A 248 nm) laser pulse with 60 pm water droplets-seen
0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival-of the high energy pulse. The laser is propagating from right to
left.
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Fig. 4. Interaction of a 18 GW/cm2 KrF (A = 248 nm) laser pulse with 60 pm water droplets seen
0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse. The laser is propagating from right to
left.
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Fig. 5. Interaction of a 230 GW/cm 2 KrF (A = 248 nm) laser pulse with 60 Jim water droplets
seen 0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of -the high energy pulse. The laser is propagating from
right to left.
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Bottom: Centerline plot for the same parameters as given above.
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ABSTRACT
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) from an optically levitated
glycerol droplet supported simultaneously by resonances at the
incident (input) laser wavelength and at the emitted (output) SRS
The technique used enables
is
reported.
wavelength
identification of the structure resonance mode orders which
contribute to the electromagnetic field enhancement of the
incident laser energy which in turn causes the SRS threshold to
be overcome. The output (SRS) resonance mode orders were also
identified in several cases and these observations indicate a
correspondence between input and output resonance mode order.
Energy thresholds for obtaining SRS under the conditions stated
above are reported and compare t to other SRS measurements where
Future
the input resonance condition does not exist.
investigations attempting to correlate the mode order of the
contributing input/output resonance with observed SRS delays are
envisaged.
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1. INThODUCTION
Previous measurements of SRS 1 8 have been made for droplets
satisfying a resonance condition only at the emitted radiation
(output) wavelength, since with the lasers and droplet generation
methods used, there was no practical way to tune the incident
laser wavelength or droplet size to an input resonance condition.
In this paper we report conditions wherein the considered droplet
is in resonance at both incident (input) and emitted (output)
wavelengths - this is also referred to as the double resonance
condition. Double resonance emts Bons have been postulated in
fluorescence and Raman spectra, r
and hqye been observed in
fluorescence emission spectra2 of fibersand fluorescence
excitation spectra of droplets.1 2
2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
Figure 1 shows a schematic vieY3 i
the experimental
arrangement. Glycerol droplets trapped1 '
in a focused Argon
ion laser beam (not shown) slowly evaporate at a rate of 0.4
nm/sec, allowing droplets to pass through resonance conditions
with respect to the incident Nd:YAG laser waelength. A position
sensing, split photodiode feedback detector" and a Pockel's cell
(not shown in Fig. 1) coupled to the Argon lesr output permit
continuous recorded adjustment of laser power
needed to keep
the droplet stationary. In addition, scattered Argon laser light
is reqyoled using a photodiode. Monitoring of levitating laser
power--,and elastic scattering " - from the droplet permit
determination of the droplet size to within an accuracy of 0.1%
of its radius. The spectral content of the emitted SRS emission
was measured by imaging the droplet onto a spectrometer equipped
with a one-dimensional photo-diode array detector.
The levitated droplet is viewed through a microscope while
irradiating it with Nd:YAG laser pulses. Quasi-periodic bursts
of SRS which appear as bright full or partial red rings on the
droplet rim occur only when the continuosly evaporating droplet
radius natisfies an input resonance condition.
3. RESULTS
Figures 2a and 2c show chart recorder traces19 for a typical
evaporating droplet, Fig. 2a shows the monitored laser power and
2c the scattered Argon laser lJit from the dro let. Fig. 2b is
the computed radiation pressure ' (Qn ) where TE./TM1 designate a
tranverse electric/magnetic resonanc witmode number n and mode
order 1. Figure 2d is the computedzu scattered intensity
appropriately averaged over anale and po-' 4zar
tion to acc-unt Eo±
the finite acceptance angle of the detector and its orientation.
Comparison of Figures 2a and 2c with 2b and 2d enable unique
determination of droplet size shown on the abscissa.
The
vertical arrows along the abscissa correspond to radii at which
bursts of SRS were observed to occur.
Figure 2e shows the
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computed Q r for the same drop sizes but at the incident Nd:YAG
laser wavefength, and here it appears that the occurrence of SRS
corresponds to fourth order input resonances.
Further details of analysis of several d46 ferent size ranges
of glycerol droplets are reported elsewhere.
Table I shows a
summary of some of the sixultaneously identified input and output
resonances.
Here it is apparent that in most cases the mode
order of the input and output resonances coincide.
This
observation suggests that the localized spatial region near the
droplet rim where the input laser wavelength electromagnetic
field undergoes enhancement is the same region from which the
nonlinear inelaatic scattering emission originates. In Table I
the bare Q's (zero imaginary refractive index) corresponding to
the input and output resonances are also included.
Under the double resonance conditions reported here a
lowering of SRS threshold from values observed in the absence of
an input resonance is expected. However, checking the validity
of this assertion poses an experimental problem since the size
and material (5-7 u radius glycerol droplets) investigated using
optical levitation is not compatible with the droplet generator,
where the condition of output resonance only can be attained.
In spite of this incompatibility some comparisons were attempted
using 12-16 um radius glycerol/water mixture drops in the droplet
generator (no input resonance, only output resonance) with 5-7 um
radius pure glycerol droplets
optically levitated (input and
output resonance).
Table II summarizes the results from such
comparisons, they suggest a definite lowering of the measured
threshold energy required to obtain SRS but the difference in the
droplet size and material poses uncertainties in the
interpretations of these results.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion this report confirms experimentally the
occurrence of double resonance assisted SRS and enables
identification of the particular input resonances which
contribute to the enhanced fields required to overcome SRS
thresholds.
As expected the energy thresholds appear to ba
lower, however, an exact comparison was not possible.
Future
work to investigate any correlation or the lack thereof between
the identified contributing mode orders and the observed SRS
delays will be attempted.
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Table I
Identification

of

input

and

output

resonances

for

double

resonance SRS
Observed Input
Radius
Resonance
(urn)
% Error
5.5131

TE37

5.6038
5.9190

0.1

SRS
output
Wavelength Resonance
Q0(urn)
% Error

Q

3.3E06

0.6284

TM~3

0.08

4.6E04

TM3 '0.03
78

2.5E06

0.6306

TM34
6

0.09

6.0E04

TM 3

0.07

1.1E07

0.6285

TE39

0.02

3.7E05

TE49

0.09

l.3E05

0.6288

6.1067

TE42

0.07

2.7E05

0.6302

TE47

0.02

9.8E03

6.2335

TE 4

0.9

4.3E05

0.6282

TE4

0.09

l.5E04

6.2532

TE39

0.09

3.3E06

0.6284

TM33

0.08

4.6E04

TM 4

0.10

2.6E05

0.6303

TE

j.1

l.5E04

6.8281

TM43

0.08

2.5E06

0.6319

TM46

0.20

3.7E04

6.8890

TM 4

0.06

3.3E06

0.6285

TM47

0.14

4.6E04

7.1957

TM49

0.00

1.2E07

0.6309

TM41

0.07

l.2E05

TE

5

0.08

2.2E05

0.6294

TM57

0.14

3.3E03

7.2771

TM56

0.09

l.6E05

0.6340

TE58

0.11

7.3E03

7.2917

TE1 4

0.10

3.4E07

0.6312

TM42

0.18

l.5E05
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Table II
Measured Energy Thresholds for Optically Levitated Droplets under
Double Resonance Conditions Compared With Droplet Generator
Droplets Excited Under Output Resonance Condition Only.
Drop
Radius
(um)

Normalized*
Material SRS Threshold

Normalized*
Drop Break

LEVITATED

DROP
(DOUBLE
RESONANCE)
DROP
GENERATOR
(OUTPUT
RESONANCE
ONLY)

5-7

12-16

Pure
Glycerol

Glycerol/
Water mix
(65:35)

0.00042

0.0012

0.0012

0.005

* Normalized means values are reported as a fraction of
irradiance required for obtaining air breakdown in the laboratory
which is nominally 300 GW/cm'.
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ABSTRACT
The problem of scattering and absorption of electromagnetic radiation by particles
can be solved analytically for only the simplest cases, but numerical methods allow a
straightforward extension to particles wi.h arbitrary inhomogeneities and arbitrary shapes.
In this paper a recently developed method involving CFD techniques is reviewed and
applied to the problem of a dielectric sphere. Numerical results for the internal region are
shown for the first time and a discussion on the effects of mesh refinement is presented.
Qualitative arguments indicating the promise of finite element methcds are given a well.
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INTRODUCTION
Mie theory exactly describes the absorption and scattering of a plane
electromagnetic wave by a dielectric sphere of arbitrary size and refractive index (van de
Hulst, 1957; Kerker, 1969). This conceptually simple analytical solution is well known,
but it involves cumbersome computations. Since the advent of high-speed computers,
which utilize parallel and vector processing, much effort has been made to improve the
analytical scattering algorithms (Wiscombe, 1979 and 1980). However, while it is
relatively simple to generate data for the spherical problem, the analytical calculations can
not be easily and straightforwardly extended to nonspherical particles. If a numerical
rather than the analytical approach is taken, the extension to particles with arbitrary
inhomogeneities and arbitrary shapes is more apparent since the general governing
equations and the solution technique remain unchanged.
Previously a finite difference method was applied to the problem of a linearly
polarized plane electromagnetic wave scattered by a perfectly conducting sphere (Ling,
1988). The results demonstrated the applicability of computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
methods to the basic scattering problem. CFD methods offer geometrical flexibility,
allowing generalization to more complex shapes and inhomogeneous particles. In this
presentation, the investigation is broadened by using a finite element method to model
scattering by a dielectric sphere. Preliminary results confirm that CFD methods are a
promising technique.
THEORY
The problem to be solved consists of a plane polarized wave incident on a dielectric
sphere; only linear scattering is considered. Assuming exp(icot) dependence for all fields,
the electric and magnetic fields must satisfy the vector wave equation both inside and
outside the sphere:
V 2 E +k 2 E = 0

V2 H + k2 H = 0

(1,2)

where k2 = co2e.. Additionally, the boundary conditions:
A

(Eout

in)×r=0

(H out -Hin)

A

r=0

(3,4)

require that the tangential components of E and H must be continuous across the surface of
the sphere (Bohren and Huffman, 1983) and the Sommerfeld radiation condition (Stratton,
1941) requires that the scattered fields represent divergent traveling waves as r -. 00.
By introducing two auxiliary scalar functions, the electric and magnetic Debye
potentials, eiI and mI' (Kerker, 1969; Born and Wolf, 1959), it is possible to reduce the
vector equations (1) and (2) to a set of uncoupled scalar wave equations:
V2 el + k2 en =0

V2 nrl + k2 ml = 0.

(5,6)

The field quantities then can be deduced from the potentials as follows:
E

=

V x

[

V(rel)x r] + iOlgVx(r

H

=

V x

[

V(rmII)× r] + i0oeVx(reI'l).
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m I)

(7)
(8)

Since the field variables are oscillatory in nature over the infinite domain it is
advantageous to reformulate the problem once again, this time in terms of a generalized
amplitude function which eliminates the oscillations due to the incident field (Ling, 1987).
By making use of the superposition property of the fields, the Debye potentials outside the
particle can be decomposed into incident and scattered components. The scattered
components then are written as:
en~ el

2 in 0 fe (r,0) C
cos 0kcs
2sin
e ikr
1

(9
(9)

r

k

e ikr
F

7e sin 0 2sin 0 f

mk

((1,0)
10)

where f(r,O) is a Debyc amplitude function. Similar expressions can'be written for the
potentials inside the particle. By substituting equation (9) into (5) and equation (10) into
(6) it can be shown that the problem to be solved becomes:

Ic2 e'[[.~ 2+2k:3
~
a

ae+

-r2
oot

af,
llj
2 ff 1=0(1
-Coto
a
0
+
0
2 2 1
r r 2 0 r

+ 2ik+

Z r2I ]r o (12)
+r2oco O= + 202"

2i

k2

(11)

The boundary conditions (3) and (4) are, in terms of fl and f2 :
(o0I 1eikaa
k
11
2
(k )
fI(a,0)
,ik1a
ciIa 2'(a,O)

)I
(kI1)2

fI(a,0)
1

-

fl(a,O)

1ik2 kllfI+ -lJ ]=af
(k)~
~
1

.
VII eikiI2 [ikI

= )8
W(a)
=(ki) 2 sin 0

(

ar ]r=a~M .l(kl2

Fe'eikr

co

W(r,0)

siC 0

il

W(a,0)

[ikf1
k)

11 2
+

)(kIa

1

_

sinO0

-1
(ksin)a

~a(

a

[ ik(f +

-

(

(14)

arr

rq
-a

€. r16

where:
-co

(13)

e-l2.

and the radiation condition can be expressed as:
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tan ()
2)

--

2

(17)

(

rZi-

1
r-_rr--0

lm-

"T = O
0

(18)

In equations (13) through (16), "a" is the radius of the sphere, "I" denotes quantities
outside the sphere, and "II" denotes quantities inside the sphere.
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD AND RESULTS
The system of equations is solved numerically on a Cray X-MP by a finite element
method with 9-node Lagrange quadrilaterals (Becker, et al., 1981) that utilizes a frontal
solver to invert the matrix (Irons and Ahmad, 1980). A multiplier method (Carey and
Oden, 1984) is used to enforce the jump in solution across the particle boundary, which
must coincide with element boundaries. The radiation boundary condition is imposed at a
finite artificial surface, r < -o, using an operator to annihilate the first two terms of thc.
analytical solution (Bayliss, et al., 1982).
Results are presented for an example case in which a water droplet with a 20 tm
radius is irradiated by a plane wave having X = 10.591 pgm. The refractive index of the
particle is 1.179 + 0.071i and the size parameter is 11.9. In Fig. 1 node-to-node
oscillations occur due to the absence of adequate elements near the sphere's surface, where
large gradients exist in the amplitude function. Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate the effects of
decreasing AR, the internodal distance: the nodal oscillations disappear and the solution
converges at a cost of increasing computation time. Adequate results occur with AR = 1.0
jim, which requires less than two minutes of CPU time. Figs. 1-3 illustrate the
convergence to the correct solution.
On a qualitative basis the findings compare favorably with those obtained by Ling
(1988) for the perfect conductor. The amplitude functions exhibit a strong interaction
region near the particle and are asymptotic in the far-field region, levelling off near 500 p.m.
Unlike the perfectly conducting sphere, however, the generalized Debye amplitude
functions of a dielectric material are oscillatory. The numerical method appears to be
capturing these oscillations successfully.
Further studies into the effects of mesh refinement in the theta direction and
comparisons to analytical results are ongoing. Since current computation times are low and
additional time saving techniques have not yet been implemented, additional refinements are
not prohibited and extensions to particles with arbitrary inhomogeneities and arbitrary
shapes are possible.
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ABSTRACT
The Integrating Cavity Absorption- Meter (ICAM) provides an
instrument capable of measuring optical absorption independent of
scattering effects. The measurement of optical absorption has always been
complicated by scattering effects. The most common and perhaps
simplest method of measuring absorption is based on transmission of light
through the sample. Scatterers produce systematic errors which prevent
simple transmission type absorption measurements. The ICAM was
developed as a method for measuring absorption independent of scattering
effects. The ICAM is, in principal, rigorously independent of scattering
effects. We develop the theory of the device, describe the instrumentation
we are using and provide some initial- results for measurement of
absorption in the presence of varying concentrations of scatterers. This is
the first report on the ICAM presented to this conference. Futtire research
will involve extension of the capabilities of this device to- the measurement
of absorption spectka for aerosols and smokes.
CONCEPT
The ICAM uses a system of integrating cavities to- produce isotropic
illumination,of the sample 1 ,2 . To understand why the ICAM is independent
of scattering, let us first consider the basic principle of a single integrating

cavity.
"-
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The inside surface of a typical integrating cavity has a high diffuse
reflectance (Lambertian). A beam of radiation introduced into the cavity
and incident upon this Lambertian surface is diffusely reflected into all
directions. After numerous reflections, the interior of the cavity is filled
with a very uniform, isotropic radiance distribution. The radiance level is
directly proportional to the total optical power introduced into the cavity.
Any object placed inside the cavity will. be uniformly Illuminated from all
directions. If nonabsorbing scatterers are placed in the cavity, the net
irradiance incident on the wall of the cavity will remain unchanged. The
cavity will contain the same amount of energy both before and after the
addition of the scatterers; there is no loss of radiant energy due to
scattering. Even if particles in the sample scatter radiation through some
preferred angle, the Lambertian surface of the cavity will uniformly
distribute the radiation so that the irradiance striking the wall of the cavity
will be uniform. If the scatterers in the cavity have some characteristic
absorption, the irradiance incident on the wall of the cavity will vary
inversely with this absorption. By measuring this irradiance we can
determine the absorption independent of scattering within the cavity.
In designing a system to produce isotropic -illumination in an
integrating cavity we want to avoid any bright spot at the point where light
is introduced into the cavity and we want to avoid placing any object in the
direct path of this. input beam. We achieve this by, using a system of
integrating cavities and by careful selection of materialS for construction of
these cavities. Our system of integrating cavities consists of one cavity A
completely contained within another B as shown in Fiture 1.
The Cells A' and B' which constitute the walls of these cavities are
made of SpectalonTM, a material with very high diffuse reflectivity
throughout the visible and which is easily machineable. Cavity B is an air
space. We place our sample in cavity A. When light enters cavity B it willbounce between the two cell walls filling cavity B with isotropic radiation.
Irradiance incident on the wall of cell- B' from within B-is designated F 2 .
The Spectralon wall, A', allows some portion of the incident radiationto pass through it and into cavity A. The portion of incident radiation
which passes through it is 7propottional to (l-p), where p is the reflectivity
of the wall. At each reflection, only a very small percentage of the incident
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light enters cavity A, but the radiation bounces around many times in cavity
B and effectively "tries" many times so that the radiance in A builds up to
an appreciable value. Since the wall A' is surrounded by a uniform
radiance, light enters cell A and "he sample from -every direction thus
avoiding any bright spot from a beam entering the cavity.
Air

B
B'

Sectralon

Figure 1. Cross-section of the Integrating Cavity System.
Our device has cylindrical symmetry about an axis
perpendicular to the figure.
We denote the irradiance on the inner wall of cell A' from- within A as
F0 , and from within A' as Fl. If the Spectralon and the sample are perfectly
nonabsorbing the equilibrium condition is F 2 =F 1 =F0 . Using conservation -of
energy at the boundary between cell A' and the sample in cavity A , it is
clear that -the energy entering the sample equals the energy leaving the
sample plus- energy absorbed by the sample 2 ,
Energy

Energy

Lost

Lost

Energy
Through
Through Energy
Supplied
Wall
Detector AbsorbedF1Ao(1_ p) = FoA 0(1- p), + FOAD + 4cFoVo ,

(ii

where p denotes the reflectivity at the boundary (wavelength dependent),
A0 is the- area of the boundary -surface of cavity A, AD is the area of the fiber
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optic detector for measuring F 0 , V0 denotes the volume of the sample, and
a denotes the absorption coefficient of -the sample. Solving this equation
for the absorption coefficient gives,

~m~F 0

0( 1 p)ijAo(1-p)+ADIJ

(2)

Now the measured signals which are proportional to F 1 and F0 are
designated by S1 and S0 , respectively. The ratio F1 /F 0 can then be
replaced by SI/S 0 . If we now also note that for a fixed wavelength and
volume, the parameters p, A0 , AD, and V o are all constants, then we can
-write,

-or, explicitly showing the dependence or V0 ,

aVo

=Ks

K 4 1,

(4)

where, K,, K2 , K3, and K4 are wavelength dependent calibration constants
which must be experimentally determined.
One method of determining the -K's is to -select a sample with a
known absorption and vary the volume of the sample contained within
cavity A. Using equation (4) the measured ratio's of S1 /So corresponding to
various sample volumes are then fitted -to a straight line. The slope of the
line determines K3_ and the intercept determines K4 . K, and K2 are then
easily determined for any fixed volume. -It is also possible to determine the
constants K, and K2 directly from equation (3)- by using two or more
samples of known absorption. -and keeping the volume fixed.
APPARATUS
Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the I0AM system. We
use an Oriel model-66005 arc lamp system with a 150 watt Xenon lamp as
our light source. A set of thirty-one 10nm bandwidth interference filters (1
-filter every 10 nm from 400 -to 700nm} determine the wavelength. Our
=light source is modulated at a reference frequency by an EG&G Princeton
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Applied Research Model 197 light chopper. Six plastic optical fibers,
1.0 mm diameter, carry the light to the integrating cavities; three more
fibers sample the irradiances F 0 , F1 , and F2 . These latter fibers are coupled
to Burle 4840 photomultiplier tubes which send current signals to a lock
in amplifier referenced to the light chopper frequency. A Keithley 199
digital volt meter converts the analog voltages(So,S 1 , and S2 ) from the
amplifier into digital signals and sends them via a IEEE-488 bus to a
Macintosh II minicomputer. Using LabView software a virtual instrument
then displays the value of the absorption coefficient.

Interference
Filters

Light
Chopper

Xenon Arc Lamp

Optical
/Fibers-

-Systemn

-MACINTOSHI-

igume 2. Schematic of the ICAM System
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Figures 3 and 4 show cross sections of the ICAM integrating cavities,
parallel and transverse to the Z-axis respectively. Both cavities are
15 cm
long Spectralon cylinders . Spectralon end -caps seal the 2 cavities
and
hold the inner cell coaxially with respect to the outer cell (figure 3).
Six
input fibers from the arc lamp pass through the end caps and terminate
in
the outer cavity. The three fibers entering each end cap are 120 degrees
apart on a 6.4 cm diameter circle and those at one end are offset by
60
degrees with respect to those at the other. The inner cavity is lined with
a
quartz bulb which tapers into quartz capillary tubing at each end.
This
permits the exchange of samples without opening the cavities and avoids
direct contact between the Spectralon and the sample.
Quartz Cell
Input Fibers

Foil

F
,e

Figure 3. Cavity Cross-Section Parallel to the Z-axis.

F1

O

Figure 4. Cavity Cross Section Transverse to the Z-axis.
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The optical fibers used to measure F0 , F 1 , and F 2 are positioned at
the midpoint of the cylinder axis and are symmetrically spaced every 120
degrees in the x-y plane (figure 4). The F2 detector fiber terminates at the
outer surface of cavity B.. The F 1 detector fiber terminates at the midpoint
of the inner wall, A'. This fiber is isolated from the radiances in cavity B
-and in the wall B', by wrapping the fiber with aluminum foil' and then
inserting it into a 3/8" OD Spectralon tube. To measure the irradiance
from within the sample cavity, A, a tube of Spectralon with 1/4" ID and
3/8" OD is inserted into the side -of the cavity. A detector fiber at the end
of this tube gives a signal proportional to the required irradiance. To
prevent the radiances in A', B, and B' from penetrating this tube we shield
it with aluminum foil and then surround it with another Spectralon tube
3/8"ID by 3/4" OD. The outer Spectralon tube prevents -the foil shielding
-from appreciably perturbing these radiances.
RESULTS
All initial work has been at :630 nm. Calibration was accomplished
-using a potassium permanganate solution whose absorption was accurately
determined with a spectrophotometer. Figure 5 shows the measured ratio,
SI/So, as a-function of the volume of this solution in the sample cavity. A
-least squares procedure was used to fit this data to a straight line and the
-calibration constants were determined from the values -of the slope and
intercept using equations (3) and (4).
0.94 y

o0.87
CD

-

'-4-

0.79-y/

,

-0.72,
0.00

,

12.00
6-.00
Volume (ml)

18.00

Figure 5. Sj/So versus volume for fixed sample absorption.
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Linearity of the ICAM was tested by measuring the absorption
coefficient for a series of dye solutions containing incremental amounts of
Irgalan Black (a commercial dye) dissolved in filtered/deionized water. As
shown in figure 6, the data remained linear up to an absorption of 25
meter-
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Figure 6. Linearity test; absorption versus dye concentration.
Of greatest importance -is the effect on the observed absorption
produced by the addition of -nonabsorbing scattering particulates to the
sample. Quartz powder was used for the scattering particles in this study.
The particles are irregular and of the order of 0.5 to 10 microns in
dimensions. They remain suspended in the water for the duration of the
absorption measurements. The measured absorption of water at 630ntn as
a function of increasing concentrations of scatterers is shown in figure 7.
i

0.45----------------------0.400.4

0.35

_

-

-

0.300.25
0.0

0.14

0.28-

0.56

1.12

2.23

4.46

8.93

17.86

Quartz Powder Concentration (gm/liter)
Figure 7. Observed absorption of water at 630 nm versus
concentration of nonabsorbing scatterers.
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1
For these measurements the calibration constants were K 1 =0.5197 cm
and K2 =0.8642 cm "1 . This measured absorption shows an anomalous
increase with increasing concentration of scatterers beyond -1 gm/l.
However, the effect is small; even at 9 gm/l the measured absorption is
only in error by -15%. At 1 gm/l, where the scattering has negligible
effect, the extinction length due to scattering is only about 7 cm. Since
our cavity diameter is 3.7 cm, the corresponding scattering optical depth
is 0.53. At the same time, due to the high reflectivity of the walls and the
corresponding -large number of transits through the sample, the effective
extinction length due to absorption by the water is =3.7 m.
In initial cavity designs, the observed increase in absorption at high
concentrations of scatterers was attributed to creation of an anisotropy of
the F 0 irradiance at the sample surface by the S o detector fiber.
Specifically, the fiber is a -radiation sink so the radiation density in its
immediate vicinity is decreased. The cavity design shown in figure 3 was
intended to decrease this effect; the F 0 Irradiance is allowed to travel down
a Spectralon tunnel where a fiber can sample the intensity without directly
contacting the sample. The anisotropy caused by the detector will be
averaged over the larger entrance area of this tunnel. The experimental
results have shown that this was in fact not a major source of the problem.
Based on an analytic one-dimensiohal model, we now believe that the
observed increase in absorption in the presence of a high concentration of
particles is due to an anisotropy of the radiation density in the entire
sample. Specifically, the scattering is so great that even with very weak
absorption, the center of the sample is darker than -the region close to the
Spectralon wall. This effect will be -dependent on- the concentration of
scatterers, the absorption--of the samples and on the path length through
-the sample. Future research efforts will involve experimental checks of the
predictions of this one-dimensional -model, development of a computer
-model for the true 3-dimensional system, and extension of the device to
measurements of absorption- in aerosols -and smokes.

CONCLUSION
The ICAM is a unique instrument for measuring the total
-absorption of a sample in the presence of scatterers. For relatively high
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concentrations of scatterers (up to a scattering optical depth less than
=0.5), the absorption measurement is independent of the scattering
effects. From a practical standpoint this is not a severe restriction and
accurate absorption measurements are now feasible on samples that were
previously-not amenable to such studies.
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Followingsthe ideas of Carlini an asymptotic expansion-for Hankel functions with large complex index is developed. We apply these formulas -to
exactly determine the electromagnetic fields-indticed within and scattered
by a large N layer anisotropic- sphere that has-been subjected-to an external.

source of electromagnetic radiation.
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1

INTRODUCTION
The Hankel function H,()(z) for jE {1,2} and-v E C and z E C is defined

by the relations
H()(z) = J,(z) + iY,(z)

(1.1)

Hl2 )(z) = J (z) - iY,(z)

(1.2)

and

where if W = C, represents any one of H() or any linear combination of
J,(z) or Y,(z), then
zd2W+

a

V
=o
(z 2 _z)W-

(1.3)

and the -solution with-an integrable singularity at the origin is-given by

(z~~~rv

Ji(z) = (

(l +04 )k

F- _ ktr( -k/T)

(1.4)

and where-for noninteger v
Y"' = J,,(z)cos(vir)
sin(uvr)-

J-L,

(1.5)

with the -latter expression being equal to its limiting value in- case v were
an integer. Furthermore,

C._1(z)+C.+ (z) = -CV(z)
z

2

(1.6)

ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION
We-begin by expressing the Hankel function-in the form,
H9)"(z)

H,

1

60(zo)exp

1-60

u(()d()

(2.1)

Substituting into Bessel's equation (1.3), we find that
z- (u'(z) + u(z)2

ZU(Z)

)+

-

V2 (1

z 2)= 0

-

(2.2)

and we seek a solution of the form
u(z) = vuo-+-ul(z)-+

!L + !

-,

2
3

(2.3)

-. "
+3

or equivalently,
u(Z) = UO +

(2A)

+ U3 +

U+
V

V2

2

The latter form-makes it easy to-represent u(z) 2 in--the form

(2.5)

(Uk(z)ujk(z)

=

and since it is-true that
u'(z) +

+

1 (ujj2)\

(-Z)

~VT z \L

V2

/

Z21
-

2

(2.6)

that we have -the relationship
"

u°()+ U,2
Li

3 +3 4 +'
V

V2_
/22

_!L2 + U3 +..'

+1Z !L + !l_

Z2

-2.7)

We can find all- the values of the coefficients uk(z) simply by equating-like
powers of v-on both sides of this-equation. We find, in particular, that
uo

=
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-z2

(2.8)

The remaining coefficients may be evaluated without integration. For example, the next relationship tells us that
u01 (z) + ((uou- +uuo)(z)) + Lo =UO

(2.9)

VZV

V

which tells us, after a-little algebra, that

2u,

=

z
1-z

2

(2.10)

The next step in the calculation is-the evaluation of the integrals from z0 to z
of all the functions uk(z) which turn-out to be-completely elementary. Thus,
one can develop a variety of asymptotic expansions of Hankel functions with
controlled numerators -by following a path through the complex z plane.
One would start with a small value of zo and evaluate H(1)(zo). We can
make the integrals from z0 to z as small as we please simply by -making z
close enough to z0 . Thus, the numerators in-the expansion could- then be
made arbitrarily small.

3

GENERALIZATIONS OF AIRY FUNCTIONS

There-is another asymptotic expansion in terms of Airy functions. The
Airy functions satisfy the differential equation,
v -xv =0
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(3.1)

In this section we shall find explicit solutions of the ordinary differential
equations of the-form,
-(3.2)

v"-- CXNv = 0

and more generally of equations of the form
+ -A -CXN))

_(3.3)

"0

which are, in turn, used in an asymptotic representation of Bessel and
Hankel functions.
We remind-ourselves -that Bessel's differential equation,
z 2W" + zW' + (z2 -v- 2 )W =0

(3.4)

-has the- solution J,(z). We are attempting :here to find other differential
equations, related to Bessel's equation, that include -the Airy equations, as
special: cases. We- consider -functions of the -orm,
- x Jb(CXP)
v(x)=

(3.5)

and observe that
V'(X),

qX

-1

Jb(CXP)

+ pCXP+ - 1J ! )(cxP)

(3.6)

An additional -differentiation reveals that
V'/I ) = q(q - 1)X,- 2 Jb(cxP)+
+(C)2X~ p~q '2j(2) (cV
Pc(2q + p _ 1)Xp+q-2J-l(1)

pc(2
+Cp

+ P

-

Xp

37

-(3.7)

Bessel'sdifferential equation may be rewritten as
W
(W
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W

-0

(3.8)

so-that
(cp)J( 2 )(CXp) + j1

)

Dividing all -terms of equation (3.1.)-by p 2 CXI'+q

cx p.4 2 )-(CXp)

+

(3.9)

J6 (CXb)-= 0

( XP ,

2

pc(2q + p-

we see -that

bl(x)

p2 C
q(q- -1) Jb(CXP)

v UWx
2
CXP+9Px
p

Pp

(3.10)

2

Combining the'last two-equations we have two -representations of

2 -(cx)(x bJ
bcp

.J6(I)(CxP) +

-

Cx

v)Jc~

pc(2q+ P- 1)J()CP

_________

2CXI 0p

2C

q(q'- 1)J~x)
P)

J()C

2

cxp

J(X)

(.1

(.1

Collecting terms in this-equation, we-find that
-v"()

-(p~cP+~)

{(-q

+-p

(pC~},2

-

1i)-

J1)P

)1'X

Ji(Cxp')

PC
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(.2

so that the last differential equation representation of v"(x) specializes to
4v"(x)
9c

=

-CXVXJb(CXb)

=

-cxv(x)

(3.15)

or
v"(x)-+ 9C v(x)

0

(3.16)

which if 3c = 2i reduces to the-standard Airy equation, or equation (3.1).
Collecting-terms in equation (3.11) we conclude that

v,,(x) =P2 CXp+2
q(q-

2

2q +_p-

1}

Jl)(cxP)+

Xq-2(CXp)
(1)
- p 2 c2 x 2 p+q- 2 Jb(cxP)

(3.17-)-

Using equation (3.6)-to express -v'(x) we have the relation

Ppxq- 2 Jb(')(CXP)=

X) - qX 9 2 jb(CXp)-

X

(3.18)

Substituting this last expression for v'(x) into the preceeding representation-of v"(x),in terms-of the Bessel function and its derivative, we conclude
that
V"(x)

{p12q + p-- 1

+_[(b2 +q(q

i}[v-X)

I-)--

~

qx-2Jb(cxP)]

]JbC~

jb(CXp)
X j(cx)- p2c-Pc22P+9_
p+q-1

which in turn implies- that
VIX)=p

c{-2q+p1
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-1

(3.19)

q-q
+[(2
+q-II

'Fl

-

_pq {2q+p-lp

-}]

~
b
x+2J(cx)

_ p 2 c2x2 p+q-2Jb(cxP)

(3.20)

We now use equation (3.5) to make the -replacement
Jb(CXP)

(3.21)

v(x)

-

and conclude that
v"(x) = p2c{
b2

+

+ q(q -

[(C+

(2q + pq

2q+p-

-pq

P2c

v'(x)

1)_

2

P

-

j1 v x

p 2 c2x 2 P-2 v(x)

(3.22)

If
q = 1/2

(3.23)

then -there is no v'(x) term in -the equation, and if in addition,

(3.24)

b = 1/(2p)
we see-that there is no-x- 2 v(x)-term, and if
2p - 2 =

,

(3.25)

-then the differerntial equation takes the form
V"X)

+

2-

)

VQ~)

=

0

(3.26)

If we-choose
2iVC
N +2
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(3.27)

then

v"(x)-- CXNv(x)= 0

(3.28)

and if
C = N 2_5(3.29)
we have
v"(x) + CxNv(x) = 0

4

(3.30)

APPLICATIONS

We-have implemented algorithms-to exactly describe-the--the interaction
of electromagnetic radiation with-an N layer structure whose-regions of continuity of tensorial electromagnetic properties are delimited-by concentric
spheres which may themselves be- covered by impedance sheets. The corc
of -the-spherical structure may be penetrable or perfectly conducting. The
code was validated by making sure that
-

the stimulating external source of radiation was accurately represented -by the number of vector wave functions, spherical harmonics,
used-to represent the electric and magnetic fields in-each-of the layers,

e the boundary conditions -are satisfied at each of the layer -interfaces,
-and-the total radiation entering the spherical structure, minus the total
radiation scattered away as calculated using the Poynting vector on
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the-outer surface of the structure exactly balanced with the
ML the magnetic losses within the layers,
DL the dielectric losses within the layers,

CL the conductive losses within the layers, and
ISL the impedance sheet losses on the-impedance sheets separating
the surfaces.
The following calculations show the capability of the Hankel function
routines in treating the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with large
conductors coated with a thin layer of anisotropic material with- a high
permittivity.
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ABSTRACT
New applications and extensions of our spherical particle/arbitrary beam electromagnetic interaction theory are presented. The topics include a further analysis of focal point positioning
effects at resonance, the determination of the net radiation force and torque on the particle, the
determination of the spatial distribution of radiation forces within and upon the surface -of the
particle, and the determination-of the interactive internal and external electromagnetic fields for a
beam incident upon two adjacent particles of differing size and-material and of-arbitrary spatial positioning. Future work will involve further refinement of these developments and an effort to obtain
direct comparisons between theoretical calculations and corresponding experimental measurements.
I. INTRODUCTION
The theoretical determination of the electromagnetic fields (and resultant electromagnetic
phenomena) associated with the interaction of a tightly-focused monochromatic beam (laser beam)
with a spherical particle is considered. The electromagnetic fields are calculated using our spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory.1 The spherical-particle/arbitrary beam- interaction
theory has been previously used to investigate the heating of droplets within 2 and moving through'
a focused laser beam, and to investigate the effects of focal point positioning on the excitation of
structural resonances within a spherical particle. 4 In this paper, after giving a-brief review of the
spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory (including the development an improved Gausslan beam description) in Sec. I., the following recent applications and extensions of the theory
are presented: In Sec. Ill, further analysis of focal point positioning effects at resonance; in Sec.
IV., net radiation force and torque on a particle; in Sec. V., -radiation force distributions within
and upon the surface of a particle;-and in Sec. VI., beam incident upon two adjacent particles of
differing size and material and of arbitrary spatial positioning.
II. REVIEW OF SPHERICAL PARTICLE/ARBITRARY BEAM THEORY
A continuous, monochromatic beam propagating within a homogeneous, isotropic, nonmagnetic, nonabsorbing dielectric media incident upon a homogeneous, isotropic, nonmagnetic spherical
particle is assumed. For a beam of arbitrary, but-known, mathematical description, the electromagnetic fields internal to and external to the spherical particle can be determined using an extension
of plane wave Lorenz-Mie theory which we refer to~as-the~spherical particle/arbitrary beam-interaction theory. A complete derivation of the procedure is presented in Ref. 1. The field component
equations, in nondimensionalized -form, are given in App. A. A spherical coordinate system- with
the-origin at the sphere center is-utilized. For the calculations of this paper, the beam is assumed
to-be a fundamental (TEMOO mode) Gaussian-profiled, linearly-polarized beam propagating in the
+z-axis direction- with predominate electric field polarization in the x axis direction.
In order to calculate the electromagnetic field components internal to zand external to the
spherical particle, it is necessary that the electromagnetic field components of the incident beam
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be known. A fifth-order corrected Gaussian beam description was derived 5 which provides an improved solution to Maxwell's equ?0- -. :in-comparison with the previously used first-order Gaussian
bemp. description.' The use of the. a-order corrected Gaussian beam description is particularly
imnr,,ant for calculations involving tightly-focused beams, where the beam waist diameter may be
-of the same order as the wavelength. The equations for the electromagnetic field components for a
fifth-order corrected Gaussian beam are presented in App. B. The derivation of the these equations
is given in Ref. 5.
The fundamental parameters for the analysis of a focused Gaussian beam incident upon a
spherical particle are as follows: the dielectric constant of the medium, e.zt; the particle size
parameter, a = 2ra/A .t, where a is the particle radius and Aez is the wavelength of the incident
beam In-the external media; the complex relative-refractive index of the particle, ft = (lt
the beam waist diameter, wo; and the-coordinate location of the center of the spherical particle
relative to the focal point of the Incident beam, (x0 , Yo, zo). Electromagnetic field components are
noidimensionallized relative to the Incident beam focal point electric field, Eo, which can be related
tz the.beam power by5

1E°I2 = f cw2(1 16P
+ ,2 + 1.5')

(.1)

where s-= (I/a0e. A tilde (7) above a spatial quantity indicates that the quantity has been
nondimenlonallzed relative to the particle radius, a.
III. FURTHER ANALYSIS OF FOCAL POINT POSITIONING EFFECTS AT RESONANCE
In a-recently published paper, 4 our spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory was
used to investigate- the effect of beam focal point positioning on the excitation of structural reson:nces -within a spherical particle. In this work, calculations were performed using parameters
corresponding to having a1.06 1m wavelength, 4 pm waist diameter, linearly-polarized: Gaussian
beam incident upon a 10 pm diameter water droplet (i " 1.33 + 5.0x10- 6 i). The effect of focal
point positioning on the excitation of-resonances was evaluated for both a droplet at a magnetic
wave resonance (34 mode, 1 " order,-a = 4.954 pm, a = 29.365, ibo = 0.404) and-a-droplet at
an-electric wave resonance ( 3 4 1h mode, 11t order, a = 5.019 pm, a = 29.753, fo = 0.399). For
such a tightly-focused beam (beam waist diameter less than the droplet diameter) it was found
that structural resonances are not excited for on- sphere -center focal point positioning. '.esonance
excitation requires-edge illumination. For the magnetic wave resonance droplet, the resonance was
excited when the beam focal point was move=
from the sphere center towards the surface of the
sphere along the y-axis (perpendicular -to the direction of incident electric field polarization) and,
for the electric wave resonance droplet,-the resonance was- ukcited when the beam focal point was
moved from the sphere center towards the surface of the sphere along the x axis (parallel to the
direction of incident electric field polarization). Maximum resonance excitation occurs when the
beam focal point is-located-just beyond the surface of the droplet (at -o - 4 1. 75 for the magnetic
wave resonance droplet and-at z, +_1.160 for-the electric wave resonance droplet).
The excitation of resonance for edge illumination is- exhibited by the development of a solid
ring of increased normalized- source function (S = IfJ2/E0J2) just inside the-sphere surface. Fig. 1

shows the normalized source function distribution-in the y-z plane for the magnetic wave resonance
droplet with on-edge illumination (io = 0, 0 = -1.175, io = 0). Further details may be found in
Ref. 4-.
It Was suggested,6 that the ring of increased normalized source function just within-the surface
of an edge illuminated, excited resonance, droplet may be the result of the droplet acting as-an
optical cavity with-, light circling Aear the surface of the droplet. To test this hypothesis, the
calculatim? f FIE., I was rOpeated with two beams incident upon the droplet: the original beam
at thf.4 F,,i144Vid s.0 of the droplet (jo = - 1.175) and a second identical beam at the left-hand-

side of. 1e droplet (f,, . - 1.175). If the droplet is
as an -oting
optical, cavity, the-two beams
should-produce crcles c jsht propagating in opposite directions which will-result in a pattern of
constructive and destructive interference. As-shown in Fig. 2, this was the-obtained result. The
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interference- pattern for a resonance droplet with on-edge, two beam illumination is quite- similar
to that observed for the same resonance droplet with plane wave illumination as-is given in Ref. 4.
As a further test of the optical-cavity nature of a droplet at resonance, the spatial distribut,)n
of the time-averaged Poynting vector was calculated for the magnetic wave resonance droplet with
single beam incident illumination corresponding to Fig. 1. A plot of the Poynting vector distribution
in the y-z plane is given in Fig. 3. Since the region near the surface of the droplet is of primary
interest, the plot emphasizes the near-surface-and extends from f = 0.8 (at the center of the plot)
to f = 1.0-(at the outer radius of the plot' As seen in Fig. 3, the Poynting vectors indicate a
circular flow of energy just within the surface -of the droplet.
Further calculations investigating the optical cavity nature of a droplet at resonance is in
progress and will be submitted in the form of a journal paper in the near future.
IV. NET RADIATION FORCE AND TORQUE
Series form expressions for the net radiation force and torque induced on a spherical particle
illuminated by an arbitrarily-defined monochromatic beam were derived. As an-example, the net
force and torque for a 5 pm diameter water droplet optically levitated by a vertically-oriented,
tightly-focused (2w 0 = 2 pim), TEM0 0 mode argon-ion laser beam were determined and examined
for on and off propagation axis and on and off structural resonance conditions. This work is
presented in a paper in-press (Ref. 7) and the -reader is referred to -this-paper -for details. Only a
Yartial summary will-be-provided -here.
For a steady-state -condition, the-net-radation force,-F, on the-particle can--be determined by
integrating the dot product of the outwardly-directed normal unit vector,fi, and-the electromagnetic
stress tensor,-T, over a-surface enclosing the -particle,'

< P >= < iftTdS>

(2)

where <> represents a time average. The appropriate form of the electromagnetic stress-tensor to
use-in Eq. (1)is the topic-of recentreviews by-Robinson 9 and Brevik.1 0 Apparently, for steady-state
optical conditions, the -traditional Minkowski form of the- electromagnetic stress-tensor,
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will give correct results. Similarly, -the net radiation torque, _N, on the-particle-can be determined
-by performing a surface- integral of-the dot product of the outwardly-directed normal unit vector,
fi, and the pseudo-tensor, T x , over a surface enclosing the particle'
<

-
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x r dS >.

(4)

Series-form expressions for the-npt radiation force and torque on a spherical particle-can be
derived by 1.) using Eq. (3) to-substitute for P in Eqs. (2) and (4), 2.) choosing the integration
surface as-a spherical surface in the far field- (f :* co), 3.) substituting for the electromagnetic
field components using -the series expressions of App. A, and 4.) integrating directly by applying
recursion, product, and-orthogonality relationships among the sphericalharmonic functions. After
a-great .ea.of-.ffort, scries expressions for -the components "net radiation force- and torque -in
'terms of the-incident field coefficients (Aim,Br.)-and the scatt ired field coefficients (alm,blm) were
derived and-subsequently verified. These equations are given in App. C.
The theoretical expressions-of App. C were-used to-determine the radiation force and torque
as'a function of droplet position -relative to the incident -beam -focal point for a 5 pm diameter water
droplet in air optically levitated -by a single, vertically-oriented, focused TEM00 mode (Gaussianprofiled) argon-ion laser beam (A. = 0.5145 /m,_'f= -L334 + 1.2x!0 9 i). The laser beam is
tightly-focused*to a beam waist-diameter (2w 0 ) of 2 im (less than the droplet-diameter).
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Figure 4 shows the calculated power for levitation as a function of droplet diameter for droplets
located on the incident beam propagation axis (xO = Yo =-0) for an elevation just below the focal
point at zo = - 5 pm and an elevation well above the focal point at zo = + 50 pm. (These are
positions of stable levitation, as will be shown later, in Fig. 5.) At zo = - 5 pm, the beam diameter
is about 2.6 pm (less than the droplet diameter) while at zo = + 50 pm the-beam diameter has
spread to-about 16.5 pm (greater-than the droplet diameter).
Although there is no directly comparable experimental data, the requirement of a few milliwatts
of laser power to levitate a 5 pm diameter water droplet -in air (as shown in Fig. 4) is consistent
with the measurements of Ashkin and Dziedzicl 1 in which a a 4 pAm diameter latex sphere was
levitated -using - 1 mW of laser power and the levitation of a glycerol droplet evaporating from a
diameter of 12 pm to 1 pm required a range of laser powers from 40 mW to 0.2-mW.
At an elevation of z. = 50 pm, Fig. 4 indicates that at certain droplet diameters there is a
decrease in the necessary power to levitate. This phenomena is a result of structural resonances
within transparent water droplets at this -wavelength. These structural resonances can each be
associated with the excitation of particular radial modes of the general electromagnetic wave solution. The presence of structural resonances in the power -to levitate at a given elevation has been
experimentally observed by Ashkin and Dziedzic12 1 3 . Ashkin and Dziedzic' 2 also observed that
if the droplet is levitated near the focal point where the beam diameter is less that the diameter
of the sphere, then- structural resonances are not present. Figure 4- indicates a lack of structural
resonances for z. = - 5 pm where the beam diameter (2.6 pm) is less than the- droplet diameter
(5 pm) consistent with Ashkin and Dziedzic's observation. As discussed in Sec. III., structural
resonances in spherical particles require edge illumination for excitation and thus would not be
excited for-the tightly-focused conditions atz 0 = - 5 pm.
The nature (electric or magnetic), mode, and order of the structural resonances of Fig. 4 were
identified, and detailed calculations were performed for the three basic types of droplets: a droplet
at a magnetic wave resonance ( 3 5th mode, 1 t order, d - 4.9266 pm);-a-droplet-at an electric wave
resonance-( 35 th mode, 1 t order, d = 4.9912 pm), and an intermediate nonresonance droplet (d =
4.96 pm).
Figure 5 shows-the power -to-levitate a droplet located on the propagation- axis as a function
of elevation for each of the three'types of droplets. There is an increase in required laser power for
droplets -located near the focal point because of decreased diffraction due to the strong focusing
through the center of the spherical droplet. For a given 'type of droplet there- are then three- local
extrema in levitation power. A first minimum, min, that occurs below the focal point, a maximum,
Pm ax, that occurs near the focal-point, and a second minimum, P~,i, -that occurs above the focal
point. (For the cases considered here, Pl,1 < P2i,.) Stable levitation occurs in regions ofpositive
slope of P versus zo. From Fig. 5 it is then apparent that-there are-three general -regimes -of stable
levitation. 1.) If Pmax < P,-then-the droplet-will stably-levitate at a single elevation abovethe focal
point. 2.)- If p2 in < P < Pmax then the droplet levitation-is bistable, and the droplet can be-stably
levitated- either above the focal point or below the focal point. 3.) If P
<P < P
then the
droplet will stably levitate at a single elevation below the-focal point. -If P < P' n then the-droplet
cannot be stably levitated at any position. Bistable levitation for a spherical- particle levitated
using a tightly-focused laser beam has been experimentally observed by Ashkin and Dziedzic 14 ,
who also observed-that the particle could be easily transferred from one stable position to the other
and back. If the particle begins- at the above focal point position, a-decrease in laser power will
allow the =particle to'drop towards the focal -point unti-P = P'in. If the laser power isfurther
decreased slightly, -the p).rticle will drop through the focal point to- the below focal point-position
since -Pi < Pmin. Increasing 'the laser-power--would -raise the- particle towards the- focal- point
until P = Pma. If'the laser power is further- increased- slightly above -Pm,,a, the- particle will rise
through the focal point back to -theabove-focal point position.
For the droplet located on the-laser beam propagation axis (z-axis), the horizontal force-components-and all components of torque are-zero, as is-obvious from symmetry andas was verified'by
the equations in- App. C., 'f the -droplet is -displaced in the horizontal direction,- stabilizing forces
act so as-to push the droplet back towards the beam propagation axis. (This is true for Re(ni) >
1, as considered here. If Re(n) < 1, then the horizontal forces push the droplet away from the
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propagation axis and there is no stable levitation.) Also, if the droplet is displaced in the horizontal direction, a torque is induced on the droplet since the beam intensity profile now presents an
asymmetrical incident light distribution across the droplet. Calculations of horizontal acceleration
(a = < F >/m) and-induced angular acceleration (c = N/I, where I = 2ma 2 /5) were performed
for droplet displacement along-both the x-axis and-y-axis for elevations of z, = + 50 pm and z0 =
- 5 pm. Accelerations were calculated assuming a laser power necessary to levitate the droplet at
the particular elevation as if. the droplet were located on the propagation axis as is given
in Fig. 5.
Figures 6 and 7 are for droplets at an elevation of 5 pm below the focal point where the
beam diameter (2w0 = 2.6 pm) is less than the droplet diameter. Figure 6 shows the restoring
acceleration for a droplet displacement along the x-axis. Therestoring accelerations are similar for
all three types of droplets and are a maximum at about 2 pm away from the propagation axis.
(Note in Figs. 4 and 5, the levitation powers for all three types of-droplets are approximately equal
at z0 = - 5 pm.)
Figure 7 shows the y-component angular-acceleration (N., = N' = 0) induced when the droplet
is displaced along the x-axis at the zo = - 5 pm elevation. The induced angular acceleration increases
-from zero as the droplet is moved away from the propagation axis and reaches a maximum before
diminishing to zero as the droplet-is moved on out of the beam. The induced torque is greatest for
the electric wave resonance droplet for x-axis displacements. The-x-component angular acceleration
(Ny = Nz = 0) induced when the droplet is displaced along the y-axis (not shown) has features
similar to those for the x-axis displacement except that it is the magnetic wave resonance droplet
that has the greatest induced torque. The increase in induced-torque for ihe resonance droplets as
the droplet is moved to the edge of the beam is consistent with the developments of Ref. 4 where
it was found that structural resonances are excited by on-edge illumination with electric wave
resonances more strongly excited-for beams moved along the x-axis:(in the direction of-the incident
beam electric field polarization) and magnetic wave resonances more strongly excited for beams
moved along the y-axis (perpendicular to-the:incident beam electric field polarization). Additional
results and observations are presented in Ref. 7.
V. RADIATION FORCE -DISTRIBUTION
For a small particle illuminated by intense laser light, the internal absorption of the light
and the -reflection and refraction of the light at the surface result in changes of electromagnetic
momentum which produce local forces. The theoretical determination of the net radiation force
and torque induced on a spherical particle.illuminated by a focused laser-beam was considered in
Sec. IV. Of additional interest-is the determination of the-spatial distribution of-the radiation forces
within and upon the-surface of the particle. An understanding of the distribution of the radiation
forces would be particularly useful-for applications involving the-laser diagnostics of liquid droplets.
For liquid droplets, an asymmetrical radiation force distribution may appreciably distort the shape
Of the droplet, which, in turn, may affect expected light scattering patterns, structural resonance
excitation, etc. Also, as suggested by Zhang and Chang,' 5 radiation forces could be usedto control
the shape of droplets (droplets either optically levitated or within a monodispersed stream) for
subsequent experimental study.
Theoretical expressions have been derived for the body forces and surface stresses that occur when a homogeneous liquid droplet is illuminated by a continuous laser beam. Using our
spherical particle/arbitrary beam -interaction theory to provide the required electromagnetic field
components, spatial distributions of radiation -forces -for- a spherical' water droplet in air levitated
by a focused laser beam (corresponding with the arrangement analyzed in Sec. IV.) have been
calculated. This work has been submitted for publication.16 A partial summary is given here.
Applying the divergence theorem to Eq. (2), the time averaged electromagnetically inducedforce per unit volume (body force) at any point within the liquid-droplet is thus equal tothe.loca
divergence-of the electromagnetic stress tensor,
< Fill>=< .
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(5)

For calculation purposes, Eq. (5) can be simplified by substituting for the stress tensor (from Eq.
(3)), applying Maxwell's equations, and taking the time average. (Note for a homogeneous particle
= 0.) Eq. (5) then
the dielectric constant is uniform and the local charge density is zero so
becomes
i'
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where = c + i4roa/w and both the dielectric constant, c = ER + ici, and the electrical conductivity,
a = aR + ial, may be complex.
In addition to the electromagnetically induced body force, there is also an electromagnetically
induced stress at the surface of the droplet. Returning to Eq. (2) and considering a cylindercal
control volume of incremental cross sectional area, AS, and incremental length, AL, centered about
a general position on the surface of the sphere, it follows in the limit that
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where Ps is the electromagnetically induced surface stress. Substituting into Eq. (7) expressions
for the internal (inside the sphere) and external (outside the sphere) stress -tensors, utilizing the
cxtet =
boundary conditions,
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and taking the time average provides an expression for the-surface stress in terms of the electromagnetic field components,
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The theoretical expressions for the body force, Eq. (6), and the surface stress, Eq. (8), were
found to be consistent with the-net radiation force expressions in App. C. The net radiation force
on a droplet should be equal to the sum of a volume integral of the body forces and a-surface
integral of the surface stresses,
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Using our spherical-particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory to provide the-required electromagnetic field components, the integrals of Eq. -(9) were numerically evaluated for several different
particle size parameter, complexrelative -refractive index, and-incident beam-orientation arrange-ments. For -each case, the net radiative force -components from Eq. (9) were identical= to those
determined using the coefficient-seriesexpressions of App. C.
Equations-(6) and-(8)-were-used-to determine the radiation-force-distributions-for-a 5-/um-water
droplet optically levitated using a vertically-oriented, argon-ion laser beam:corresponding with the
-arrangement analyzed for net force and torque in Sec. IV. The assumed- continuous TEMoo- mode
(Gaussian-profiled), linearly polarized laser beam is focused with a beam waist diameter of 2 pm
(2w, = 2pm) and propagates in the + z axis-direction with-the electric-field polarization in-the x
axis direction. Force distributions were calculated for the-droplet both on and off the laser beam
propagation axis and for the droplet 50 pm above the beam -focal point (where the beam diameter
of 16.5 pm is greater than the droplet diameter) and for the droplet 5 pm below the beam focal

point (where the beam diameter of 2.6-prm is less than the droplet diameter). As in Sec. IV.,
calculations were performed for the three basic types of droplets: a droplet at a magnetic wave
resonance (3 5th mode, Pt order, d = 4.9266 jm), a droplet at an electric wave resonance-( 3 Sth
mode, 1 t order, d = 4.9912 Am), and an intermediate nonresonance droplet (d =-4.96 m).
At the 0.5145 jim wavelength, water is a weakly absorbing dielectric with A = 1.334 +
1.2x10- 9 i and thus ER = n2 - n2 = 1.780, Ei = 2nRn = 3.20 X 10- 9 , OR = 0, and 01l = 0.
From Eqs. (6) and (8) it follows that < F.' >: 0,Pe z 0, and PO 0, so, for these conditions,
the radiative forces are predominately outwardly-directed radial surface stresses.
The surface stress distributions shown in Figs. 8-12 provide the surface stress vector at 50
intervals around the circumference of the droplet in the x-z plane (in Figs. 8-13 the z axis is
upwards, the x axis to the right) linearly scaled relative to the maximum surface stress magnitude,
Pmax. The assumed laser power is that necessary to levitate the droplet at the given elevation as
if the droplet was located on the propagationaxis.
Figure 8 shows the surface stress distribution for the nonresonance droplet levitated: on the
beam propagation axis at an elevation of 50 /m above the focal point. At this elevation the beam
diameter is about three times the diameter of the droplet. As seen in Fig. 8, the largest forces
are concentrated across the top of the droplet (in the direction of the beam propagation) with a
secondary concentration of smaller forces across the bottom of the droplet. These surface forces are
approximately azimuthally symmetric so that the-surfaee force distribution in the y-z plane (plane
perpendicular to the incident electriL field polarization) is similar to that in the x-z plane for the
nonresonance droplet.
Figure 9 shows the surface stress distribution for the electric wave-resonance droplet levitated
on the beam propagation axis at an elevation of 50 rn above the focalpoint. As for the nonresonance droplet, the largest surface stresses are concentrated across the top of the droplet with a
secondary concentration of smaller forces across the bottom-of the droplet. Unlike the nonresonance droplet, however, the electric wave resonance droplet exhibits a significant surface stress over
the entire circumference, not just near the top and bottom of the droplet. The maximum surface
stress for the electric wave resonance droplet is also about three times larger than the maximum
surface stress for the nonresonance droplet at this elevation. The excitation of the electric wave
resonance, as discussed in Ref. 4, occurs predominately in the x-z plane (the plane of incident
electric-field polarization). The surface stress distribution for the electric wave resonance droplet
is not azimuthally symmetric and is similar to that of the nonresonance droplet in the y-z plane.
For the magnetic wave resonance droplet (not shown) the situation is the opposite of that of the
electric wave resonance droplet: the surface stress is "excited"-in the y-z plane and is not "excited"
in the x-z plane.
Figure 10 presents the surface stress distribution for the nonresonance droplet levitated-on the
beam propagation axis at an elevation-of 5 jm below the focal point. At this elevation the beam
diameter is about half the diameter of the droplet. As seen in Fig. 10, the largest surface stresses
are concentrated near-the topto the droplet with a secondary concentration of much-smaller surface
stresses near the bottom of the droplet. The maximum surface stress is about ten times greater
than for the nonresonance droplet levitated at the + 50 -im elevation and the surface stress is
confined-to a smaller area. The surface stresses are-approximately azimuthally symmetric.
Resonance excitation requires droplet edge illumination, and the electric and magnetic wave
resonances are not excited for the on propagation axis location- at z0 = - 5 jim where the incident
beam passes through the middle of the droplet. The surface stress distributions for the electric and
magnetic- wave resonance droplets for the on propagation axis location at z = - 5 Am (not shown)
are similar to that of the nonresonance droplet.
If the droplet is horizontally displaced, there is a net restoring force that accelerates the
droplet back towards the beam propagation axis (see Sec. IV.). Figure 11 presents the surface
stress distribution for the nonresonance droplet levitated 5 Aim below the-focal point and displaced
3 Am along the x-axis. As shown in Fig. 11, for the displaced droplet the surface stresses are skewed
towards the left which produces the net restoring force. Fig. 12 shows the same situation, but for
the electric wave resonance droplet. The edge illumination caused by the horizontal displacement of
the droplet excites the resonance which produces large surface-stresses over the entire circumference
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of the droplet in the x-z plane. For the magnetic wave resonance droplet (not shown) the resonance
is excited in the y-z plane when the droplet is displaced along the y-axis.
As previously mentioned, at the 0.5145 pm wavelength, water -is weakly absorbing and body
forces are small. The body forces do, however, significantly contribute for the case of the xaxis-displaced -electric wave resonance droplet (and the y-axis displaced magnetic wave resonance
droplet) at the zo = - 5 pm-elevation. As shown in Sec. IV., the x-axis displaced electric wave
resonance droplet at the zo = - 5 im elevation incurs-a-net torque about the negative y-axis. Since
the surface stresses are essentially radial, the surface -stresses do not contribute to this torque. In
Sec. III. it was shown that edge illuminated droplets at-resonance have an increase in electricTfield
magnitude that forms a ring just inside the surface of the droplet. At resonance the droplet acts
as an optical cavity with light circling just inside the surface. Absorption of this-light results in a
loss of momentum which produces a net torque about -the center of the droplet.
Figure 13 shows the calculated body force distribution in the x-z plane for the electric wave
resonance droplet at the - 5 pm elevation- and displaced 3 pm along the x-axis. Since the body
forces are concentrated near the surface of the droplet, the distribution is plotted extending from
= 0.8 (at the center of the plot) to f = 1.0 (at the outer circumference of the plot). The body
force-vectors form a circling pattern which produces a-net torque on-the droplet. For the magnetic
resonance droplet displaced along the y-axis (not shown) the body forces circle in the y-z plane.
VI. BEAM INCIDENT UPON TWO ADJACENT SPHERES OF ARBITRARY ARRANGEMENT
Utilizing our spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory, we have developed a-procedure for determining the electromagnetic fields for an-arbitrary beam incident upon two adjacent
particles of differing size and-material and of arbitrary spatial positioning. (The generalization to
three or more adjacent particles would be-straightforward). The two particles-may be of different
size, may have different composition (differing complex:relative index of refractions), and may-have
any-spatial orientation relative to each other and relative to the incident beam. It is not necessary
that there be a single incident beam; having multiple-beams coming from different directions would
require minimal-additional computation.
The theoretical approach, in the most -general sense, is similar to that introduced by Fuller
and Kattawar. 71' a Since our spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory permits -the determination of the electromagnetic fields of a particle for any known-incident -field, the procedure
is as follows. The spherical :particle/arbitrary beam -interaction theory is used to calculate the
external electromagnetic field for the beam incident upon particle 1. The external- electromagnetic
field of particle 1 is used as the incident field upon particle 2 and the-scattered -field of particle2-is
determined. The scattered field of particle-2 is added-to the incident-beam to form an updated field
incident upon particle 1 and-the external field of particle 1 is recalculated. The-newly calculated
external field -of-particle 1 is-then used as-the incident field upon particle 2 and-the scattered field
of particle 2 is-recalculated. The process -is continued until there -is no longer- a-significant change
in the electromagnetic fields. For particles spaced one radius or more apart surface-to-surface,
convergence typically occurs within two-or three of-these multiple "reflections."
The parameters of the -laser beam--incident upon -two adjacent particles problem -are then
the- dielectric constant of the medium (ext,), the waist diameter of-the laser beam (wo), the size
parameters of the two particles- (a and -a2), the complex relative index of refractions of the two
particles (il and A2), the -location of particle 1 relative to the focal -point of the laser beam (xo,
y0 , z0 ), the-location of particle 2 relative to particle 1 (x12 , Y12 , z12 ), and the-location of -the plot
-rference-relativeto-particle-1 -(':e-j, °Yrej, zref). Spatialquantitiesare- normalized-using -the radius
of-particle 1 (a,).
Figure 14 presents the internal and-near-surface -normalized- source function distribution in
the y-z plane for a linearly-polarized (electric field polarization in- the x axis direction), 100 pm
waist diameter CO 2 laser beam (A = 10.6 pm) incident upon two 45 pm diameter water droplets
separated by 35 pm surface-to-surface along the propagation axis. These conditions correspoiidto
an-experiment performed within our Laboratory in which a C02 laser beam was directed upon two
parallel streams-of water droplets so that the illuminated droplet would act as alens to-focus-the
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laser light upon the shadow side droplet. 19 This focusing effect is apparent in Fig. 14. Figure 15
presents the same situation as Fig. 14 but with the internal field suppressed to zero. As can be seen,
the maximum droplet heating rate (proportional to S) occurs- at the front surface of the shadow
19
side droplet, for this arrangement, which is in agreement with-our experimental observations.
Figure 16 provides a normalized source function- distribution for a more general case. A 40 pm
waist diameter C02 laser beam is incident upon a 50 pm diameter methanol droplet (fix = 1.395
+ 0.01631) and a 30 pm water droplet (0 2 = 1.179 + 0.072i). The droplets are offset from each
other and offset from the propagation axis of the beam in the y-z plane. The effect is an interesting
splitting of the beam.
Further investigation of electromagnetic phenomena associated with a beam incident upon
adjaceni spherical particles, Including particles at resonance, is in progress.
VII. FUTURE WORK
Besides continuing the developments discussed here, future topics that will be considered include obtaining direct comparisons between spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory
calculations and corresponding experimental measurements, developing an infinite
cylinder/arbitrary beam interaction theory, developing an arbitrary shaped particle/arbitrary beam
Interaction theory, and developing a nonhomogeneous spherical particle/airbitrary beam interaction
theory.
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APPENDIX A: ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EQUATIONS
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APPENDIX B:-FIFTH-ORDER CORRECTED GAUSSIAN BEAM EQUATIONS
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where 0 = iQexp(-ip2 Q), Q = 1-1(i + 2(), p2 = 772 + 2, 'S= 11kwo, = x /cwo, 77 =Y/WO,
and =z/kwo2. Note: these equations are for an assumed -time dependence of e+iwt. If a time
depe ndence of e-iwt -is assumed, then the complex conjugate of the- equations can be used.
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APPENDIX C: NET RADIATION FORCE AND TORQUE EQUATIONS
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FIG 1. Normalized source function in the equatorial (y-z),-plane for a transverse (x direction)
polarized Gaussian beam incident upon a sphere at magnetic wave resonance. A = 1.33 + 5.OX 10 6 i,
e,, = 0.404, i = 0.0, go = -1.175, -;, -- 0.0, and- = 29.365. [1.06 Jm wavelength, 4 pm waist
diameter, beam incident upon a 9.908 pm diameter ( 34 1h mode, 1-1 order mag. wave res.) water
droplet with on edge y-axis illumination]
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FIG 2. Normalized source function-in the equatorial-(y-z) plane for two-transversez(x direction)-polarized Gaussianbbeams incident upon a sphere at-magnetic wave resonance. A = 1.33 + 5.0<x10 6 i,
fvo= 0.404, io = 00, Po = + 1.175 and, -1.175, 4 = 0.0, and a = 29.365. [1.06-Am wavelength,
4 pm waist diameter beams incident upon a 9.908 pm diameter ( 3 4 th mode, 1 ' order mag. wave
res.) water droplet with on edge-y-axis illumination]
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FIG. 8. Surface stress distribution in the x-z plane for a nonresonance water droplet. (d = 4.96 /Mm)
optically levitated 50 Am above the focal point of a_ 2 m waist diameter,3.52 mW, argon-Ion (A
= 0.5145 Am) laser beam. Droplet positioned on the propagation-aXIS. Pmax = 0.624 Pa.
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jm)- optically levitated- 5/AM below the focal- point of a 2 um waist diameter, 1.91 mW, argon-ion
(A= 0.5145 / m) laser beam. Droplet positioned -on the propagation axis. P,,.. = -6.46 Pa.
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FIG 15. Normalized source function in the equatorial (y-z) plane for a transverse (x direction)
electric field polarized Gaussian beam, propagating in the +z axis direction (right-to-left), incident
upon two adjacent spheres. (External field suppressed.) ji = A2= 1 179 + 0.072i, al = 02=
13.337, fo. = 2.222, 1. = go= 0.0, lo = -1.778, 1 22 = 1112 = 0.0, 212 = J.556, irf=Po = 0.0,
1rf= 1.778 [10.6-pm wavelength (CO 2 laser), 100-lim waist diameter beam -incident upon two 45
pm diameter water droplets separated along _the propagation axis by 35 Am surface-to-surface.]
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FIG 16. Normalized source function in the equatorial (y-z) plane for a transverse (x direction)
electric field polarized- Gaussian beam, propagating in -the +z axis direction (right-to-left), incident
upon two adjacent spheres. t = 1.395 + 0.01463i, a, = 14.82, fZ2 = 1.179 +-0.0( 21,-a2 =8:89, IDO
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= 1.5 [10.6- pm wavelength (002 laser), 40,pm waist diameter beam incident upon adjacent 50 pm
diameter methanol and 30 pim diameter water -droplets -offset in the y-z plane.)
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ABSTRACT

Full wave solutions are derived for the vertically-and horizontally polarized waves scattered acrom
a two dimansionally rough interface separating two different propagating media. Since the normal to
the rough surface is not restricted to the reference plane of incidence, the waves are depolarised upon
scattering and the single scattered radiation fields are expressed as integrals of a surface element
transmission scattering matrix that also account for coupling between the vertically and horizontally
polarized waves. The integrations are over the rough surface area as well as the complete two
dimensional wave spectrum of the radiation fields. The full wave solutions satisfy the duality and
reciprocity

relationships

in

electromagnetic

theory

and they

are invariant

to

coordinate

transformations. It is shown that in the high frequency limit the full wave solutions reduce to the
physical optics solutions, while in the low frequency limit ( for very small mean square height and
negligible slopes) the full wave solutions reduce to Rice's small perturbation solutions. Thus the full
wave solution accounts for specular point scattering as well as diffuse, Bragg-type scattering in a
unified self consistent manner, It is therefore not necessary to use hybrid perturbed - physical optics
solutions-based on two scale models of composite-surfaces with large and small roughness scales.
1. INTRODUCTION
Radio waves incident upon a rough surface separating two propagating media characterized by
different electric permittivities-and magnetic permeabilities, scatter diffusely as-they are reflected off or
transmitted across the rough surface. When the normal to the rough surface is not restricted to the
reference plane of incidence, the reflected and transmitted scattered waves are also depolarized. In this
work full wave solutions are -derived for the single scattered waves that are transmitted across a two
dimensionally rough interface. It is an extension to the two dimensional scalar scattering problem in
which the normal to the rough surface was restricted to the reference plane of incidence ( Bahar and
Fitzwater 1988). Thus in this work it is necessary to solve the vector scattering problem in which the
vertically and horizontally polarized waves are coupled and the scattering is charaterized by a 2x2
surface-element transmission scattering matrix.
The vertically and horizontally polarized fields that are scattered and-depolarized across the rough
surface are expressed as integrals of the slope dependent scattering matrices and a height dependent
phase term. The integration is -over the rough surface and the complete radiation wave spectrum. For
observation points at large distances from the rough-surface, the integrals-over the wave spectrum-can
be performed analyticaliy using the steepest descent method.
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It isshown that in the high frequency limit, when the major contributions to the surface integral
come from the neighborhood of the stationary phase (specular) points of the rough surface ( where the
normal to the rough surface and the incident and scatter wave vectors satisfy Snell's law), the full wave
solutions reduce to the physical optics solutions based on the Kirchhoff approximations of the surface
fields (Beckmann and Spizzichino 1963). On the other hand, in the low frequency limit, when the mean
square height is very small compared to the electromagnetic wavelength and when the surface slopes
are negligibly small, the full wave solutions reduce to Rice's (1951) small perturbation solutions. Thus
on applying the unified full wave approach to rough surface scattering problems, it is not necessary to
artificially decompose the composite rough surface into surfaces with large and small scales of
roughness. The hybrid perturbed - physical optics solutions based on the two scale models of the rough
surfaces depend on the wave number where the rough surface spectral splitting is assumed to occur
(Brown 1978) and they fail to account for backscatter depolarization by the large scale surface.
In Section 2 the rough surface scattering problem is formulated for a surface whose normal is
restricted to the x, y plane. The full wave approach is outlined and the explicit expressions for the
vertically and horizontally polarized scattered fields are presented in matrix form. The principal
properties-of these full wave solutions-( reciprocity, duality etc.) are discussed and their relationships to
other solutions are considered. In Section 3 the restrictions on the surface normal are -removed and the
full wave single scatter solutions are presented for general two dimensionally rough surfaces. These
solutions-are invariant to coordinate transformations.
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Full wave-expression are derived for the electromagnetic -fields scattered across a rough surface
y = h(x)

forxIx < L

y= 0

for-I-xI > L

(2.1)

separating two semi-infinite media charaterized by the complex permittivity e and permeability p
f =CO

for y > h

-P0

(2.2)
for y < h
P = Pl=PoPr
C =1-cro
in which the dimensionless quantities cr and p, are the relative permittivity and permeability,
respectively. Thus the normal to the~rough surface is- in- the x, y plane,
n- =

-a.-+Vy
h+1)1/2
2

,

-h,_Oh
r-

(2.3)

The excitation is assumed to be a uniform plane wave incident on the rough interface from medium
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y > h in the-direction
0sin6
coe0ii*.

-

cos9oi , +sinG sinO'i'S

Thus scattering is not restricted to the incident plane ( normal to '0nix

(2.4)
) and the incident wave is

depolarized by the rough interface. To obtain the full wave solution to the three dimensional rough
surface scattering problem ( see Fig. 1), the transverse ( y, z) components of the electric and magnetic
fields are expressed completely in terms of generalized field transforms (Bahar 1973a). The complete
field transforms are substituted into Maxwell's equations. On imposing the exact boundary conditions
at the rough interface and using the biorthogonal properties of the basis functions, Maxwell's equations
are converted into rigorous sets of generalized telegraphists' equations for the forward and backward
propagating wave amplitudes (Bahar 1973b). A second order iterative solution to the generalized
telegraphists' equations accounts for first order (single) scattering by the rough surface. In earlier work
the explicit expressions were derived for the scattering fields reflected back into the medium y > h(x).
In this work the explicit full wave expressions are derived for the like and cross polarized fields
scattered across the rough interface into medium y < h(x). Thus these single scattered fields are
expressed as an integral involving the rough surface element transmission-scattering matrix.

Flo

I

v

[FL FH0

JI

(2.5a)

The first and :second subscripts 1, 0 denote the medium of the scattered ( y < h) and incident (y >h)
waves and the first and second superscripts V, H denote the polarization of the incident and scattered
waves, respectively. Thus F

are the like and cross polarized scattering coefficients for P = Q and

P 9 Q , respectively. The two element column matrices G1 and G' denote the scattered and incident
vertically and horizontally polarized, radiation fields,

[ 1 1J
Of j=

[1HH

,

G17

0

Es'0
HI

(2.5b)

HHi

E

in which ;7j = [ pj/ej is the intrinsic wave impedance for j = 0, 1. The full wave single scattered fields
radiated across the rough interface can be expressed in matrix form as follows,
Gf= 2)

2

1

ClFlo0 G'o

{ er

(-) dxdzsdvldw =G 1 - G1
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-

_e)7.

t

(26)

p

in which the scattered and incident wave vectors in-medium 1 and 0 are
k = ua

-

wr'a, v,= klcos9, = k0l,

"

(2.7a)

=ko Ino

(2.7b)

va,-+

--#i

and the corresponding wave numbers are ki =

;pj"j . The position vector to a point on the rough

surface is
r
and I,

+ h(x.)VV + s.a

= x.oa

_I, + h(x.)i'1

(2.8)

is its component in the x, u (reference) plane. The position vector to the observation point

(x, y, z) is **. The integration is over the rough surface ( dxsdzs) and the radiation field spectrum
(dvldw). In (2.6) the second term G1 2 can be shown to be the primary field transmitted across an
unperturbed planar surface y = 0 and the first term G11 is the total ( specularly and diffusely )
scattered field (Baha and Fitzwater 1988).

For I kir >1, the far field approximation for the

scattered field can be obtained on integrating with-respect to dvldw using-the steepest descent method.
Thus-the like and cross polarized scattered fields transmitted across the rough interface in the direction
-I

k

Gfl

G,

= sin0fcos'i'. - coseOf,
-/kl

+ sin9fsin

(2.9)

iV.

is given by
Cz
/F ,0 ( 0 ', 0 ') G °o exp{

(2.10)

i(T{i)' ,dx~dz,

-lI-L
where

Gl= - "- e

(2.10a)

The-explicit expressions for-the elements of the transmission scattering matrix Flo are
= (f-

" !
I ,
i_ I
{ 1
Co
+ -,.C)(Co + .C)(Co - nrCi)

+ (. -

)( So

pr)cos(!

- ')

+ n.COC1co(O'-4')]}

=2C'C'
oFHH

(

0 =(Co + Cfl/n)(oi + C,/q,)(Co -

(2.1a)

-c~os~-'

nc 1 )

+ (k - 1)[SOs + nrCiCcos( f" ')I}
cfF,.o
10 -(Co

)(Cts)+
-- T
-+7rl/)(C~o
+..i-/q/;)(Co -(n.11c)'U

(I,r/f-1)+ Co(

(2.11b)

-

Cr)}

(22D5c)
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=
CjFHV
1

2CfC0'in(
-')
- n
+ qrCf)(C'
(Co + Cf/n)(C

rC(1 1(2.31d)
0

-1) + C(1
( -,P,))

d)

in which 'r =J Pr/er and n= Prcr are the relative intrinL'c impedance and the refractive index.
The sines and cosines of the angles of incidence and scatter in medium j = 0, 1 are S' , S, C' and C'
respecctively. In view of Snell's law
k oS' = kjS'

and, koSo,= kS 1

(2.12)

The expressions for the transmission scattering matrix are in agreement with the reciprocity
relationships in electromagnetic theory thus for P = Q and P# Q

'oco Fo,(k

,,k) = iClQP(.,-

-k)
T

(2.13)

in which F0 1 denotes the transmission scattering coefficients for waves incident in medium 1 ( y < h).
The scattering matrix elements also satisfy the duality relationships in electromagnetic theory. For
scattering in the specular direction (the incident and scattered waves are related by Snell's law) the
like-polarized scattering coefficients are related to the -Fresnel transmissionceofficients for the vertically
and horizontally polarized waves.
FVv (01=0') = 1rTV0 (91)_, FHH( 9/=i) = TH6(9 1)

(2.14)

It is interesting to note that-for 0 = O,the like and cross polarized coefficient are related as follows
-

F (4 = +,) = Flo(0 =0), Fo'HV(

F1V(0'==+,)

-

Vo(#,=,),

-

'-0+)

= FVV(O'= )

(2.15a)

)

(2.15b)

= F0(1,=-

3. FULL-WAVE SCATTERING ACROSS TWO-DIMENSIONALLY ROUGH SURFACES WITH
ARBITRARY SLOPES
In order to apply the-single scatter solutions in Section 2 to rough-surfaces with arbitrary slope
angles 7 and 6, ii- in (2.3) is-replaced by
n = sin-cos6 a.x+ cos7i *+
sin7cos6,
1
= (- hx-- +'*- hia,)/( h. + ho +1)1/2,

(31)

and it is neccesary to perform the following transformations. The scattering matrix in (2.5) is
transformed as follows
Flo -- T'FnT'

(3.2)

where the 2x2 matrix T' transforms the incident vertically and horizontally polarized waves in the
reference plane of incidence (n fx 'a1 ) to incident vertically and horizontally polarized waves in the
local plane-of the incidence (n'x -). Similarly, the 2x2 matrix T1 transforms the scattered vertically
and horizontally polarized waves in the local scatter plane (V- x -) back to the scattered vertically
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and horizontally polarized waves in the reference scatter plane (-n'f X 'y) (Bahar 1981). Furthermore,
the incidence and scatter angles appearing in the expressions for the scattering coefficients F n are the
local angles of incidence and scatter. Thus for instance (Bahar 1981),
C/

-

Of"

-

n

(3.3a)

-.

C'"

no n

(3.3b)

Furthermore the rough surface elqment in (2.6) is transformed as follows
dxdzs

-+

dA = dx~dz,/(ii'.i 4 1 )

(3.4)

Thus for rough surfaces with large slopes,(2.10) is rewritten as follows
-

1f

G

C

J

~ F1 n~Tf
TG' exp{ i("kf--

"-1 -1

if

)".} dA

(3.5)

10 -oJ

Ai
in which G1 is given by (2.10a) and Ai is the illuminated area on the rough surface. At the specular
points of the rough surface where the expression for the phase in (3.5),

(kf-

ko)'a is stationary,

the normal- to the rough surface nf satisfies the relationship
+ nr' I)x(- ) "-=0

(3.6)-

Thus the incident and scattered waves vectors satisfy Snell's law at the stationary phase points where
n-+n,
is parallel to the vector nr:'i'f - ii0. At these stationary phase points, the like polarized
scattering coefficients are related -to-the Fresnel transmission coefficients

F10HH,(n - -- n a) = NrTVo(0s)
H 0s
l(o n

(3.7a)

- - TH_(0)

(3.7b)

where
c0S01, =

-

n I ' n,

and cosO0 , = -

0 n.

(3.7c)

Thus it can readily be shown that in the high frequency limit when the major contributions to the
scattered fields come from the neighborhood of the specular points, the full- wave solution reduces to
the physical optics solution based on the Kirchhoff approximations of the surface fields (Beckmann
and Spizzichino). On the other hand, in the low frequency li'nit when the slopes of the rough surfaces
are negligibly small ("5-t- "y) and the mean square height <h 2> of the rough surface is very small
compared to the wavelenghth ( k2<h 2 > < 1), the full wave solution (2.5) reduces precisely to the
small perturbation solution of Rice (Rice 1951, Tsang et al 1985). Thus on applying the full wave
approach to composite surfaces with different roughness scales it is not necessary to artificially
decompose the rough surface into a-small scale surface- and a large scale surface-that are assumed to be
statistically independent (Wright 1868; Valenzuela 1968; Barrick 1970; Brown 1978).
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The full wave solutions, for the electromagnetic waves scattered across a two dimensionally rough
interface between two different propagating media, are expressed in matrix form as integrals of the
rough surface element scattering matrix. The integrations are over the rough surface area and the two
dimensional radiation field wave number spectra. These solutions satisfy the reciprocity and duality
relationships in electromagnetic theory and they are invariant to coordinate transformations. In the
high frequency limit they reduce to the physical optics solutions and in the low frequency limit they
reduce to Rice's small perturbation solution. Thus the full wave solution accounts for specular point
scattering as well as diffuse, Bragg-type scattering in a unified self consistent manner and there is no
need to adopt a two scale model of composite rough surfaces.
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The homotopy method is proposed as a method of going from the solution of a simple problem to the solution of a complex problem along a
homotopy path. In this paper we reduce the problem of keeping track of
modes of propagation of radiation in multilayer structures comprised of
electromagnetically anisotropic or possibly bianisotropic materials to that
of solving, in open subsets f of CN, systems of nonlinear equations.
Extensions of parameters to abstract algebras in which the system of
equations have trivial solutions is used to develop starting values for a
system of differential equations whose solution at the end point represents
the solution of the electromagnetic problem of interest.
We apply the method to the problem of determining modes of propagation of electromagnetic energy in an anisotropic coating on a perfect
conductor. The problem is to track the modes of propagation as the frequency of the radiation and the thickness of the coating change in a smooth
manner. Magnetically the coating passes through a region of anomalous
dispersion as the frequency changes.

1

INTRODUCTION
We suppose that f(z), g(z), and h(z) are functions from an open subset

fQ of CN into a topological vector space V. We suppose that their zero sets
are respectively Z1 , Z9 , ad Zh. Suppose that A is a mapping from h(Q)
into Qiand we seek a solution of the equation
f(Ah(z))

212

=9(z)

(1.1)

under the assumption that

Z,n Zh= o
We create a starting solution by introducing a one parameter family of
mappings A(s,) and solutions z(9) satisfying equation (1.1) and having the
initial conditions

A(O)h(z(jg)) = z(if)

(1.2)

z(O) = Z(jO)

(1.3)

and

which is the jth zero of g(z) in the set Z, of zeros. Then we may develop
a system of differential equations in the parameter s of the form
z'(s) = C9, zs))

(1.4)

in the real parameter a whose solution z(1) at s = 1 gives a solution of equation (1.1). This is a variant of the globally convergent homotopy method
of Chow and Yorke or the general path following methods of Garcia ([1]).
The solution is-started off by simply observing that
z(O) = z(,,)

(1.5)

Then collecting terms in the equation
d.f(C(s)h(z(s))) = dg(z(s))
yields an ordinary differential equation in z(o).
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(1.6)

A TRANSCENDENTAL EQUATION

2

Suppose we wished to solve the equation
f(Az) = sin(Az) -= Bz + C = g(z)

(2.1)

where A, B, and C are complex. Then we would have
Zf = {nr: n E Z}

(2.2)

Z9= {-C/B}

(2.3)

z(O) = -C/B

(2.4)

and

Then

and

-)+(A

(2.5)

sin(A(s)z(s)) = Bz(s) + C,

(2.6)

A(s)= (

(

If we assume that

then taking the derivative of both sides of this equation with respect to s
we see that
cos(A(s)z(s))(.A'(s)z(s) + A(s)z'(s)) = Bz'(s)

(2.7)

Collecting coefficients of z'(s) we find that
z'(,q)(cos(A(s)z(s))A(s) - B) = -A'(s)z(s)cos(A(s)z(s))

2-14

(2.8)

and

Z()=A!(s)z~a)cos(A(s)z(s))(29
z'(s) -B - A(s)cos(A(s)z(s))
(2.9)
If we can solve this ordinary differential equation, then the solution z(1)
will represent a solution of equation (1)

3

BIANISOTROPIC COATINGS

Here we consider the problem-of finding solutions of the Maxwell equations

curl(E) = -iwH -

(3.1)

and
curl(I) = iw

+ 7t + =

(5.2)

where = denotes the tensor magnetic permeability, U denotes the tensor
conductivity, and e denotes the tensor electric field permittivity in a coating
on a perfect conductor. We assume further that 3 and

are coupling

tensors and that the material is dispersive. We are particularly interested
in seeing what happens to modes of propagation in complex coatings as
the thickness of the coating changes and the frequency of the propagating
radiation changes and the materials become anomalously dispersive. We
assume that the tangential component of the electric field vector f vanishes
on the perfect conductor, and that the electric vector is decaying as you
travel in the free space above the coating farther and farther away from
the coating. The field regularity conditions on E and H are that their
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tangential components are continuous as you pass from the coating into
free space.
Theorem 3.1 The moat general solution of Mazwell's equations in free
apace which do not depend on y and have an z dependence of the form

ezp(-ikz) have z, y, and z components which satisfy the ordinary differential equation,

2W
881+ (-k 2 + k)W = o

(3.3)

There are at most two unknown parametera needed to represent the solution if it decays a.sz approaches infinity. In general one only needa four
parameters.

Proof. This follows because the free space Maxwell's equations, with
ko
imply that

=

W2 Poeo

(3.4)

E=i 814
we z:
E, = -

Weo

y,

(3.5)
(3.6)

S=z ko1, + ikHg),

(3.7)

o-- -+i
+z (+- -k')
H,
k
I

(3.8)

and, an*equation that arises from saying that

c,,rl() = -iloo-
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(3.9)

which is
-

--

ioOm

-iIACH,

(3.10)

The reasoning is that there are only two parameters needed to represent
H. which then implies that these same parameters represent E, and E.
Finally there are two parameters which are needed to represent H. which
means that these same two parameters represent H,, and consequently,
since E, is-represented in terms of H. and H,, these two parameters also
represent E.. If we insist that the field vectors decay as you go farther and
farther away from the coating, then we would pick the coefficient of the
decaying perameter to represent H, and H, which means that then only
two parameters are needed to represent any such solution of Maxwel's
equations outside the waveguide.
Theorem -32 In a bianijotropiccoating on -aperfect conductor, where delimited by the plane z = 0 and the plane z = L, and between-0 and L the
tensors ~,!

,and

are smooth functions of z if we assume -a modal dependence on z of the form exp(-ikx), where k -is a complex parameter,then
only two-paramters are needed to represent the field vectors, and requiring
continuity of tangential components of 2 and f? across the boundary of the
coating give a single dispersion relation involving the complex parameterk.
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A SIMPLE ANISOTROPIC COATING

4

We further -specialize the problem to one of practical interest. We suppose that the coating has permittivity e, and e, in the x and z directions
respectively and a magnetic permeability p. along the y axis. We assume
that there is-an electromagnetic field with a-magnetic vector parallel to the
y - axis which satisfies the above regularity and boundary conditions, and
has the form

H = Hye' = g(z)exp(-ikx + iwt)

(4.1)

By substituting into the Maxwell equations (3.1) and (3.2) and enforcing
the regularity conditions and decay conditions, we obtain an ordinary differential equation that must be satisfied by the function g(z) and we find
a single transcendental equation,
tan(tc(z - z0)) = e,

(4.2)

where

/C2 -- Luve-

(4.3)

k2 eEz

To see this we observe that Maxwell's equations have the-form,
curl(H)

e, + --- e, =
(iwf + Y)E

(4.4)

so that if the-tensors are simply diagonal, then

A =,~1

L~e+ 0"

'(z)"* +e,?1,'

(w'+ aus

g(-z)i',] exp(-ikx +-iwt)

Combining equations (4.4) and (4.5) we see that
curl(f) = -iwpHy6
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=

(4.5)

______oH

-,

+ T-

}

(4.6)

Substituting equation (4.1) into equation (4.6) we find that

it(z + {W2pyez __k

2

(IS-)
} g (Z)_=0(47
1

In the free space above the anisotropic, dispersive coating, this equation
specializes to,
g'1'(z) + {W2poeo - k} g,(z) = 0

(4.8)

If we dfine
I

-

e

, e2,

(4.9)

and assume that the electric vector is zero at z = z0 , which is the plane
bounding the perfect conductor, then we may suppose that there is a constant C, such that
g1 (z) = Cicos(A1 (z - z0 ))

(4.10)

and assuming that the radiation decays as z becomesmore and more positive, then we may assume that there is a constant D 2 such that
g2(z) = D2 eXp(-A 2 (z - z1 ))

(4.11)

AX = k2 _W2POO

(4.12)

where

At the boundary z = z, we require the continuity of tangential components
of E and H which implies that since in free space
Hy = D2 CXp(-A
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2 (z

- z1 ))

(4.13)

we have from just continuity of tangential H at z = z1 that
D 2 = -Ccos(A 1 (zl - Zo))

(4.14)

and from the continuity of tangential components of E across-the boundary
we have since in the coating material
E= -l

%WE,

g (z)ezp(-ikx + iwt)

(4.15)

we conclude that equating tangential E on either side of z = zi we have
-

sin(AI(zi - zo))

A2D 2 = -A 1 CI

(4.16)

.Thus, having assumed that z = z1 is the plane bounding the coating on
the perfect conductor, which is itself delimited by the plane z = zo. The
regularity conditions and the requirement that the electric vector E decay
as z becomes larger and larger, tells us that the propagation constant k,
which is also given by
k= a-if3

(4.17)

must satisfy the relationship,

tan2 ( 1 (z1 - z
2

(L

eO

Ex

(pye+

==))

POO

-k 2 e /C1 + W 2/A Ve', I

(4.18)

We extend parameters appearing in the space to an algebra which contains the ordinary parameters in a way that in the extended algebra, the
equations under consideration have a simple solution. For the example we
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are considering, it turns out that we only need the ordinary -algebra of complex numbers. The thickness of the coating is z, - zo and this is the value
at s = 1 of the parameterized generalized thickness,
(S)=

(- s)n

'S(z - z)

(4.19)

so that the derivative of the thickness, which now belongs to an algebra
containing the real numbers, with respect to the hounotogy pr.ameter a is
given by
r + 4C,()(1

t'(s) =-

-

a)

n ))

+ (zi - zo)

(4.20)

Replacing the term (z1 - zo) in equation (4.18) by the t(s)-given by equation
(4.19) we obtain the relation,
tan(, 1 (s)tCs))
e,

Lx

o lex

+

W 2()Ve

=

- Moe)

-k 2(3)e',/e,

(4.21)

+ w2ple.

We have an obvious solution of equation (4.21) when a = 0. Also, the
derivative of the propagation constant xt(s) with respect to the parameter
s is given by

d

k(..

(S)1) d

(4.22)

Then use equation (4.22) to define terms arising in the representation of
the derivative of the left side of equation (4.21). It is clear that
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d

[t(s)tan(

lo--

)t(s)) sec1 sts) iz
,(s

+

E

s)n,)dr,

(4.23)

Using equation (4.22) we deduce from equation (4.23) that
d {tan 2ci(s)t(s))}
2 (Ki(s)t(s))

[e=
=

k(s)] dk

e.k(s)1 d

t(s)tan(ci(s)t(s))9ec

E(1-

+ [xi(s)tan(,cI(S)t(S)),sec2(,I(S)t(s))] Z,- zo

,()

+

s)nrek(s)] dk

"ST(' e, k,(s)JI

(4.24)

To simplify the representation of this derivative we introduce the functions,

C(s) = , 1(s )tan(,ci(s)t(s))sec ,(s)t(S))
and where

B(s) = t(s)tan(K(s)t())e 2 (K(_S)t(3))
Using the above definitions we find that
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(-.e(k(s)

(4.25)

)

(4.26)

~

T

zo -

C(S)

-

-0

1[

dk

[(1S)

-C(s)

2
. 1 (8)

e,r.1 (s) ds

(4.27)

We also define,
C(s) = C(S)

Z- zo -

(4.28)

and we-define
Y(s) = -C(S)

(I_-_____
I( S

e,, k(s)1

(4.29)

..,($)]

Thus, the derivative of the left side of equation (4.21) is, therefore, given
by
r 'ci(s)t(s))}
T{tan2(

=

dk
dk
B(S)d. + C(s) + .F()-.

(4.30)

where the functions B(s), C(s), and Y(s) are given by equations (4.26),
(4.28), and (4.29).
We now need to define the derivative with respect to the homotopy
parameter s of the right side of equation (4.21). Applying the differentiation
operation to both sides of (4.21) we find that
d

(:

{tan2(Icds)t(s))} =
dk

e, 02y
(!,)

(4.31)
-ks)e 5 e5 + w2js~e,) 2 [ 2 Lk 9)LJ
- ){
To simplify representation of the derivative of the right side of equation
(4.21). We introduce the function,
k~

2~s

W 2 (~pye

2k (2(
(,-
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e)

W2pye ) 2
+-

(4 .32)

From equations (4.31) and (4.32) we see that
d

d3

Combining equations (4.30) and (4.33) we find that

{2A(s) - S(s) - 7(a))

da

= C(s)

(4.34)

From equation (4.34) we obtain the ordinary differential equation for the
propagation modes given by

dk
da =

6(a)
2.A(s) - B(s) - F(s)

(4.35
(4,35)

This system of differential equations was solved for a range of frequencies
and thicknesses when the permeability of the magnetic material passed
through a region of anomalous dispersion. The square of the propagation
constant as a function of layer thickness and frequency is shown on the
following page
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5

A LINEAR FRACTIONAL TRANSFORMATION
In this section we show that the dispersion relation has a representation

as an equation involving a linear fractional transformation. The solution
of the dispersion relation is equivalent to the determination of zeros of an
equation of-the form,
cosh(Vwi) = Aw+B
Cw +D
To see this we assume that in the free space-above the coating that
Hy = g2(z)ez(-ikz + iwt)

(5.2)

e2(z) + (w2Moeo - k2 )g(z) =
0

(5.3)

A2 = k_ 2 OO

(5.4)

where

If we assume that

then the most general form of the magnetic field is

Hv =
(Djezp(A(z

-

z1)) + D2 eaXP(-A(Z

-

zi)))ezp(-ikz + iwt)

(5.5)

The electric field in this region has an x component and a z component.
Since in free space, the relation
curl(.#) = iweoE
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(5.6)

If we define

=

-

k

(

\i1.

+-::
+v

(5.7)

0

(5.8)

and use Maxwell's equations we find that

g"(z) + ,, g(z)

=

so that in general if we realize that the x component of the electric field
vanishes at z = zo that

g(z) -= C(exp(iKc1 (z - Zo) + eXp(-irj(z - Zo))

(5.9)

so that within the material coating the x component of the electric vector
is given by
E. = iWe +

C {iKcexp(icl(z - zo)) - iicjexp(-iici(z - zo))}

(5.10)

and in the free space above the coating we find that
-1
E= :we
-1 {DjA2eXp(A 2(z - z1 )) - \ 2 eXp(-A
0

2 (z

- z1))} ezp(-ikX + iwt)

(5.11)

If we let V be defined by
D=AI&2W+

)

(5.12)

we find that setting D, equal to zero so that the fields decay at infinity or
setting D 2 equal to zero so that the fields would grow as you get further
and further from the coating both yield exactly the same equation,
cosh(2A2 (zI

-

zO))
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=

+- )

(3.13)

which has the form of equation (5.1).

If we subtract the right side of

equation (5.13) from the left side of the same equation and obtain the
function

,,(k) = cosh(2A2(Z1

- zo))

-

(

1

(5.14)

then solution can be understood as the crossing points of the contours given
by
Re(P(k)) = 0

(5.15)

rm('(k)) = 0

(5.16)

and

These contours are shown on the following page. The function T is considered to be a function of a and /, where the propagation constant k is
given by
k -a - i
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ABSTRACT
Recent calculations have shown that, on aggregation, two identical spheres can produce
split resonance structures so broadened as to be observable even if their (single) progenitor
resonances are narrow beyond detectability. Furthermore, it is well known that high Q morphology dependent resonances (MDRs) of single spheres are very sensitive to small variations
in size and refractive index. Any attempt to observe the splitting effects that are induced by
electromagnetic coupling of two dielectric spheres must concern itself with the practical matter of whether or not slight variations in the size and refractive index between the monomers
will tend to obscure this phenomenon. In the following it is shown that realistic variations
of about one part in 104 in the size and/or refractive index of the constituent spheres will
still allow such resonance splitting to be observed. Effects of 'contamination' of a resonating
sphere by a smaller sphere on its surface are studied as well.

DISCUSSION
Parameters of the form kz = 2irx/A, where A is the wavelength of the incident radiation,
will be used henceforth to describe the dimensions of the system. The refractive indices of
the spheres are denoted as If(t), where I (= 1 or 2) identifies a specific constituent of the
pair. Linearly polarized plane wave radiation with wave vector k0o impingeb on these bispheres,
with the angle between k0 and the common axis of the two spheres (designated as the z-axis)
specified by a.
Theory predicts that, as two optically resonating spheres of identical size and composition
are brought into close proximity of one another, electromagnetic coupling between the morphology dependent resonances (MDRs) of the monomers will cause the resonance structure
of the system to split. Indications are that interactions between normal modes other than
those responsible-for the singlet resonances will enhance this splitting and, more importantly,
broaden the resonance features by several orders of magnitude.'
Under realistic laboratory conditions, the possibility of obtaining truly identical spheres
is remote at best. The main question here is, 'Can the splitting survive if the constituents
of the bisphere are slightly dissimilar?' Another experimental consideration is how the resonance spectrum of the bisphere in endfire illumination, where coupling between the spheres
is strongest, will differ from that in broadside, where the coupling can be almost negligible.
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Finally, it is of interest to see how the aggregation of a small contaminant sphere onto a larger,
resonating sphere will affect that resonance.
MDRs correspond to isolated singularities in the coefficients of the multipole expansion
of the scattered fields. In what follows, these normal modes are denoted according to their
(
transverse electric (TE (j ) ) and transverse magnetic (TM0)

nature, where the indices n and

j denote the mode and resonance orders, respectively. 2 Fig. 1 shows the resonance spectra of
two interacting spheres for varying separations and contrasts them with the spectrum of an
isolated sphere. (It should be noted that if the separation is increased to 100 radii then the
forward scattered intensity of the two spheres is almost four times the intensity scattered by a
singlet, as expected.) A detailed discussion of the features appearing in Fig. 1 is given in Ref.
1. Briefly, the spectrum of the isolated sphere contains two prominent resonances, TM
TE(

),

and

which are located-at ka P 30.22 and 30.30, respectively. As a second sphere is brought

into contact with the first the TM(' ) -resonance is split into two extrema: In the spectrum of
the touching spheres, these appear as a maximum near 30.13 and a minimum at just below
30.26. An important consequence of dependent scattering is that the 1st-order resonance in
this bisphere spectrum can be as much as 1000 times as broad as the progenitor resonance.
The two peaks in the bisphere spectrum at - 30.23 and 30.38 are generated by the TE35
resonance in the monomer and the peak at 30.39 is part of the TE(0) signature associated
with a progenitor resonance near 30.459.
Fig. 2 displays the effect that fluctuations in the size and/or refractive index of one
sphere relative to the other have on the resonance spectrum of the system. As can be seen,
the characteristic features of the split bisphere resonance are essentially unchanged even when
both the size and refractive index of one sphere are about 0.07% -lower than those of the other.
Figs. 3-5 offer comparisons between the spectra of a monomer, a scatterer composed
of two such monomers, and systems constituted from this principal sphere being in close
proximity to other spheres of a wide variety of sizes and refractive indices.
All of the above calculations have involved endfire incidence only. When radiation is
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incident on a two-sphere system at angles other than endfire the lack of symmetry leads to a
dramatic increase in the time required to calculate the resonance spectra of those bispheres
considered above. One such run was made, however, and the results are shown in Fig. 6.
Interestingly, at broadside incidence, the coupling between a large sphere and a relatively
small carbon sphere which has adhered to its surface is two weak to significantly alter the
resonance spectrum of the larger monomer. This observation also prompts one to ask whether
or not splitting can be observed for orientations other than endfire incidence. To address this
concern, the refractive index of the principal monomer was increased to 2.0, thus allowing
sharp-resonances to appear at around ka = 10.0, and bringing the length of the computations
back into a more manageable range. It was found that splitting could be observed at shallow
angles of incidence (say from 0 - 100) even if dissimilarities between the spheres (relative
fluctuations such as those discussed above) were introduced and the constituents were-slightly
separated.
In conclusion, it has been found that one need not have two perfectly identical spheres
in order to observe the phenomenon of resonance splitting. Rather, the sizes and refractive
indices of the two constituent spheres can differ by amounts that are within the limits imposed
by current experimental methods. One is also allowed some latitude in the selection of the
scattering geometry employed.
This work was conducted while the author was on a postdoctoral research associateship
administered by the National Research Council and hosted by the U. S. Army Atmospheric
Sciences Laboratory.
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ABSTRACT
Both time averaged and time resolved scattering of femtosecond
laser pulses from small dielectric spheres has been studied under this
contract, and initial results were presented in recent CRDEC
Proceedings. This report describes recent and significantly improved
data on the time averaged scattering. Measurements have been made
for pulses that have spatial leng.;Sh ranging from smaller through larger
than the dimensions of the scatterer. Our experimental data are in
good agreement with theoretical predictions.
Improvements in time resolved scattering data for both single
spheres and cubes are underway. Other future work includes: (1) time
resolved measurements of frustrated total internal reflection and thus
the first measurement of time delays associated with quantum
mechanical tunneling; (2) measurement of the amplitude and phase of
light scattering at an angle of zero degrees and the first study of the
Optical Theorem in the visible; (3) measurement of the Mueller matrix
for sphere doublets and triplets in various orientations; and (4) some
studies of time resolved coherent back scattering.
INTRODUCTION
With the recent development of lasers capable of producing
pulses with duration of the order of femtoseconds 1 , an entirely new
class of optical scattering problem has evolved. Even at 300 million
meters per second, light can travel but a very short distance during
one of these pulses. Thus, investigation of the scattering of , ses that
are spatially shorter than the 5 - 50 gtm dimensions of Mie sized
scatterers is now experimentally feasible. This case is fundamentally
different from previous scattering experiments in which a primary
assumption is typically that the entire scatterer is exposed to a uniform
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optical radiation field. For these ultrashort pulses, the front and back
sides of the scatterer will interact with entirely different radiation
fields.
Figure 1 demonstrates this situation graphically by
superimposing a scaled 20 gm (diameter) sphere and a
33 femtosecond (FWHM) pulse. The 33 femtosecond pulse has a spatial
length of 10 jim and is therefore unable to interact with the front and
back of the sphere simultaneously.

Time
~t=-33

,,

fsec

t=0
fsec

~t=33

fsc

Figure 1. Interaction of a 33 femtosecond pulse with a
20 gm (diameter) sphere taken at three
consecutive times separated by 33 femtoseconds
EXPERIMENTAL
A block diagram of the experiment is presented in Figure 2. This
entire system Is mounted on a Newport Research Corp. optical table
which is isolated from floor vibrations by Newport Research pneumatic
isolation legs.
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Figure 2. Overview of the experimental apparatus
designed for measuring the time averaged
scattering of femtosecond pulses from a single
Mie sized dielectric sphere.
The apparatus is composed of four major components; the CPM laser,
the detector arm, the quadrupole trap, and the data gathering
computer.
The CPM laser
A Spectra Physics model 2030 argon ion laser provides the pump
energy for the CPM laser and its typical operating parameters are
shown in Table I. While the laser is capable of operating with pulse
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widths as short as 28 fsec, and as long as 500 fsec; for the long term
stability required for this research, the laser is operated between 75
fsec and 200 fsec. The measured bandwidth is the full width half
maximum (FWHM) bandwidth measured from the actual output of the
laser. Expected bandwidth is based on the Fourier transform limit
assuming a Gaussian pulse envelope.
Table I.

Typical operating characteristics of the CPM

femtosecond laser used in this research.
Short term minimum pulse width

28 fsec

Short term maximum pulse width

500 fsec

Long term minimum pulse width

75 fsec

Long term maximum pulse width

250 fsec

Pulse repetition rate

83 MHz

Average output power

40 mW

Peak power (75 fsec sech 2 pulse)

8.5 kW

Pulse energy

.5,nJ

Bandwidth at 75 fsec (measured)

5.5 nm

Bandwidth at 75 fsec (expected for Gaussian)

5.5 nm

Because the spectrum of the pulses is important in
understanding the scattering, any experiment designed to provide
insight into these scattering processes must include provisions for
measurement of the pulse spectrum, along with pulse width and
angular scattering. Since the CPM laser has two identical output
beams, one beam is used for scattering and the other is simultaneously
autocorrelated in order to monitor pulse width. The fact that only a
minute percentage of the incident beam is actually scattered permits
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simultaneous measurement of the pulse spectrum and a' -. age power
by the OMA and photodiode, respectively. The average power
measurement is used to constantly normalize the angular scattering
measurements to laser power, thus eliminating the effect of laser
power fluctuation on the scattering data.
The CPM laser ring is oriented in the horizontal plane and, since
the Intracavity prism sequence and dye Jets are oriented at Brewster's
angle, the output of the laser is polarized horizontally. However, more
pronounced scattering features are observed when the light is
polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane. Consequently, the
incident beam is steered onto the scattering sphere by a pair of
mirrors in a configuration designed to rotate the polarization to the
perpendicular state.
he detector arm
The detector arm is motor driven and swings through a
scattering angular range of 200 to 1750: it is outlined in Figure 3. A
lens with a 15 cm focal length is placed 15 cm from the levitated
sphere, thus the light that is scattered by the sphere is collected and
turned parallel by the lens. The pinhole assembly then determines the
angular resolution of the system. In this case, the .008" pinhole used
sets the upper limit on angular resolution to -. 1550. Because only light
that is highly parallel can get through the double pinhole, this system
also drastically reduces the amount of stray light getting to the PMT
(mainly from scattering by the quadrupole trap structure). This is
necessary in order to extract the maximum available dynamic range
from the PMT and to ensure that the measured light was actually
scattered from the sphere.
The motor speed and wheel diameter are chosen so that the
sweep rate is approximately .25 degrees per second. This allows the
time constant on the current to voltage amplifier to be as large as .62
seconds with no adverse effect on the angular resolution of the system.
To insure that the time constant is not the limiting factor in angular
resolution, a time constant of .5 sec is used in this experiment.
Because of the slow rate at which the arm Is swept, a measurement
from 200 to 1700 typically takes -10 minutes.
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Figure 3. Top and side view of the detector arm
assembly, and electric quadrupole trap.
Generally, several separate measurements are made and later
averaged together. Consequently, the laser output must be stable
throughout the time it takes to make all of the measurements to be
averaged. If an average of four measurements is desired, the laser must
then be stable for a period of approximately 40 minutes. It is this
restriction that limits the pulse width to approximately 75 fsec in this
experiment. While the laser is capable of providing pulses as short as
28 fsec, it will not operate below 75 fsec for a period of 30 to 40
minutes without significant pulsewidth or bandwidth changes.
The PMT is an RCA model 8644, which has particularly good
response down into the red (630 nm) region of the spectrum. A two
stage current to voltage amplifier is mounted inside the same shielded
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case as the PMT. The first stage of the current to voltage amplifier
provides a low impedance load for the current producing PMT. This
stage of the amplifier forces a current equal to the current from the
PMT through the feedback resister, thus converting the input current
to a voltage while at the same time keeping the load on the PMT to a
minimum. The output voltage of the first stage is then further
amplified and integrated by the second stage of the amplifier. The low
output impedance of this stage allows the signal to be transmitted
through several meters of coaxial cable to the GW Instruments analog
to digital converter board in the Macintosh II computer, with
minimum signal degradation.
The angle of the detector arm Is monitored by a BEI model 8192
optical encoder. This encoder provides a measure of the absolute angle
of the arm with a precision of 13 bits in 360 degrees or
43.95 millidegrees. The 13 bits of encoder information is input into a
16 bit TIL daughterboard that is mounted on the GW Instruments A/DD/A card in the computer.
The electric quadrupole trap
Single micron sized spheres must be obtained and stably
levitated for the scattering measurements.
Electron microscopy
reveals that the glass and polystyrene spheres which are purchased
from companies such as Saragen Diagnostics are not perfect spheres,
therefore a droplet of high viscosity, low vapor pressure oil is used.
The vapor pressure must be low to prevent significant change in
sphere size due to evaporation. An index matching oil produced by
Cargille Laboratories (stock number #1160) was specifically chosen
because it not only has a high vapor pressure, but the optical properties
such as dispersion are characterized to 5 digit precision by the
company.
The containment/levitation system was an electrodynamic trap
similar to the design of Wuerker et a12 Because the dynamics of this
design are similar to those present in an electric quadrupole mass
filter described by Paul and Raether 3 in 1955, it is often referred to as
an electric quadrupole trap. In 1980, Davis and Ray4 demonstrated
that this type of charged particle trap is capable of stably suspending a
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single liquid droplet at atmospheric pressure for extended periods of
time.
The data gathering computer system
This experiment is controlled by an Apple Macintosh II personal
computer which is responsible for gathering the experimental data,
reducing it, and then presenting it in a useful format. Labview, a
programming environment developed by National Instruments was
used to develop the program responsible for gathering all of the
pertinent information, and providing a user interface suitable for
controlling this experiment. One Labview program is designed to
control a Tracor Northern diode array interface, thus acting as an OMA.
Another Labview program is responsible for measuring the normalized
intensity scattered as a function of detector arm angle.
During the actual data gathering process, the pulse spectrum is
measured before and after the scattering measurement, and the
average is assumed to be a good representation of the spectrum during
the scattering measurement.
This is a very good assumption
considering that prior to measurement, the laser is adjusted to provide
a very stable spectrum. The spectra measured, before and after the
scattering measurement are typically indistinguishable. A more
accurate method involving measurement of the pulse spectrum for
each angular intensity measurement could be used. However, the
volume of data gathered, and the computer time necessary to analyze
the immense amount of data is for all practical purposes prohibitive.
THEORETICAL
For plane wave scattering, Mie demonstrated that by expanding
the incident plane wave in terms of vector spherical harmonics and
imposing the proper boundary conditions, the elements of the
scattering matrix that relates the scattered fields to the incident fields
can be calculated 5 . For the results presented here, the Mie
calculations are performed by a FORTRAN program which was
originally designed by Prof. George Kattawar 6 and later modified to
operate interactively on the Macintosh II computer. The bulk of this
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lengthy program is contained in the subroutines that calculate the
special functions.
The time averaged scattering of femtosecond pulses from a single
sphere is expected to be equivalent to the superposition of the
scattered intensity of each of the plane wave Fourier components of the
pulse; these plane wave scattered intensities are calculated using Mie
theory. Thus, in order to calculate the expected scattering of
femtosecond pulses from a sphere, the Mie solution for each Fourier
component must first be calculated; then, for each angular position, all
of the Mie solutions are weighted according to relative spectral
This can be expressed
intensity, and added incoherently.
mathematically as

where 1,,(0) is the time averaged intensity of the scattered pulse,
I(A, 0) is the plane wave scattered intensity at wavelength A, and G(A) is
the spectral intensity at X. Experimentally, G(A) Is measured directly
by the OMA for each data set and is stored on the computer hard disk.
RESULTS
First, the size of the sphere must be accurately determined. The
scattering of light by spheres produces scattering patterns that are
rich in detail and strongly dependent on the index of refraction and
the size parameter x. Thus, measured plane wave scattering patterns
can be compared to the predictions of Mie theory, to determine the
sphere radius a. In this case, the index of refraction of the oil is known
to be 1.48218 at the 632.8 nm wavelength of the Helium-Neon laser
used for the sizing measurements.
The measured scattering from a sphere, along with the results of
the Mie calculation for a 32.615 g~m sphere are shown in Figure 4. In
this case the fitting was done by manually comparing the calculated and
measured results, and looking for the best match. For the case of a
sphere this large, the scattering patterns change enough to resolve the
difference between, for example 32.610 gim and 32.615 gm; thus the
resolution of the fit is -. 005 gm.
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Figure 4. A comparison of the measured (dots) and
calculated (line) intensity scattered by a 32.615 im
sphere as a function of scattering angle.
The
wavelength of the cw incident beam is A,= 632.8 nm.
Along with determination of sphere size, a comparison of
measured and calculated scattering patterns allows an upper limit to be
set on the absorption of the sphere. By running the Mie routine for
this size sphere, with various values for the complex part of the index
of refraction, the modulations in the envelope that begin to appear
above 850 are heavily damped by any absorption. Comparison of these
calculations with measured results shows that the upper limit for the
complex part of the index of refraction is -. 001.
Figures 5 and 6 are plots comparing the measured and calculated
scattering of 75 and 188 femtosecond pulses from a 32.6154m sphere.
This corresponds to pulses whose spatial lengths are 23 gm and
56 -m, respectively; thus covering the range of smaller than, to larger
than the sphere diameter. Each figure also includes a plot of the
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corresponding measured spectral intensity which is used in the
calculation of the theoretical scattering. Figure 7 is an expanded plot
of the 75 femtosecond data over a narrower angular range that allows
the results to be seen more clearly.

As seen in Figures 5-7, the calculated and the measured results
are in excellent agreement; verifying that the scattering of
femtosecond pulses is properly described as a superposition of the
scattering of the Fourier components of the pulse. The effect seen in
both these results, and by comparison with the cw data shown in
Figure 4, is that as the bandwidth of the laser increases, the relative
amplitude of peaks in the time averaged angular scattering is
decreased. This is expected in view of the fact that as wavelength
changes, the peaks shift in angle; therefore, a superposition of many
wavelengths would "wash out" the peaks. It should also be noted that
the spectral intensity of the pulses (shown in the inset on each figure)
does not change appreciably between these two extreme pulse width
cases. This is simply due to the fact that the laser does not always
produce Fourier transform limited pulses; the same bandwidth can
always have a temporal width greater than the Fourier transform
minimum.
These results clearly show that the time averaged
scattering of femtosecond pulses is dependent only on pulse spectrum
and not pulse width. One implication of this is that a cw laser with a
spectral intensity identical to that of an ultra short pulse laser, would
have angular scattering dependences identical to those of the ultra
short pulse laser.
While the comparison above shows an excellent agreement
between theory and -xperiment out to a scattering angle of 1000, a plot
of the same data extended to 1750 reveals significant discrepancies.
Figure 8 shows these discrepancies at large scattering angles for
incident 75 fsec pulses; however the discrepancies are identical for all
pulse widths, and are also present in the cw scattering data. Because
there is such excellent agreement over most of the angular range, this
discrepancy is surprising. After all, any systematic problems in the
experimental design capable of producing this disagreement between
theory and experiment would be expected to have some effects at
other scattering angles.
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Figure 5. Comparison of experimental (points) and
theoretical (line) time averaged angular scattering
results for scattering of 75 fsec pulses from a
32.615 gm sphere. Inset shows spectral intensity
of the laser during the scattering measurement.
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Figure 8. A comparison of experimental and theoretical
scattering results showing the discrepancy at
-1550.
The Mie code is not in error either since these calculated results
have been carefully compared with results obtained from other
researchers in this field with excellent agreement. The peak in the
theoretical data at -1550 is in fact due to the geometric scattering
phenomenon known as the rainbow, and is reproduced by the Mie
code at the same angular position that can be calculated using only
geometric optics techniques. Thus the lack of the rainbow at 1550 in
experimental data must be due to some experimental effect. A large
(.006) Imaginary part of the index of refraction (absorption) of the
sphere would decrease the amplitude of the rainbow peak enough to
resemble the measured scattering. However, as discussed earlier, the
procedure used to determine the size of the sphere also set an upper
limit on the imaginary part of the iudex of refraction at -. 001. Thus,
absorption cannot be considered the cause for the discrepancy.
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The most likely cause is a deviation In the sphericity of the
sphere. Because the droplet in the quadrupole trap is liquid, and is
exposed to static and dynamic forces from both the trap and gravity, It
is reasonable to expect that the particle might exhibit slight deviations
from sphericity. In particular, the electrostrictive forces applied to the
sphere by the large AC fields in the trap could couple to certain
"capillary modes" of the sphere, in which the restoring force is the
surface tension of the liquid 7 . Marston demonstrated in 1980 that
when these type of oscillations are driven in liquid spheres, the
rainbow rays undergo angular oscillations 8 . This type of behavior would
explain the washed out rainbow; nevertheless, the effect is being
investigated further to precisely confirm its origins.
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ABSTRACT
Bianisotropic materials are more general than either anisotropic or chiral materials. We write down the frequency domain Maxwell equations for
a bianisotropic material and develop conditions on tensors appearing in
these equations which guarantee uniqueness of the solution of the electromagnetic interaction problem. The primary tools here are the the use of
Silver Mueller radiation conditions and integral inequalities involving integrals of field quantities over the interior and surface of the scattering body
derived from impedance sheet boundary conditions. The integral equation
formulation of the electromagnetic interaction problem is provided.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Bianisotropic materials, because of their greater complexity, have
greater potential for creating materials with prescribed or desired absorption, transmission, and reflection properties. Chiral properties are a special case of bianisotropic materials. With chiral materials there is a special
scalar & (Jaggard and Engheta, p 173) such that
D -

+ i .§

(1.1)

and
B-= pH - i pE

(1.2)

With the more general bianisotropic materials there are tensors a and /3
with the property that
= de + ,dt/(iw)
(1.3)
and

B=

jAf + PEl(iw)

(1.4)

where e and -t are tensors. Here MaxwelPs equations have the form
curl(E) = -iwB

(1.5)

curl(H) = iW.D + o'E

(1.6)

and
Using these notions we make Maxwell's equations look like the standard
Maxwell equations with complex sources by introducing the generalized
electric and magnetic current densities by the relations,
curl(E) = iwpoH - J,

(1.7)

curl(H) = iweo!.

(1.8)

and
+J

where
, = iweE + a'i - iweo.

(1.9)

i lo

(1.1O)

and
J. = iwH+P

We also assume that there is an impedance sheet current density given by
=

(P - (n-. •,)i)
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(1.11)

where o-, is a tensor acting on the tangent plane of the boundary Ot of the
scattering body f. The formulation of integral equations for bianisotropic
materials, therefore, is carried out by the analysis of the following coupled
system of integral equations based on the notion of electric and magnetic
charges defined by the two continuity equations

and

div(

apo

) + --

(1.12)
m(113

and
Having developed this the coupled system of integral equations describirg-the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with a bounded bianisotropic
body 11 is given by the following relations. The electric field integral equation is given by

E-E = -grad ~/G(r,

+

-

S)dv(s))

j.

cr (j fmG(r$)d(s)(.4
-iw,/.o
JeG(r-, sad(s)+

and the magnetic field integral equation may be-expressed as
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-grad

-17'

(in

WOO(Y
G(t. )dv())

i grad (

-

(J(Jx(grad(G(r,s9)))da(.a))
-iWeo

f. G(r,s)dv(j)+

+ curl (f .iG(r, s)dv~s))(.)
where G(r,s) is the rotation- invariant, temperate fundamental solution of
the Helmholtz equation,

given by

(1.16)

=6

(+k)G

ezp(-iko I-r -,9

I)

4r Ir--s

(1.17)

Substituting (1.10) and (1.11) into equations (1.13) and (1.14) we obtain, the coupled integral equations for bianisotropic materials. The electric
field integral equation for a bianisotropic material is given by,
.-

£ = -grad

(idiv(iweA

+

-

iwe °A) GH' )dv(s))

+-&rdi (iw EE + caH - iWcEo.. n)G(r, .s)da(s))
+(

(JE
f~

divo-,E--

{n(o(
~

-

))G(r, s)+

(n-. .P)n))grad(G(r,
j))} da(s))

28
jiP
fn~
iwf+ a H-4 iweofG(r, .s)dv(s)+
curl (j iwtil + 13A iwloG(r,s)dv(s))
0

-

--

(i.

-
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(.8

The magnetic field integral equation for a bianisotropic material covered
by an impedance sheet is given by
= -grad

-,i

(I div(iwjsA +

ft

-

iW I

) G (r '

s)dv())

grad j (iw J4il + of- iwpoll n)G(r,a)da(s)
-

(,,(

- (ff 4)ff) x (grad(G(r,.)))da(s))

-iweo fj(iwjAI + Of.~- iwpoII)G(r, e)dv(s)+
+ curl (j iwe.Y + ca&

-

iweo..tGr, &)dv~s))

(1.19)

While we have obtained exact solutions for layered materials, most of the
problems are so complex that one -must formulate the interaction problems
using integral equations. The primary focus of this paper is to demonstrate
the equivalence of integral equation and Maxwell equation formulations
of the problem for suitable-function spaces by demonstrating uniqueness.
Then we can carry out the design of complex materials using an improvement of classical spline methods (Tsai, Massoudi, Durney, and Iskander, pp
1131-1139). The Tsai, Massoudi, Durney, and Iskander paper is unusual in
that comparisons are made between internal fields predicted from moment
method computations and Mie solution computations. Successful comparisons have been made for linear basis functions without enhancement by
EFRIE theory. However, as the scattering bodies become more complex the
computational requirements become larger and larger. With EFRIE theory if one has a discretization that enables one to-closely approximate the
solution, then refinements can be made by a convergent iterative process
based on the concept that the norm of the difference between an approximate integral operator and the actual integral operator is simply smaller
than one, not necessarily close enough to give answers of acceptable accuracy. Then the answer is -improved by an iterative process to any desired
precision without the use of additional computer memory.
We have formulated some one dimensional scattering problems associated with magnetic materials, and solutions obtained from the differential
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equation formulations have been substituted into the integral equations and
have been shown to satisfy them exactly. For magnetic materials, a single
integral equation was obtained and the significance of surface values of the
derivative of the electric vector were shown to be important. For higher
order splines all terms arising in a matrix representation of the integral
equation formulation of the problem, and all iterates of the integrals could
be computed exactly.

UNIQUENESS

2

If B and A' are electric and magnetic fields in a bianisotropic material,
then there exist tensors p, e, a, and 3 such that

curl(B) = -iwpH

-

PE

(2.1)

and
curl(H) = (iwe + a-)0 + cxH

(2.2)

We assume that if ca is a complex tensor that a* denotes its complex
conjugate. We assume that a bounded bianisotropic body f1with a smooth
normal is embedded in three dimensional free space and is subjected to a
remote source of radiation whose electric field is A" and whose magnetic
field is Hi. If E denotes the difference between two solutions of the form
A' + E , where E denotes the scattered radiation, in the-exterior of 12, or
simply the difference of two solutions in the interior of 0, then the solution
is unique if we can prove that E is identically zero in the- exterior of 1 or
everywhere inside 11.

The starting point for proofs of uniqueness of solutions of electromagnetic scattering problems is the Silver Mueller radiation conditions which
demand that if CR is a sphere of radius R centered at a point in the scattering body, that then
LIM

LM fix

R -4o0 iR(2)

-

). (i x curl(E*) + ikoE*)da =0(23
0EulA

Thus, we note that
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i x curl(A) - ik,0 A
n-

i x curl(f) 12
n-

ik0
-

Ji

12da

IkE 12)da+

((n-x curl(1))

A.
f

iko

'd

(il x curl(AO'))da

(2.4)

Focusing our attention on the last two terms in this equation, we see
that
ikof (iTx curl(A-)) - Ada

iko
=iko

jc n
R

(cur1(B) x A*)dv

JV
div(curl(E) x
J n -(curl( ) x

A-)dv+

(iko)

.&)d

(2.5)

In the previous equation S 2 is the surface bounding the-bianisotropic body
and V, is the-region between the bounded bianisotropic body and the sphere
CR centered at a point in the bianisotropic material. We will assume that
V2 represents the bounded bianisotropic body covered by an impedance
sheet. Continuing our analysis, and replacing curl(E) by -iwpOff we find
that
kf
ik,,J(i nx curl(EA)) -EThda-=

iko

jC

div(curl(f) x f)v

kowpo

152 i . (Hi x E*)da.

(2.6)

Thus, making -use of the impedance sheet boundary -condition which states
that

i~H~~H

-(i
nf( En~)

2

we-find-thait
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(2.7)

iko I CR(n' x curl(A))

.gAda =

iko Lit div(curl(Y) x P*)dv+
kowpo
kowo

n-. (ff2 x A;)da+

J {(o.(f

- (P.-ii)i))

} da

(2.8)

where 112 and . 2 are the electric and magnetic fields just inside of the
impedance sheet on the surface S2. First using the Gauss divergence theorem we find that
ikoJfc,' x curl(A) ) d =
.

iko fj, div(curl(E) x ,),+

kowpo

JV
div(ih

kowpoJ {(o.(A,E

X

(A,.
E} i)i)).

da

(2.9)

We now make use of the vector calculus identity,
div(4 x B) = B. (curl(,X)) - A4. (curl(B))

We find that
iko
iko

j

(

(2.10)

IC(it x curl(E)) - A'da

" (curl(curl(A))) -

curl()

, curi(P*))dv+

ko,,o Jr(A curl(i 2) - H 2 . curl(t2A))dv+

kowpo

J

{(o.(A

- (A. i)'n))

Substituting in the constitutive relations we find that
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d

(
(2.11)

,ik
L(nx curl(A)) Pda

A

+ko~o~
-kow/4 0I2

kowpO

J

=

-io

J {A

*.

121 dv

+ H2 } dv

.A

.{(ie

+ I curl()

f) -

&

')))
{(fa(A 2 - (A2 .

.}

da

(2.12)

Considering the conjugate term of this form we observe that

-iko

Jo, x curl(')). Oda = ikJI, {E.,,.+I curt; 9) 121 dv
+koWPo

J,2 . {(-'We

-kowpo
koWuo

Js

J

+ o,"A; + ,.;}dv

i 2)dv+
{(:(A; -(A;-. -)6)). 2}I da
'#2 - (-iwpilf2

-

(2.13)

Adding these equations we find that the solution is unique provided
that either a quadratic form is positive definite or another form is either
negative or positive definite. Indeed it may be easier to prove uniqueness
for the more complex material than when the scatterer has a simpler form.
We find that
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x curl(*)) . Ada) nR(

2Re (iko

kowpo

J ((A;. (iwe + i)A,) + (E
J12 (2; (aCil) + (42

2 . (-iwc-

kow

-kow/o

.

fv {(l 2 (iWWH?;) +

kowpo

a l}
(-iw&H)}

H,{i
2 3E;) +Hi;

MRe [kowpoL {(E

2 -

+ o')g)} dv+
v
dv+

3E2 )+

(EA
2 -n)n)).- g} da]

(2.14)

Note that if the permeability, I, the permittivity, e, and the tensors a
and 3 are scalars times the identity matrix then sufficient conditions for
uniqueness are that the real part of o" is positive and the imaginary parts
of e and # are negative and that the realpart of o* is-positive and that the
quadratic-form associated with the matiix Q defined by

Q=
A,
0
0
Re()

o

o

0
A.
0
0
Re(f3)

o

0
0
A,
0
0

Re(#)

Re(a)
0
0
Re(o)
0
0
Wm(p)
0
0
wm(,)

0

0

0
0
Re(a)
0
0

(215)

WIm(Y)

where
AC = wlm(e) + Re(a),

(2.16)

is positive definite. Thus, in particular, if there is enough domination of
the a and / terms by the positive diagonal terms, then this form is positive
definite and we do indeed have a unique solution of the electromagnetic
interaction problem in a variety of naturally arising function spaces if the
impedance sheet conductivity o, is positive.
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The general uniqueness result is therefore derived by observing that
LIM I
R -* o Ia( x curl(A) - ik).

LI
R
kowt 0

12+

oc (I-il x curl(B)1 +k

J, {(2;

(ia +

kO/AO 42 {(2,.
-kLOwpo 1V2' {(11

kOWIAg

IEl 2)da+

9)2) + (A-. (-iw* + OIA)} dv+
(C
',,.1) + ( 2 Wo +

(i012
'.2

(('

2 --

,#2)}
dv+

(-iWIft 2 )}

JV2
{(02 i~A + (ii2
J
(

MRe [kowpo

+ ikog')da =

( x curl(')

2

dv+

A2)}I +

il iY)) 0} da]

(2.17)

The uniqueness is established by observing that upon taking the limit
of all terms as the radius R of CR becomes infinite that if the difference A
between two solutions were a nonzero function, then we would get-effectively
two equations by taking the real and imaginary parts of both sides of the
relationship

0 =C 2 +
dv+
I)}

kOWAOfV2 {(0; (wc + o) 2)+ (0 2 (-WE. + a

ooJ, {(A; .(,,)',) + (A,. (,,,)# )}, ,
-kowtof

{(fV
((22 ,.

kowlo 1V, (

MRe [kowo

J

)+ (92 ((-iwf.t)} dv+

'
2

{(ff.(A

g _;+(
2

-
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(.))).}

.0 )} +
da]

(2.18)

where C2-is the real-number given by
C2

12

Ic(M

1Z 13)da

(2.19)

Since this is not possible if the electromagnetic parameters are such that
the body is dissipative in the sense that the bilinear form acting on the
function (1, A) that is defined by

kowiAoJ,{(

(-iwe)' + o.92*)} dv+

(iwe + a,)AY2) + (.9

{(1;2 ()02), + (92
-kowpofJ {( 2 ' (iW;,.' ) + A - (-iwIh)} dv+
kowpo

(( - 3 A.(It
{(il

kow,0oJfo + 0.) {(- 2 4

2) -

-92)} +

(9 2. 9)(A9;. l)} da

(2.20)

is-positive definite.

3

HOMOTOPY

We have developed a variety of homotopy methods for solving electromagnetic interaction problems. The-basic idea of homotopy is to start with
an-easy problem such as-scattering by an N layer bianisotropicsphere, and
use'this exact solution to move via a dynamical system defined by a system of ordinary differential equations along a homotopy path. We pick a
discretization of the scattering body and locally represent the fields using
a spline approximation in each scatterer subunit. If for example, we were
considering a dielectric body with a-nonspherical-shape, we would represent
this.shape locally as a smooth function of the-spatial variables. We could
assume that there is a transformation T which takes the original spherical
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body 0 0 into a-complex shape l,. We suppose that there is a cellular decomposition of fl0 which transforms under T into a cellular decomposition
of fl1 . If C, is the ith cell of the cellular decomposition of flo, then
= AT(C ) + (1 - A)Cj

(3.1)

By assuming that there is a one parameter family of coefficients used to
represent the fields which satisfy, as closely as possible, the integral equations, (1.18) and (1.19), we see that we can obtain the representation of
the field in the interior of the complex shape using N 2 operations. We
treat A, and the expansion coefficients of the induced electric and magnetic
fields as dependent variables in a system of ordinary differential equations
involving the homotopy paramter . as the independent variable. Because
the initial conditions for the easy problem can be obtained in N steps times
a constant which is independent of N, we know the starting values of the
derivatives of the expansion coefficients and the parameter A. We halt the
solution of the system of differential equations as soon as A becomes equal
to 1 and we are solving the integral equations (1.18)-and (1.19) for

1 = AI

(3.2)

The basis- of our method concerns tracking a homotopy path using the
fact that if on the curve

NJ), Ca))
we define for each

(0,1] XR"

R(.)

the parameterized function,

PS(A,

2) =

App?) + (1 - A)(X

-- a)

(3.3)

(3.4)

and ask that it take on values in-R", then if it were true that a path were
chosen such that
g(a~),X(a)) =
(3.5)
that then we would have
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T(,.,)

T(,2)

T(n,,) T(n,2 )

(3.6)

)

T(Z,

T(,n.+,)

X10)(8)

0/

where the coefficient matrix T is essentially the Jacobian of the vector valuedfunction 4,. The entries of the coefficient matrix T are given specificaPy
P( 1)
by
_

8A I
(,,) =

OP(S.')

x,

'

(37)
(3.8)

o
, = 8,

(3.9)

= 0A
-,,)

(3.10)

r(n,2) = °O-- ,and

(3.11)

T(,+) = P(l,

(3.12)

If along the-path satisfying these equations, the Jacobian were full then
its kernel would be one dimensional:and we would have a nontrivial solution
of the above linear system which would give us-formulas for the derivatives
with respect to the parameter a of the variables A , X1, ..., and X. By
solving this system of differential equations we-move from the solution of
an-easy problem
'(3.13)
=

to the solution-of the more difficult constrained optimization problem which
has been made equivalent to the solving of the nonlinear equation,
F.) -6.
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-(3.14)
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